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ABSTRACT 
The Saturn IB, SA-206 launch vehicle was launched on Mav 25, 1973, from 
Kennedy Space Center and placed the Command Service Module Containing 
three crew members into an 81 x 190 n mi. earth orbit. No anomalies 
occurred that seriously affected the mission. 
Any questions or comments pertaining to the information contained in 
this report should be directed to: 
Director, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
Huntsville, Alabama 35812 
Attention: Chairman, Saturn Flight Evaluation Working 
Group, SAT-E (Phone 205-453-1030) 
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Center of Gravity 
Central Instrumentation 
Facility 
Cormnand Module 
Cape Kennedy 
Camarvon 
Computer Reset Pulse 
Command and Service Module 
Canary Island 
Digital Events Evaluator 
Explosive Bridge Wire 
Engine Cutoff 
Environmental Control 
System 
Enrergency Detection System 
Eastern Daylight Time 
Engine Mixture Ratio 
Engine Start Command 
Electrical Support Equipment 
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FCC 
FM 
FRT 
GBI 
GBS 
GCS 
GDS 
GFCV 
GN2 
GRR 
GSCU 
GSE 
HAW 
HE 
HSK 
IBM 
ICD 
IECO 
IGM 
IU 
JSC 
KSC 
KUJ 
Flight Control Computer 
Frequency Modulation 
Flight Readiness Test 
Grand Bahama Island 
Gas Bearing System 
Guidance Cutoff Signal 
Goldstone 
GOX Flow Control Valve 
Gaseous Nitrogen 
Guidance Reference Release 
Ground Support Cooling Unit 
Ground Support Equipment 
Hawaii 
Helium 
Honeysuckle 
International Business 
Machines 
Interface Control Document 
Inboard Engine Cutoff 
Iterative Guidance Mode 
Instrument Unit 
Johnson Space Center 
Kennedy Space Center 
Kwajalein 
LH2 
LOS 
LOX 
LUT 
LV 
LVDA 
LVDC 
LVGSE 
MAD 
MAP 
WC-H 
MDAC 
WV 
MILA 
ML 
MOV 
MR 
MRCV 
MSFC 
MSS 
MUX 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Liquid Hydrogen 
Loss of Sign91 
Liquid Oxygen 
Launch Utiilical Tower 
Launch Vehicle 
Launch Vehicle Data Adapter 
launch Vehicle Digital 
Computer 
Launch Vehicle Ground 
Support Equipment 
Madrid 
Message Acceptance Pulse 
Mission Control Center - 
Houston 
McDonnell Douglas 
Astronautics Company 
Main Fuel Valve 
Merritt Island Launch Area 
Mobile Launcher 
Main Oxidizer Valve 
Mixture Ratio 
Mixture Ratio Control Valve 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
Mobile Service Structure 
Multiplexer 
(CONTINUED) 
NFL 
NPSP 
NPV 
OAT 
OECO 
OMPT 
OT 
04s 
PACSS 
PAFB 
PCM 
PEA 
PLAST 
PSD 
PTCS 
PU 
RCA 
RF 
RLH 
VA 
SACS 
Newfoundland 
Net Positive Suction Pressure 
Non-Propulsive Vent 
Overall Test 
Outboard Engine Cutoff 
Observed Mass Point Trajectory 
Operational Trajectory 
Orbital Workshop (Modified 
S-IVB Stage) 
Project Apollo Coordinate 
System Standard 
Patrick Air Force Base 
Pulse Code Modulation 
Platform Electronics Assembly 
Propellant Load and All System 
Test 
Power Spectral Density 
Propellant Tanking Computer 
System 
Propellant Utilization 
Radio Corporation of America 
Radio Frequency 
Retrogrdde Local Horizontal 
Service Arm 
Service Arm Control Switches 
xiv 
ABBPEVIATIONS (CONTINUED) 
S&S Solar Array System 
SC 
SDF 
SL 
SLA 
Spacecraft 
System Development Facility 
Skylab 
Spacecraft Lunar Module 
Adsoter 
SM Service Module 
sox Solid Oxygen 
SRSCS Secure Range Safety Command 
System 
STDV Start Tank Discharge Valve 
sv 
sws 
Space Vehicle 
Saturn Workshop 
TAN 
TB 
TCC 
Tananarive 
Time Base 
Thermal Control Coating 
TCS 
TEX 
TM 
TVC 
us 
Terminal Countdown Sequencer 
Corpus Christi 
Telemetry 
Thrust Vector Control 
United States 
LIT 
VAB 
VHF 
WLP 
Universal Time 
Vertical Assembly Building 
Very High Frequency (30-300 MHZ) 
Wallops Island 
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MISSION PLAN 
The Saturn IB SA-206 (SL-2 Launch) is to place the Command Service 
Module (CSM-116) in a 150 x 346 km (81 x 187 n. mi.) orbit. SA-206 is 
comprised of the S-18-6, S-IVB-206, and the Instrument Unit (IU)-206. 
This is the first manned flight in the Skylab Program. 
Launch is scheduled to occur on the 25th of May 1973 from Launch Com- 
plex 39, Pad B of the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) at 9:00 a.m., EDT. 
Flight will be along a launch-time-dependent azimuth within a flight 
azimuth range of 51.7 degrees to 37.8 degrees measured east of north. 
The launch window duration is 15.5 minutes. Vehicle weight at ignition 
is nominally 592,888 kg (1,307,095 lbm). 
S-IB stage powered flight lasts approximately 141 seconds. The S-IVB 
stage provides powered flight fDr approximately 436.3 seconds inserting 
the CSM into its planned orbit. The CSM Service Propulsion System and 
Reaction Control System will be used to complete the CSM rendezvous 
maneuvers and dock axially with the orbiting Saturn Work Shop. In the 
same time frame the S-IVB/IU will be maneuvered to, and maintained in, 
an attitude for conducting the M-415 Thermal Control Coating experiment. 
Deorbit of the S-IVB/IU will commence on the fourth revolution with the 
spent vehicle oriented in a retrograde attitude. Residual propellants 
in the S-IVB stage tanks will be dumped through the J-2 engine to produce 
the impulse required for deorbit. By controlling the vehicle attitude 
and the time and duration of propellant dump the spent vehicle is directed 
towards a designated impact region. Impact is planned to occur in an 
island-free area of the Pacific Ocean approximately 6 hours after liftoff. 
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FLIGHT SUMMARY 
The Saturn Space Vehicle, SA-206, was launched on May 25, 1973, from Kennedy 
Space Center. The SA-2G6 vehicle supported the Skylab mission by placing 
a Comnand Service Module containing three crew members into an earth orbit 
for rendezvous with the orbiting Saturn Work Shop. 
The performance of ground systems supporting countdown and launch was 
satisfactory except for one anomaly. This anomaly occurred after launch 
colrmit and could have transferred vehicle power from internal to external 
resulting in launch without vehicle electrical power. The erroneous cutoff 
signal, however, was not sustained long enough to energize the cutoff relay. 
The space vehicle was launched at 9:Or):OO Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) on 
May 25, 1973, from Pad 39B of tne Kennedy Space Center, Saturn Complex. 
The countdown was scrubbed from the original %y 15, 1973 launch date to 
accommodate Skylab-l Orbital Work Shop pranlem resolutions and work-arounds 
(refer to MPR-SAT-FE-73-4 for SA-513/Skylab-1 Flight Report). Damage to 
the pad, Launch Umbilical Tmer (LUT) and support equipment was considered 
minimal. 
SA-206 was launched as planned on an azimuth of 90 degrees east of north. 
A roll maneuver was initiated at approximately 10 seconds that placed the 
vehicle on a flight azimuth of 47.580 degrees east of north. The down 
range pitch program was also initiated at this time. The reconstructed 
trajectory was generated by merging the ascent phase and the parking orbit 
phase. Available C-Band radar and Unified S-Band tracking data, together 
with telemetered guidance velocity data were used in the trajectory recon- 
struction. The reconstructed flight trajectory (actual) was very close to 
the Post-Launch Predicted Operational Trajectory (nominal). The S-IB 
stage Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) was 1.36 seconds later than nominal. 
The total space-fixed velocity at this time was 7.07 m/s greater than 
nominal. After separation, the S-IB stage continued on a ballistic tra- 
jectory to earth impact. The S-IVB burn terminated with guidance cutoff 
signal and parking orbit insertion; both approximately 3.7 seconds later 
than nominal. A velocity of 1.82 m/s greater than nominal at insertion 
resulted in an apogee 6.32 km higher than nominal. The parking orbit 
portion of the trajectory from insertion to CSM/S-IVB separation was 
close to nominal. However, separation of the CSM from the S-IVB stage 
occurred 17.6 seconds later than nominal, which is not considered 
significant because it is an astronaut initiated event. 
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All aspects of the S-IVB/IU deorbit were accomplished successfully. The 
deorbit trajectory altitude was slightly higher than the real time pre- 
dicated value resulting iu an impact slightly downrange of nominal. 
These dispersions were small enough that impact actually did occur within 
the real time predicted footprint. Impact occurred at approximately 
21,607 seconds. 
The S-IB stage propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout 
flight. Stage longitudinal site thrust and specific impulse averaged 
1.04 percent and 0.3 percent lower than predicted, respectively. Stage 
LOX, fuel and total propellant flowrate averaged 0.78 percent, 0.70 
percent, and 0.76 percent lower than predicted, respectively. IECO 
occurred 0.75 seconds later than predicted. OECO was initiated 3.69 
seconds after IECO by the deactuation of the thrust OK pressure switches, 
as planned, of Engine #l. At OECO, the LOX residual was 2916 lbm compared 
to the predicted 3297 lbm and fuel residual was 6127 lbm compared to the 
predicted 5986 lbm. The S-IB stage hydraulic system performed satisfactorily. 
The S-IVB propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout the opera- 
tional phase of burn and had normal start and cutoff transients. S-IVB 
burn time was 440.4 seconds, 2.5 seconds longer than predicted for the 
actual flight azimuth of 47.6 degrees. This difference is composed of 
-0.15 seconds due to higher than expected S-IB/S-IVB separation velocity 
and +2.65 seconds due to lower than predicted S-IVB performance. The 
engine performance during burn, as determined from standard altitude 
reconstruction analysis, deviated from the predicted Start Tank Discharge 
Valve (STDV) open +60 second time slice by -0.64 percent for thrust and 
+0.05 percent for specific impulse. The S-IVB stage Engine Cutoff (ECO) 
was initiated by the Launch Vehicle Digital Computer (LVDC) at 586.3 
seconds. The S-IVB residuals at engine cutoff were near nominal. The 
best estimate of the engine cutoff residuals is 2873 lbm for LOX and 
2223 lbm for LH2 as compared to the predicted values of 3314 lbm for LOX 
and 2046 lbm for LH2. Subsequent to burn, the stage propellant tanks 
were vented satisfactorily. The impulse derived from the LOX and fuel 
dumps was sufficient to satisfactorily deorbit the S-IVB/IU. The total 
impulse provided was 88,360 lbf-set with a LOX dump impulse contribution 
of 75,610 lbf-set and a fuel dump impulse contribution of 12,750 lbf-sec. 
A disturbing force on the S-IVB/IU, coincident with LOX tank venting in 
T5 (following propellant dumps), caused unplanned firings of Auxiliary 
Propulsion System (APS) module engines and subsequent propellant deple- 
tion in APS Module No. 2. Analysis indicates nearly complete blockage 
of LOX Nonpropulsive Vent (NPV) Nozzle No. 1. The blockage has been 
attributed to solid oxygen formation at the nozzle inlet during T4 cylic 
LOX relief venting when liquid remaining in the duct was subjected to a 
freezing environment. t!o impact due to this anomaly is expected on the 
Skylab-3 or Skylab-4. Propellant tank safing after fuel dump was satis- 
factory. The APS operation was nominal throughout flight. No helium 
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or propellant leaks were observed and the regulators functioned nominally. 
Hydraulic system performance was nominal throughout powered flight, orbital 
coast, and deorbit. 
The structural loads experienced during the flighi were well below design 
values. The maximum bending moment was 14.8 x 10 in-lbf (approximately 27 
percent of design) at vehicle station 942. Thrust cutoff transients 
experienced by SA-206 were similar to those of previous flights. The maxi- 
mum longitudinal dynamic responses measured in the IU were 9.20 g and 
+D.30 g at S-IB IECO and OECO, respectively. POGO did not occur. The 
Maximum ground wind experienced by the Saturn IB SA-206 during the prelaunch 
period was 22 knots (55 knots, allowable with damper). The ground winds at 
launch were 12 knots from the Southwest (34 knots allowable). 
The Stabilized Platform and the Guidance Computer successfully supported 
the accomplishment of the mission objectives. Targeted conditions at orbit 
insertion were attained with insignificant error. The one anomaly which 
occurred in the guidance and navigation system was a large change in the 
gyro sumnation current and a small change in the accelerometer sumnation 
current in the ST-124N Platform Electronics Assembly. Operation of the 
ST-124M subsystem was not affected by these current changes. There \ras a 
pitch axis gimbal resolver switchover accomplished at 20,558 seconds, 
following completion of propellant dumps. However, this switchover was 
caused by a loss of attitude control when the S-IVB APS propellants 
depleted. 
The control and separation systems functioned correctly throughout the 
powered and coast flight. Control was terminated earlier than predicted 
during deorbit by the depletion of S-IVB APS Module 2 propellants. Engine 
gimbal deflections were nominal and APS firings predictable. Bending and 
slosh dynamics were adequately stabilized. r!o undue dynamics accompanied 
any separation. 
The electrical systems and Eme;-gency Detection System (EDS) performed 
satisfactorily during the flight. Battery performance (including voltages, 
currents, and temperatures) was satisfactory and remained within acceptable 
limits. Operation of all power supplies, inverters, Exploding Bridge Wire 
(EBw) firing units, and switc!l selectors were nominal. 
Base pressure data obtained from SA-206 have oeen conpared with preflight 
predictions and/or previous flight data and show good agreement. Base 
drag coefficients were also calcclated using the measured pressures and 
actual flight trajectory parameters. 
Comparisons of SA-206 base region thermal data with corresponding data from 
SA-203, SA-204 and SA. 105 show generally good agreement with slight 
differences being att.ibuted to the H-l engine uprating on the SA-206 
vehicle. Measured heating rates in the base region were all below the S-IB 
stage design level. 
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The S-13 stage engine compartment and instrument compartment require 
environmental control during prelaunch operations, but are not actively 
controlled during S-IB boost. The desired temperatures were maintained 
at both areas during the prelaunch operations. The IU stage Environ- 
mental Control System (ECS) exhihited satisfactory performance for the 
duration of the IU mission. Coolant temperatures, pressures, and flow- 
rates were continuously maintained within the required ranges and 
design limits. 
Total vehicle mass, determined from post-flight analysis, was within 
1.15 percent of predicted from ground ignition through S-IVB stage 
cutoff signal with the exception of a longer than predicted S-W stage 
burn, resulting in a less than expected residual. Hardware weights, 
propellant loads and propellant utilization were close to predicted 
values during flight. 
All data systems performed satisfactorily with theexception of the IU 
telemetry system during orbital operation. Flight measurements from 
onboard telemetry were 100 percent reliable. 
Telemetry performance was normal except for a momentary loss of snychroni- 
zation of the S-16 telemetry signal at liftoff due to burst of electrical 
noise. A reduction in Radio Frequency (RF) radiated pcmer from the IU 
telemetry links was experienced during the first orbital revolution. The 
usual interference due to flame effects and staging were experienced. 
Usable telemetry data were received until 20,800 seconds (05:43:48). 
Good tracking data were received from the C-Band radar, with Kwajalein 
(KUJ) indicating final Loss of Signal (LOX) at 21,475 seconds (5:57:55). 
Skylab Experiment M-415, a MSFC Thermal Control Coating experiment was 
performed during the flight of SA-206. The object of the experiment was 
to determine the effects of preflight and flight environments on various 
thermal control coatings. The experiment contained 48 coatings that were 
uncovered and exposed to the environment at different times. Preliminary 
data indicates that: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
All 24 coatings were uncovered as planned. 
Temperature measurements were received as planned. 
Coatings which were exposed continuously from prelaunch exhibited 
no significant difference in absorptivity/emissivity (a/e) or 
temperature. 
Two of the three coatings sealed until first stage separation as 
planned, but exposed to retro motor plumes, indicated approximately 
the same a/e and temperatures but the third sample operated about 
9°C cooler. 
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e. At orbital insertion, all coatings which were exposed continuously 
from orelaunch were running 8 to 10°C hotter than the coatings which 
were sealed but exposed just prior to the retro motor firing. 
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MISSION OBJECTIVES ACCOMPLISHMENT 
Table 1 presents the MSFC launch vehicle objectives for Skylab-2 as 
defined in the "Saturn Mission Implementation Plan SL-2/SA-206," 
MSFC Document PM-SAT-8010.22, Revision C, dated March 30, 1973, and 
updated by MSFC letter SAT-MGR (SAT-E-171-73) dated June 1, 1973. 
An assessment of the degree of accomplishment can be found in other 
secticns of this report as shown in Table 1, 
NO. 
1 
Table 1. Mission Obj ective Accomplishment 
LAUNCH VEHICLE OBJECTIVE 
Launch and insert a manned 
CSM into the earth orbit 
targeted for during the 
final launch countdown. 
SL-2 was targeted for 
an 81 x 187 n mi. 
(150 x 346 KM) orbit 
during final launch 
countdcnvn. 
DEGREE 
OF 
ACCOM- 
PLISHMENT -- 
Complete 
xxiii/xxiv 
OISCRE- 
PANCIES 
None 
\ 
FAILURES AND ANDMALIES 
Evaluation of the launch vehicle and launch vehicle ground support equip- 
ment data revealed the following four anomalies, one of which is considered 
significant. 
Table 2. Sumnary of Failures and Anomalies 
NM. AllllM COltKA NOT KOUlllcO 
AttfR iEO981t Ovp. (APO 19C 
h%WLI. APPD 44 ICC 41 
CORKCIIVI ACTION 
rOD,FItO SAG'07 ISt IO: 
I. INnlBll ltW51 FAIlLIlt 
CUmFF CIRCUIT Awl) 
LAmcn mmll. 
2. PAfvfYt Wtr’rLC PM@ m m !  
Ffl ft”W INiClllU TO  
1KtE811 AFlCl COIIIT WI1 
ISSWNM OF tNGllC CUtOFF 
COIUIO. 
VISW IISPcCrIR OF lwf-n 
ccmLcrcwr KID QPlKfmm 
OF 1WSf FOUID OtfCRM. 
*Irt. 
5 
t 
i- 
i 
L 
15.3.2 
15.6 
7.10.2 
10. J.3 
FiT 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PURPCSE 
This report provides the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) Headquarters, and other interested agencies, with the launch 
vehicle evaluation results of the SA-206 flight (Skylab-2 Launch). The 
basic objective of flight evaluation is to acquire, reduce, analyze, 
evaluate and report on flight data to the extent required to assure 
future mission success and vehicle reliability. To accomplish this 
objective, actual flight problems are identified, their causes deter- 
mined, and recormnendations made for appropriate corrective action. 
i.2 SCOPE 
This report contains the performance evaluation of the major launch vehicle 
systems with special emphasis on problems. 
and spacecraft performance are included. 
Sumnaries of launch operations 
The official George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) position at 
this time is represented by this report. It will not be followed by a 
similar report unless continued analysis or new information should prove 
the conclusions presented herein to be significantly incorrect. 
1.3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS BASELTNE 
Unless otherwise noted, all performance predictions quoted herein for 
comparison purposes are those used in or generated by the SA-206 Post 
Launch Predicted Operational Trajectory. 
l-1/1-2 
SECTION 2 
EVENT TIMES 
2.1 SUMMARY OF EVENTS 
Range zero occurred at 09:OO:OO Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) (13:00:00 
Universal Time [UT]) May 25, 1973. Range time is the elapsed time from 
range zero, which, by definition, is the nearest whole second prior to 
liftoff signal, and is the time used throughout this report unless 
otherwise noted. Time from base time is the elapsed time from the 
start of the indicated time base. Table 2-l presents the time bases 
used in the flight sequence program. 
The start of Time Bases TO and TT were nominal. T2, T3 and T4 were 
initiated approximately 0.8 seconds, 1.4 seconds and 3.7 seconds late, 
respectively. These variations are discussed in Sections 6 and 7 of 
this document. Start of T5 was initiated by the receipt of a ground 
command, 193.4 seconds earlier than scheduled as discussed in Section 
5.2. 
Figure 2-l shows the difference between telemetry signal receipt at a 
qround station and vehicle [Launch Vehicle Diqital Computer (LVDC) clock] 
time. This difference between ground and vehicle time is a function of 
LVDC clock speed. 
A summary of significant event times for SA-ED6 is given in Table 2-2. 
The preflight predicted times were adjusted to match the actual first 
motion time. The predicted times for establishing actual minus pre- 
dicted times in Table 2-2 were taken from 68MOOOOlB, "Interface Control 
Document Definition of Saturn SA-206 and Subs Flight Sequence Program" 
and from the Skylab-2 (SA-206) Post-Launch Predicted Operational Tra- 
jectory (OT) S&E-AERO-MFP-85-73, dated June 12, 1973. 
2.2 VARIABLE TIME AND COMMANDED SWITCH SELECTOR EVENTS 
Table 2-3 lists the switch selector events which were issued during the 
flight, but were not proqramned for specific times. 
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Table 2-l. Time Base Summary 
rIHE BASE 
I 
RANGE TIME 
SECONDS 
10 -16.95 
TI 0.53 
Tz 135.68 
! T3 142.26 T4 586.44 T5 19.426.79 
SIGNAL START 
Guidance Reference Release 
IU lhbllical Disconnect Sensed 
by LVDC 
S-IB Lou level Sensors Dry 
Sensed by LVDC 
S-IB OECO Sensed by LVDC 
S-IVB EC0 (Velocity) Sensed by 
LVDC 
Initiated by Receipt of Ground 
Cmnand 
0 10.000 lS.tlOO 
RANGE TIME. SE0011M 
8 1 I I I 1 I 
0 l:oo:oo 2:oo:oo 3:oo:oo 4:oo:oo 5:uJ:oo 6:00:00 
RMGE TIME, tKHJRS:IIINUTES:SEUMIS 
8 RANGE TIME OF CROWD RECEiPT OF TELEMETERED SIGNAL FROM VEHICLE 
l * RANGE TIME OF OCCURRENCE AS INDICATED BV LWCORRECTED LVDC CLOCK 
Figure 2-1. LVDC Clock/Ground Time Difference 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary 
RANGE 1lME TIME FRCIM R4SE 
I TiY FVEMT IWSCRIPT ION ACTUAL ACT-PREP ACTUAL AC f-PR E9 
SEC SEC SFC SEC 
1 ‘.uIOAIUCE RkFERENCE RElE4tF -17.0 0.0 -17.5 -0.1 
fCRRl 
2 S- IR ENGINE START CcTMMAND -3.1 0.0 -3.6 -0.1 
3 .+I9 START SIGNAL ENGINE NO. 7 -3.0 0.0 -3.5 -0.1 
4 S-1R START SIGNAL ENGINE NO. 5 -3.0 0.0 -3.5 -0.1 
5 S-IF3 ST4RT SIGNAL ENGINE NO. 6 -2.9 0.0 -3.4 -0.1 
b S-1R ST4RT SIGNAL ENGINE NO. 9 -2.9 0.0 -3.4 -0.1 
7 S-14 Sl4RT SIGNAL EfdClNE NO. 2 -2. R 0.0 -3.3 -0. i 
8 
I 
S-1R START SIGNAL ENGINE ~JO. 4 -2. R 0.0 -3.3 -0.1 
9 S-1R START SIGNAL ENGINE NO. 3 -2. 7 0.0 -3.2 -0.1 
10 S-lfl START SIGNAL ENGINE NO. 1 
I 
-2.1 0.0 - 3. 2 -0. 1 
11 R4NGE ZERn 0.0 0.3 -095 3.2 
12 FIRST WTION 0.2 0.0 -0.3 -0.1 
13 IV U’4BILltA.L DISCONNECT. START 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 
tlF TIME BASE 1 IllI LIFTOFF 
14 51 NGLE ENGINE CUTOFF FNARLE 3.5 0.1 3.0 0.0 
15 Lc)X TANK PRESSURIZATlON 6.5 0. 1 6. 0 0.0 
SHUTOFF VALVES CLnSE 
lb BEGIN PITCH ANO uaL MANEUVER 10.0 -0.4 Q. 5 -0.5 
I7 Wl..IPLE FNGINE CuTnFF ENABLE LO. 5 0.1 I 0.0 0.0 
18 Wu:;IPLE ENGINE CUTnFF ENABLE 10.6 0.1 10.1 0.0 
19 TELEWFTER CALIBRAlE ON 20. 5 0.1 20.0 0.0 
20 TFLEWTER CALIBRATE OFF 25.5 0.1 - 25.0 0.0 
21 TELEuETRY CALIBR4TOR IN-FL tGhT 26.5 -0.9 26.0 -1.0 
C4L IBRATE ON 
22 1ELEMElRr CAllBRAtOA IN-FLIGCf 31.5 -0.9 31.0 -1.0 
C4L IBRATE OFF 
23 LAUNCH VFHICLE ENGINES EOS 39.5 -0.9 39.0 -1.0 
CurOFF FNAlLE 
24 END ROLL NANWVER 54. I3 4.0 563 3.9 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 
y--$yr 
:b -A XIYu OVNAPIC PRrSSuRE 
’ !  
77 TCIEMFTRV CAltRRAlOR IN-FLICU 
CALl?kATE ON 
ZA iTElE*F7RV CALIRPA:OR :*-;-FL 1C.H 
CAl!hAfE OFF 
4 ?9 L IGtiT CINTPOL COMPllTER t*ITCl 
YIIVT WI. 1 
11 :fLErETEQ CALlSRATION ON 
32 FLIGHT CONTROL COWPIJTER SbITCI 
?UlNT NO. 3 
33 II! COVTROL ACCEL. PYR OFF 
34 TfLEMEfEF CALlF!RATlflN OFF 
35 TELF”fTEFl CALIRRATE ON 
36 EXCESS RATE (P.V.RJ AUTO-ABOR’ 
INI~ISIT ENA8LE 
37 EXCESS RAlE (P,V,Rt AUTO-ABOR 
IN~IRIf ANO WITCH RATE 
CVSCS SC INOICATlOY ‘A’ 
3R TFLEVETER CALIARATE OFF 
39 k-19 Tufl ENGINES OUT AUTCJ- 
AR?RT INHIBIT ENABLE 
40 S-IB TuO ENGINES OUT AUTO- 
ABORT INHIRIT 
41 PROPELLA T  L’FVEL SENSORS 
ENARLE 
42 TILT ARREST 
43 S-lb PROPELLANT LEVEL SENSOR 
ACT [VAT ION 
44 START OF TIME BASE 2 (T2l 
45 ENCESS RATE IROLL) AUTO-ABORT 
tNHI R’,lT EYIGC E 
T t 
I 1 
PAR E TlMF 
ACTUAL ACT -PREO 
WC fFC 
60.5 1.5 
75.5 1.0 
90.7 
95.7 
90.5 
100.7 
120.3 
120.5 
t20.7 
125.3 
128.0 
1re. 1 
120.3 
129.0 
129.6 
129.8 
130.0 
132.0 
135.7 
135.7 
135.8 
0.1 
0.1 
-0.9 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
-1.0 
-1.0 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
&a 
O.e 
0.8 
0.7 
TIME 
ACTUAL 
SEC 
60.0 
75.0 
90.2 
95.2 
99.0 
100.2 
119.0 
170.0 
170.2 
124. e 
121.5 
127.6 
121.8 
128.5 
129.1 
129.3 
129.5 
131.5 
135.2 
0.0 
0.2 
SfC 
’ .4 
1. P 
0. 0 
0.0 
-1.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-1.1 
-1.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.0 
0.5 
0.7 
0.0 
0.0 
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Table i-2. Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 
ITEM EVFNT OESCR IPT ION 
46 F-XCFSS Q4TE (ROLL 1 AUTO-ABORT 
INHlRll AND SWITCH RATE 
GYROS SC 1NOICAlII)N ‘B’ 
~7 lNBO4RD ENGINES CUTOFFI IECOI 
*B AUTO-4RORT ENARLF RELAY’, RESE’ 
49 Ct’ARGE ULlACE IGNITION EBW 
FIRING (INITS 
50 PRCVALVES t7PEN 
51 -OX 0:PLETION CUTOFF EN4BlE 
52 FIJEC DEPLETION CUTOFF ENABLE 
53 S-16 OVTRC’ARC ENGINES CUTOFF 
fflECOl 
5s ST4RT OF TIME BASE 3 (f31 
55 S-19 WTADARC ENGINES CUTOFF 
56 LOX TAhiK PRESSSURILATION 
SHUTOFF VALVES OPEN 
57 LOX TANK FLIGHT PRESSURE 
SVSTEY ON 
58 S-Iv6 ENGINE CUTOFF NO. 1 OFF 
59 S-Iv8 ENGINE CUTOFF NO. 2 OFF 
60 SFNSOR PANEL NO 1 AND PANEL 2 
COVER NO. 4 EXPULSION 
61 SENSOR PANEL NO 1 AN0 PANEL 2 
COVER NO 4 EXPULSION RESET 
62 YIXTURE RATIO CONTROL VALVE 
OPEN 
63 MIXTURE RATIO CONTROL VALVE 
BACKUP OPEN 
64 JLLAGE RCCKETS IGNITION 
65 S-18/S-IVB SEPARATION SIGNAL 
ON 
66 S-lB/S-IVB PHVSICAL SEP4RATIOl 
67 S-IV6 ENGINE IGNITION 
SEQUENCE ST&RT CWWAND 
T 
<CT 
136.0 
AC T-PREO 
<FIT 
0.7 
TIME 
AC TIJAL 
qFT 
0.4 
138.66 0.76 2.98 
139.0 0.7 3.4 
139. ? 0. El 3.6 
139.9 0.7 4. 2 
140.2 0.8 4.5 
140. b 0.7 5.0 
142.26 1.36 69 58 
142.3 
142. 3 
142.4 
1.4 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.4 
1.3 
QO 
0.1 
0.2 
142.5 0.3 
142. b 
142.7 
142.9 
0.4 
0.5 
0. b 
142.9 0. 7 
143.0 
143.1 
143.3 
143.5 
143.7 
144.9 
0. e 
0.9 
1.1 
1.3 
1.4 
2.6 
r NY BAYF 
AC T-PR E!3 
SFC 
0.0 
-0.02 
0.0 
0.0 
-0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.58 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-0.1 
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Table 2-2. Signifllant Event Times Summary (Continued) 
73 <-IV8 ~Al’vSTAGE 
74 YIXTUFF RATIO CnNTRnL VALVE 
CLOSE 
75 ‘Ml XTWE RATI? CtlNlROL VALVE 
CLFSF (5.5:1 E”RI 
?b ,HARGE IlLLACE JETTl SON 
FRY FIRING UNITS 
77 rJLLAGF RnCKET JET11 SON 
7d ENGINE PAINSTAGE ENARLE OFF 
19 SENSOR PANEL NO 1 AN0 PANEL 2 
COVER NO. 2 EXPULSION 
130 SENS!lR PANEL NO 1 AND PANEL 2 
COVER NO. 2 EXPULSIllN RESET 
PI 
E: 
LLAGE EBu FIRING WITS RESET 
62 LLAGE ROCKETS IGNITION AND 
JET1 I SON RELAYS RESET 
133 HEAT-FxCt-ANGER BYPISS VILVE 
CCNTROL ENAL4LE 
8~. TFLEYETRY CAL IRRATOR IN-FLltH 
CALIBRATE ON 
85 T  ELEfkETRY CAL I RRATOR IN-FL tct1 
CALIBRATE OFF 
R6 REtIN IGM PHASE 1 
87 FL IGnT CONTUCk COMPUTER SWITCI 
POINT ND. 4 
6~ FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER SUlTC1 
POINT NO. 5 
80 TELEMETRY CALIRRATOR IN-FLIW’ 
CAL IDRATE ON 
U/l 
A’,TllAl 
$fC 
145.4 
lC~.O 
l45.Q 
147.5 
147. q 
14R. 2 
150.9 
151.3 
152.4 
155.5 
156.0 
160.2 
1bD. 3 
161.5 
151.7 
156.2 
166.6 
172.c 
178.2 
194.2 
345.9 
347.6 
c llUF 
ACT -PR FD 
5Er 
1.3 
1.3 
I.3 
1.3 
1.6 
1.3 
1.3 
1.2 
1.3 
1.3 
1.4 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
43 
1.3 
1.8 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
** 
A 
3. 1 
3.6 
3. 7 
5.3 
5.5 
5.9 
El.7 
,,9.0 ' 
s 
10.2 
13.3 
1 3. I 
18.0 
le. 1 
1% 3 
19.5 
24.0 
24.4 
30.4 
360 
42.0 
203.7 
205.4 
ttlM BISF 
At T-PR ED 
SFf 
-0.1 
-0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-0.1 
0.0 
-0.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-1.0 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
E 
2 
*, 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 
RANGE TIME TIME FROM RASF 
IlFY EVENT DESCRIPTIflN AC WA: ACT-PREn AC TllAL ACT-PR E 
SFC SEC SEC SEC 
03 TFlF*EtRY CALIBRAtClR IN-FLIGHT 352. b 1.3 210.4 0.0 
CAllHRATE OFF 
91 IHZ TANK PRESSURfZAtION 445.1 1.3 302.9 0.0 
CONTROL SYITCII OISABLE 
92 S- IVR MIXTURE RAt IO CONTROL 470.3 1.3 32 9.1 0.0 
VALVt OPEN 
93 +lXlURF RATIO CCINTRIIL VALVE 410.4 0.0 328. I -0.5 
OPEN l4.8:1 EMRB 
94 BEGIN IGP PtiASE 2 471.R 0.9 329.5 -0.5 
95 PRWELL ANT OEPLET ION CUTOFF 542. 2 1.3 400.0 0.0 
ARC 
96 %FGIN TERrINAL GUIOANCF 564.3 9.9 422.0 8.5 
97 GUIDANCE CUTOFF SIGNAL ICCSl 596.19 3.69 44 3.93 2.33 
98 S-IV8 SCNENOIO ACTIVATION 5Rb. 3 3.8 444.0 4.5 
SIGNAL 
99 S-IVB MAINStAGE OK PRESSURE SOS.4 3.n 444.2 4.6 
su1tcn 1 
100 S-IVR WAINSTACE OK PRESSURE 596.4 3.8 444.2 4.6 
SWITCH 2 
101 INERTIAL AttItUDE FREEZE 506.4 3.7 0.0 0.0 
102 St AR1 OF TIME 9ASE 4 (141 596.4 3. T 090 0.0 
103 f-IV9 ENGINE CUTOFF ND. A ON 596.5 6.3 0.1 0.0 
104 S-IV8 ENGINE CUtOfF NO. 2 ON 506.6 6.3 0.2 0.0 
105 PREVALVES CLOSE 586.7 3.7 0.3 0.0 
106 LOX TANK NPV v4LvE WEN ON 591.0 6.3 0. b 0.0 
101 LOX TANK PRESSURIL4tION SMUT- 5R?. 2 6.3 0.0 0.0 
OFF VALVES CLOSE ON 
108 LOX tANK FLIGHT PRESS SVSTEM s97.4 6.3 1.0 Q.0 
OFF 
109 PROPELLANT DEPLETION CUTOFF 508.2 6.3 1.n 0.0 
OISARlr 
110 S- IVB MIXTURE RATIO CDNTROL S80.6 6.3 2.2 0.0 
VALVE CLOSE 
111 S-IVB MIXTURE RATIO ColvtRDL 5IL 0 6.3 2.4 0.0 
VALVE fMCKUP CLOSE 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 
&AWE fl’4E TIFF FRO’! RASE 
I rtr “VFhrT IlFXRIPfI~N ACrllAL ACT-PI7 En AC 1llA.L AC T-Pm 
SEC SEC SEC SFC 
112 FLIGHT CrlNTRCL COMPOTEu s-IV6 599.9 6.3 3.5 0.0 
Pllkb Wr)CE QFF 'A' 
113 FL ICHT CONTROL CtlMPlrTER S-Iv6 590.1 6.3 3.7 0.0 
dW?N WOE IlFF ‘R’ 
114 AUX YIDRAULIC PllWP FL ICHf MOCE 590.3 6.3 3.9 0.0 
rIF F 
115 S/C CONTROL OF SATURN ENABLE 591.4 6.3 5.0 0.0 
116 QATE f’FASUREMENfS SNITCH 592.4 6.3 690 0.0 
117 3RRIT INSERTION 596.2 3.1 9. (I -2.6 
118 S-IV0 ENGINE EDS CUtOFF 596.4 6.3 10.0 0.0 
DISARLE 
119 LH2 TANK LATCHING RELIEF VALVE 596. II 6.3 10.4 0.0 
GPFN ON 
120 mH2 TANK LAlCtlINC RELIEF VALVE 598.0 6.3 12.4 0.0 
LalcH ON 
121 LlI2 TANK LATCHlNC RELIEF VALVE 600.0 6.3 13.6 0.0 
OPEN OFF 
122 LM2 TANK LAtCHlNC RELIEF v4LvE 601.2 6-3 14.a 0.0 
LATCM OFF 
123 ZHILLOOWY SHUTOFF VALVES CLOSE 606.4 6*3 20.0 0.0 
124 PITCH PANEUVER TO LOCAL nOR 12 607.6 4.9 21.2 1.2 
125 P.U. INVERTER AND DC P0YER OFF 616.4 6.3 3LO 0.0 
126 LOX TANK NPV VALVE OPEN OFF 617.0 3.7 30.6 0.0 
127 LOX TANK VENT AND NPV VALVES 620.0 6.3 33.6 0.0 
ROOST CLOSE ON 
128 -OX TANK VENT AND NPV VALVES 622.0 6.3 3S.6 0.0 
ROOST CLOSE OFF 
129 ‘_S* SEPARATION 960.3 17.6 373.9 13.9 
SLA PANEL JETTISIIN 
130 PREVALVES OPEN 1261.3 6.9 680.6 0.6 
131 Ct4lLLDOwY SHUTOFF VALVES OPEN 1267.2 6.9 610. B 0.6 
132 LH2 TANK LATCMIWC RELIEF VALVE 1261.4 699 681.0 0.6 
OPEN ON 
133 Ln2 T4NK LATCWtUt RELIEF VILVE 1260.4 6a9 68tO 0.6 
OPEN OFF 
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Table 2-2. Significant Event Times Summary (Continued) 
@ANCF TIMF Tt WF FWrlY f$A SF 
Ilt’ FViNT IWSCRlPTIllN LCTUAl ACT-PREI! AC TIJ AL AC T  -P9 ET 
--- 
1 ii LH? TAYW VFNT 4N0 LLTCHING 1271.4 6.9 bBS.0 0.6 
FfLlFF VALVES R@DSf CLOSE ON 
1’5 :HZ TAVK VENT 4ND 14TCHlNG RE- 1213.4 6.9 6R?. 0 0.6 
CIFF VALVES M-JMT CLOSE OFF 
134 IV IT I ATE fHEUM4L COATING 3300. c -32.1 2713.5 -39.5 
EXPERIwE .c -15 
1’37 PA.55 IVAT lflN FN40li 5536. 4 b. 2 5000.0 0.0 
138 r)CS CII*YIYO EXECUTE LIKIL 7007.0 -5273.2 6420.5 -S219.5 
I 
REFFREhCE MANEUVER 
179 DCS OEORBll COMMLNO 16169.0 -3442.2 1558 1.5 -3449.5 
140 STAUT OF 1IME RASF 5 (TSl 19426.0 -193.4 0.0 0.0 
I41 START LOX OWP 19460.0 -194.2 33.2 -0. A 
142 ENC LOX DUMP 199zo. 9 -193.5 494.1 -0.1 
143 Sl4UT H2 OUMP 19951.0 -193.2 524.2 0.2 
1** ENC HZ OUPP 2001s. 9 -193.3 649.1 0.1 
145 S- IVWIu lMP4CT 21607.0 706.0 21020.5 700.5 
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Table 2-3. Variable Time and Carmanded Switch Selector Events 
FUNCTION 
Telmetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 
TM Calibrate OR 
TM Calibrate OFF 
Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate 
OFF 
Water Coolant Valve 
CLOSED 
Telemetry Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 
TM Calibrate GIN 
TM Calibrate OFF 
Tel-try Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate ON 
TM Calibrate ON 
Tl4 Calibrate OFF 
Tel-try Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate OFF 
Tel-try Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrate Cl@! 
TM Calibrate On 
Tn Calibrate GFF 
Tel-try Calibrator 
In-Flight Calibrafc OFF 
STAGE 
IU 
s-Ive 
s-IVB 
IU 
IU 
IU 
S-M 
S-Iv8 
IU 
s-m 
S-Iv6 
IU 
IU 
S-Iv6 
s-m 
IU 
RANGE 
TIME 
(SEC) 
669.9 
672.9 
673.9 
674.9 
780.1 
3253.8 
3256.8 
3257.8 
4.933.8 
4.936.8 
4.937.8 
4.938.8 
6.173.89 
6.176.8 
6.177.8 
6.178.8 
TIME 
8::sEc) 
REMARKS 
T4 483.4 Newfoundland 
Revolution 1 
T4 +86.4 Newfoundland 
Revolution 1 
T4 +87.4 Newfoundland 
Revolution 1 
T4 +88.4 Newfoundland 
Revolution 1 
T, +lg3.7 LVDC Function 
T4 +2667.2 Camarvon 
Revolution 1 
T4 +2670.3 Camarvon 
Revolution 1 
T4 +2671.3 Camarvon 
Revolution 1 
T4 +14,347.4 Honeysuckle 
Revolution 3 
T4 +14.350.4 Honeysuckle 
Revolution 3 
T4 +14,351.4 Honeysuckle 
Revolution 3 
T4 +14.352.4 Honeysuckle 
Revolution 3 
T4 +15.587.4 Hawaii 
Revolution 3 
T4 +15,590.4 Hawaii 
IWolution 3 
14 +15,591.4 Hawaii 
Revolution 3 
T4 +15.592.4 Hawaii 
Revolution 3 
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SECTION 3 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
3.1 SUMMARY 
The performance of ground systems supporting the SA-206/Skylab-2 count- 
down and launch was satisfactory except for the Launch Vehicle Ground 
Support Eauipment (LVGSE) cutoff anomaly discussed in Paragraph 3.5.2. 
This malfunction occurred after launch camnit and could have transferred 
vehicle power from internal to external resulting in launch without 
vehicle electrical power. The erroneous cutoff signal, however, was 
not sustained long enough to energize the cutoff relay. 
The space vehicle was launched at 9:00:00 Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) 
on May 25, 1973, from Pad 39F of the Kennedy Space Center, Saturn 
Comolex. The SA-206/Skylab-2 countdown was scrubbed from the original 
May 15, 1973 launch date to acccmmodate Skylab-l Orbital Work Shop 
problem resolutions and work-a :-cunds (refer to MPR-SAT-FE-73-4 for 
SA-513/Skylab-1 Flight Report). Damage to the pad, Launch Umbilical 
Tower (LUT) and support equipment was considered minimal. 
3.2 PRELAUNCH MILESTONES 
A chronological summary of prelaunch milestones is contained in Table 
3-l. All stages, S-IB, S-IVB and Instrument Unit (IU) performed satis- 
factorily and no anomalies were experienced during the countdown. 
3.3 TERMINAL COUNTDOWN 
The SA-206/Skylab-2 terminal countdown was picked up at T-59 hours 
(countdown clock time) on May 23, 1973. Scheduled holds were initiated 
at T-3 hours 30 minutes for a duration of 73 minutes and at T-15 
minutes for a duration of 2 minutes. The space vehicle was launched 
at 9:00:00 EDT on May 25, 1973. Launch cornnit occurred at 0.020 seconds 
range time. 
Postlaunch review of the Digital Events Evaluator (DEE-6) printout 
revealed that at 102 milliseconds after launch cornnit the LVGSE issued a 
momentary cutoff signal. This signal was present during only one scan 
of the DEE-6 and was not of sufficient duration to energize the cutoff 
relay. This anomaly is discussed in Paragraph 3.5.2. 
3.4 PROPELLANT LOADING 
3.4.1 RP-1 Loading 
The RP-7 system successfully supported countdown and launch without 
incident. Tail Service Mast fill and replenish was accomplished at 
3-l 
Table 3-l. SA-206/Skylab-2 Prelaunch Milestones 
DATE ACTIVITY OR EVENT 
August 1, 1972 Command Service Module (CSM) 116 Arrival 
August 19, 1972 S-IVB-206 Stage Arrival 
August 22, 1972 S-IB-6 Stage Arrival 
August 24, 1972 Instrument Unit (IU) S-IU-206 Arrival 
August 31, 1972 S-IB Erection on Mobile Launcher (ML)-1 
September 5, 1972 S-IVB Erection 
September 7, 1972 IU Erection 
October 6, 1972 Launch Vehicle (LV) Electrical Systems Test Complete 
January 9, 1973 LV Moved to Pad B for First Time 
January 30, 1973 Propellant Load and All System Test (PLAST) Complete 
February 5, 1973 LV Returned to Vertical Assembly Building (VAB) 
February 21, 1973 Spacecraft (SC) Erection 
February 26, 1973 LV Returned to Pad B 
March 14, 1973 LV Propellant Dispersion/Malfunction Overall Test 
(OQT) 
March 29, 1973 Space Vehicle (SV) Electrical Mate 
April 2, 1973 SV OAT 1 (Plugs In) 
April 10, 1973 SV Flight Readiness Test (FRT) Complete 
April 23, 1973 RP-1 Loaded 
May 3, 1973 Countdown Demonstration Test (CDDT) Completed (wet) 
May 4, 1973 CDDT Complete (Dry) 
May 14, 1973 SL-2 Scrubbed 
May 23, 1973 SL-2 Scrub Turnaround Preparation Started 
May 25, 1973 SL-2 Launch 
3-2 
T-8 hours and level adjust/line inert at about T-60 minutes. Both opera- 
tions were completed satisfactorily as planned. Launch countdown support 
consumed 41,616 gallons of RP-1. 
3.4.2 LOX Loading 
The LOX system successfully supported countdown and launch without 
incident. The fill sequence began with S-IB chilldown at 2145 EDT, 
May 24, 1973, and was completed 2 hours 3 minutes later with all stage 
replenish at 2348 EDT. Replenish was automatic through the Terminal Count- 
down Sequencer (TCS) without incident. LOX consumption during launch 
countdown was 160,000 gallons. 
3.4.3 LH2 Loading 
The LH2 system successfully supported countdown and launch. The fill 
sequence began at 2347 EDT, May 24, 1973, and was completed 53 minutes 
later when normal S-IVB replenish was established manually at DO40 EDT, 
May 25, 1973. Replenish was noninal and was terminated at the start 
of TCS. Launch countdown support consumed about 150,000 gallons of 
LH2. 
3.5 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
3.5.1 Ground/Vehicle Interface 
In general, performance of the ground service systems supporting all stages 
of the launch vehicle was satisfactory. Overall danage to the pad, LUT, and 
support equipment from blast and flame impingement was considered 
minimal. 
The Propellant Tanking Computer Systems (PTCS) adequately supported all 
countdown operations and there was no damage. 
The Environmental Control System (ECS) perfoned satisfactorily throughout 
the countdown and launch. Changeover from air to GN2 occurred at 2041 
EDT on May 24, 1973. 
The Service Arm Control Switches (SACS) satisfactorily supported SL-2 
launch and countdown. The SAC No. 3 primary switch closed at 289 milli- 
seconds and SAC No. 7 primar.y switch closed at 268 milliseconds after 
comni t. There were no problems and only a minimal amount of heat and 
blast damage to the SACS. 
The Hydraulic Charging Unit and Service Arms (S/A's lA, 6, 7, and 8) 
satisfactorily supported the SL-2 countdown and launch. Performance was 
nominal during terminal count and liftoff. 
During CDDT primary damper disconnect from the Spacecraft in support of 
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Mobile Service Structure (MSS) emplacement on May 4, 1973, a hydraulic 
hose ruptured (Retract Damping Cylinder Hose, PN llM00718-13). The 
failed hose was replaced. Subsequently, the primary damper hydraulic 
hoses were proof tested in place to iOO0 psig, and the system was func- 
tionally tested. 
Because of this hose rupture during CDDT it was decided that the Primary 
Damper would not be connected during launch countdown unless high winds 
endangered the launch vehicle. ?rimary damper operation was not 
required. The auxiliary damper performed normally. 
The DEE-3 and DEE-6 systems satisfactorily supported al? countdown 
operation. There was no system damage. 
3.5.2 MSFC Furnished Ground Support Eouipment 
All Ground Power and Battery Equipment supported the prelaunch operations 
satisfactorily. All systems performed within acceptable limits. The 
Hazardous Gas Detection System successfully supported SL-2 countdown 
on May 24, 1973. 
Postlaunch revieulr of the DEE-6 print out revealed that at 102 milli- 
seconds after cornnit, the Saturn IB ESE issued a momentary cutoff signal. 
This signal was substantiated by the recording of a thrust failure 
indication and cutoff start indication during one scan of the DEE-6. 
The cutoff signal was not of sufficient duration to energize the cutoff 
relay (K-72). See Figure 3-l. 
If the erroneous cutoff signal had been sustained long enough to 
energize the cutoff relay, an improper automatic cutoff sequence would 
have been initiated. Vehicle power would have been transferred from 
internal to external without engine cutoff resulting in launch without 
vehicle electrical power and mission or vehicle loss (see Figure 3-l). 
Circuit analysis has revealed the source of these indications to be a 
momentary re-energization of the Launch Bus (+lD161), caused by remake 
of the launch bus contactors. This resulted in a circuit through the 
thrust failure cutoff circuitry to the cutoff relay (K72) and issuance 
to the DEE-6 of a thrust failure and initiation of a cutoff sequence 
(Figure 3-l). Test results confirmed that the contactor remake resulted 
from diode suppression of the launch bus contactor coils (See Figure 3-2). 
Diode suppression for these coils was not intentionally provided but was 
inherent in the ESE circuitry through a diode in a discrete input signal 
conditioner of the RCA 1lOA ground computer (see Figure 3-l). Diode 
suppression dampens voltage transients, but also extends the inductive 
time constant of the collapsing electrical circuit through the contactor 
coil. This delays the decay of the coils magnetic force so that as the 
contactor's contacts break the magnetic force exceeds the mechanical 
spring force which is attempting to open the contacts and causes a manentary 
remake. 
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Figure 3-l. ESE Cutoff Anomaly - Simplified ESE Circuitry 
TIME FROM CONTACTOR DE-ENERGIZATION, ms TIME FROM CONTACTOR DE-ENERGIZATION. ms 
200 
2 100 
OFF 
UPPER TRACE - CONTACTOR CURRENT 
LOWER TRACE - CONTACT STATUS 
UPPER TRACE - CONTACTOR VOLTAGE 
LOWER TRACE - CONTACT STATUS 
(A) CONTACTOR WITH OIODE SUPPRESSION AND RESULTING REMAKE 
TIME FROM CONTACTOR DE-ENERGIZATION, ms 
(9) CONTACTOR WITHOUT DIODE SUPPRESSION AND ABSENCE OF REMAKE 
Figure 3-2. ESE Cutoff Anomaly - Test Results 
~~~ nomallv closed commit (K86) relay contacts shown on the Figure 3-l 
have been added to inhibit the thrust failure cutcff circuit after 
cofmiit. Additionally, the automated power transfer circuirry has been 
modified to prevent a power transfer to external after cornnit until an 
actual command to cutoff the S-IB stage engines has been given (see 
Figure 3-l). This makes the ESE power transfer logic consistent with 
the cutoff logic. These modifications have been verified at the MSFC 
Saturn IB Systems Development Breadboard Facility and are installed in 
the ESE for SA-207. This anomaly is considered closed relative to the 
power transfer circuitry. Additional tests and analysis were conducted 
tc verify proper operation of all launch vehicle and ESE relay appli- 
caticns from "time for ignition" through the last unbilical disconnect. 
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SECTION 4 
TRAJECTORY 
4.1 SUMMARY 
SA-206 was launched as pl dnned on an azimuth of 9@ degrees east of 
north. A roll maneuver was initiated at approximately 10 seconds that 
placed the vehicle on a flight azimuth of 47.580 degrees east of north. 
The down range pitch program was also initiated at this time. 
The recnnstructed trajectory was generated by merging the ascent phase 
and the parking orbit phase. Available C-Band radar and Unified S-Band 
tracking data, together with telemetered guidance velocity data were used 
in the trajectory reconstruction. 
The reconstructed flight trajectory (actual) was very close to the 
Post Launch Predicted Operational Trajectory (nominal). The S-18 stage 
Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO) was 1.36 seconds later than nominal. The 
total space-fixed velocity at this time was 7.07 m/s greater than nominal. 
After separation, the S-IB stage continued on a ballistic trajectory to 
earth impact. The S-IVB burn terminated with guidance cutoff signal and 
parking orbit insertion; both approximately 3.7 seconds later than 
nominal. A velocity of 1.82 m/s greater than nominal at insertion 
resulted in an apogee 6.32 km higher than nominal. 
The parking orbit portion of the trajectory from insertion to CSM/S-IVB 
separation was close to nominal. However, separation of the CSM from 
the S-IVB stage occurred 17.6 seconds later than nominal, which is not 
considered significant because it is an astronaut initiated event. 
4.2 TRAJECTORY EVALUATION 
4.2.1 Ascent Phase 
The ascent phase spans the interval from guidance reference release to 
parking orbit insertion. The ascent trajectory was established from -' 
telemetered guidance velocity data, the tracking data from five C-Band 
stations described in Table 4-1, and an 18 term guidance error model. 
The initial launch phase (from first motion to 22 seconds) was estab- 
lished by a least squares curve fit of the initiai portion of the ascent 
trajectory developed above. Comparisons between the resultant best 
estimate trajectory and the available tracking data shows consistency 
and good agreement. 
Table 4-l. Sumnary of Available Tracking Data 
DATA SOURCE, TYPE PHASE 
Bermuda, C-Band Ascent 
Bermuda, C-Band Orbital 
Bermuda, S-Band Orbital 
Cape Kennedy, C-Band Ascent 
Merritt Island, C-Band Ascent 
Patrick, C-Band Ascent 
Wallops Island, C-Band Ascent/Orbital 
INTERVAL 
(SEC) 
295-708 
258-708 
400-690 
20-420 
22-503 
32-504 
190-656 
Telemetered guidance data were used as a model for obtaining proper _ -__ . w  
velocity and acceleration profiles through the transient areas of MaCII I, 
maximum dynamic pressure, S-16 thrust decay, and S-IVB thrust decay. 
Actual and nominal altitude, cross range, and surface range for the 
boost phase are presented in Figure 4-l. Figure 4-2 presents similar 
comparisons of space fixed velocity and flight path angle. Comparisons 
of actual and nominal total inertial accelerations are displayed in 
Figure 4-3. Inspection shows the actual was very close to the nominal 
values. 
The S-IB stage OECO was a result of LOX depletion and the S-IVB Guidance 
Cutoff Signal (GCS) was issued by the guidance canputcr when end con- 
ditions were satisfied. 
The accunul ated difference between actual and nominal .m time of the 
S-IB and S- .IVB stages was 3.71 seconds. The S-IB s& ,e contributed 1.36 
seconds of ----- -- -. this deviation and the S-IVB bum contributed 2.35 seconds as 
shown in Table 4-2. Trajectory parameters at significant events are 
presented in Table 4-3. Table 4-4 presents significant parameters at 
the S-Is/S-IVB and S-IVB/CSM separation events. 
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Table 4-2. Comparison of Cutoff Events 
I PAlMETER 
Cange :im (set) 
altitude (km) 
Space-flwd Velocity (m/s) 
fl?ght Pdth Angle (deg) 
Hcddlng Pngle (deq) 
Surface Ramp (km) 
Cross Range (km) 
cross Range Velocty (a/s) 
T 
ACTUAl 
138.7 
54.70 
2266.18 
26 615 
55.473 
59.35 
0.54 
1.31 
S-18 IECO I S-16 OECO 
ACTUAL 
142 26 
t 
58.14 
2330.36 
23.958 
55.237 
65.71 
0.55 
1.09 
IdO 90 1.36 586.21 582.5 3.71 
58.22 -0.06 158.37 158.34 0.03 
2323.31 7.07 ?a65.54 7064.87 11.67 
24.416 -0.458 -0.007 -0.008 0.001 
55.157 0.080 55.398 55.33C 0.068 
63.95 1.76 1782.73 1773.27 9.46 
-0.08 0.63 -33.87 -33.20 -0.67 
-3.65 4.74 -232.59 -275.a3 3.24 
KT-NOM ACTULL 
T S-IYB GCS 
ACT-NO 
Table 4-3. Comparison of Significant Trajectory Events 
EVENT PARAMETER ACTUAL NONINAL ACT-NOM 
First Motion Range Time, set 0.190 0.190 0.000 
Total Inertial 
Acceleration, m/s2 12.090 12.234 -0.144 
Mach 1 Range Time, set 60.500 58.973 1.527 
Altitude. km 7.66 7.43 0.23 
Maximwn Dynamic Pressure Range Time, set 75.500 73.583 1.917 
Dynamic Pressure, N/an2 3.381 3.361 0.020 
Altitude, km 12.84 12.43 0.41 
Maximum Total Inertial 
Acceleration: s-IB Range Time, set 138.640 137.902 0.73R 
Acceleration, m/s2 44.277 42.906 1.371 
Maximum Earth-Fixed 
Velocity: S-18 Range Time, set 142.000 141.190 0.810 
Velocity, m/s 2040.94 2037.29 3.65 
,Maximum Total Inertial 
Accleration: s-IVB Range Time. set 586.210 582.402 3.808 
Acceleration, m/s2 27.982 28.149 -0.167 
Maximum Earth-Fixed 
Velocity: S-IV8 Range Tim, set 591.000 584.190 6.810 
Velocity, m/s 7570.49 7568.76 1.73 
+Ikarest Tim Points Available 
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Table 4-4. Comparison of Separation Events 
\’ 
S-IBIS-IVB S-IVB/CSM 
PARAHTER ACTUAL NIMINAL ACT-NU4 ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT -NW 
Range fine (set) 143.7 142.3 1.4 960.28 942.70 17.58 
Altitude (rm) 59.34 59.47 -0.13 172.32 171.13 1.19 
Space-Fixed Velocity (m/s) 2326.16 2323.49 2.67 7859.32 7858.79 0.53 
Flight Path Angle (deg) 23.680 24.166 -0.486 0.387 0.361 0.026 
Heading Angle (deg) 55.244 55.152 0.092 78.840 77.681 1.179 
Geodetic Latitude (deg) 29.036 29.031 0.005 49.265 43.068 0.197 
Longitude (deg) -80.102 -80.120 0.018 -34.125 -35.615 1.490 
Surface Range (km) 67.98 66.26 1.72 me -- __ 
Cross Range (km) 0.55 -0.09 0.64 _- ma -a 
Cross Range Velocity (a/s) 1.12 -3.60 4.72 -- -- me 
. 
Mach number and dynamic pressure history comparisons are shown in 
Figure 4-4. These parameters were calculated using measured meteorolo- 
gical data to an altitude of 66 km; above this altitude the U. S. Standard 
Reference Atmosphere was used. The variations seen in the actual dynamic 
pressure near its peak are attributable to the high wind gusts which were 
measured but that did not appear in the monthly average wind used in 
developing the nominal case. 
A theoretical free flight trajectory was computed for the spent S-IB 
stage, using initial conditions fKm the actual trajectory at S-IB/S-IVB 
separation signal. Three trajectories were integrated from that point 
to impact using nominal retro motor performance and outboard engine 
decay data. The three trajectories incorporate three different drag condi- 
tions for 1) stabilized at zero angle of attack (nose forward), 2) tumb- 
ling stage, and 3) stabilized at 90 degree angle of attack (broadside). 
Tables 4-5 and 4-6 sumnarire the results of these simulations and present 
the impact envelope. Tracking data were not available, but previous 
flight data indicate the tumbling drag trajectory to be a close approxi- 
mation to actual flight. The impact point for this case was 31.547 
degrees north latitude, 76.756 degrees west longitude. 
4.2.2 Orbit Phase 
The orbit documented herein originates at orbit insertion and terminates 
at S-IVB/CMS separation. 
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Table 4-5. Comparison of S-IB Spent Stage Impact Point 
PARWETER ACTUAL NOMINAL ACT-NOM 
Range Time (set) 535.34 536.76 -1.42 
Surface Range (km) 493.44 496.83 -3.39 
Cross Range !km) 4.17 3.07 1.10 
Geodetic Latitude (deg) 31.547 31.574 -0.027 
Longitude (deg) -76.756 -76.736 -0.020 
NOTE: Data reflects simulation of tumbling stage. 
Table 4-6. S-IB Spent Stage Impact Envelope 
I DRAG SIMULATION 
PARAMETER I NOSE FORWARD I TUMBLING 
Range Time (set) 473.76 535.34 576.64 
Surface Range (km) 506.21 493.44 484.49 
Cross Range (km) 4.40 4.17 4.03 
Geodetic Latitude (deg) 31.620 31.547 31.495 
Longitude (deg) -76.652 -76.756 -76.829 
BROADSIDE 
Orbital tracking was conducted by the NASA Space Tracking and Data 
Network. One C-Band (Bermuda) and one S-Band station (Bermuda) were 
available for tracking coverage during the first revolution. Some high 
speed tracking data beyond insertion were available from Wallops 
Island. These high speed data were edited to provide additional useful 
orbital tracking information. The trajectory parameters at orbital 
insertion were established by a differential correction procedure in 
the Orbital Correction Program which adjusts the preliminary estimate of 
the insertion conditions to final values in accordance with relative weight 
assigned to the tracking data. A comparison of the actual and nominal 
parking orbit insertion parameters are delineated in Table 4-7. Figure 
4-5 presents the SA-206 ground track from liftoff through CSM separation. 
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Table 4-7. Comparison of Orbit Insertion Conditions 
PARAMETER ACTUAL 
Range Time (set) 596.21 
Altitude (km) 158.52 
Space-Fixed Velocity (m/s) 7873.35 
Flight Path Angle (deg) 0.011 
Heading Angle (deg) 55.855 
Cross Range (km) -36.56 
Cross Range Velocity (m/s) -265.81 
Inclination (deg) 50.030 
Descending Node (deg) 155.213 
Eccentricity 0.0152 
Apogee Altitude (km) 352.07 
Perigee Altitude (km) 149.99 
Period (min) 89.53 
Geodetic Latitude (deg) 39.271 
Longitude (deg) -65.053 
NOMINAL 
- 
592.50 
158.49 
7871.53 
0.009 
55.785 
-35.92 
-269.02 
50.032 
'55.222 
0.0148 
345.75 
149.97 
89.46 
39.ZLO 
-65.141 
ACT-NOM 
3.71 
0.03 
1.82 
0.002 
0.070 
-0.64 
3.21 
-0.002 
-0.009 
0.0004 
6.32 
0.02 
0.07 
0.051 
0.088 
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SECTION 5 
S- IVB/IU DEDRBIT ANALYSIS 
5.1 SUMMARY 
All aspects of the S-IVB/IU deorbit were accomplished successfully. 
The deorbit trajectory altitude was slightly higher than the real time 
predicted value resulting in an impact slightly downrange of naninal. 
These dispersions were small enough that impact actually did occur 
within the real time predicted footprint. Impact occurred at appn>xi- 
mately 21,607 seconds. 
5.2 DEORBIT MANEUVERS 
Timebase 5 (start of S-IVB/IU deorbit events) was initiated 193.5 seconds 
Earlier than nominal to free communication equipment needed in working 
Orbital Worh Shop problems. During the fourth revolution, with the S-IVB/ 
IU oriented in a retrograde attitude, deorbit was initiated with a LOX 
dunp at approximately 19,460 seconds for a duration of 460 seconds. This 
was followed 30 seconds later with a schedule LH2 dunp having a duration 
of 125 seconds. Attitude control was adequately provided by the thrust 
vector control system of the J-2 engine and the APS during the dumps. 
T>o velocities for the deorbit sequence are presented in Table 5-l. as 
real time predictions, propulsion reconstructions, and the accumulated 
telemetered acceleration data from Apollo Range Instrument Aircraft (ARIA). 
The data presented show that the total retrograde velocity imparted to the 
S-IVB/IU was within the real time estimated dispersions, although the velocity 
from the commanded LH2 dunp was outside the real time estimate, see para- 
graph 7.9. 
Table 5-l. S-IWIU Deorbit Velocity Canparisons 
LOX .'v 
WSEC) $E"cl 
Real time Prediction: Marimm 29.73 6.27 
Naninal 24.55 5.91 
Miniman 19.05 5.37 
Propulsion Reconstructed 23.03 4.63 
Telemetered Accelenmwtet Data 23.09 4.01 
TOTAL .:v 
@/SEC) 
36.00 
30.46 
24.42 
27.06 
27.10 
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5.3 DEDRBIT TRAJECTORY EVALUATION 
The deorbit trajectory reconstruction was based on a tracking vector. 
The LOX and LH2 dump data used in the reconstruction were taken from the 
propulsion parameters. 
The deorbit trajectory altitude was slightly higher than the real time 
nominal, as seen in Figure 5-l. This is attributable to the retrograde 
velocities being slightly lower than nominal. The accumulated effect 
was that the impact occurred siiqhtly downrange of nominal. This was 
noted in real time by the Kwajalein radar which tracked the vehicle 
after the deorbit maneuver and provided a positive confirmation of 
deorbit. 
Attitude control was lost approximately 418 seconds after the LH2 dump 
terminated due to depletion of APS Module No. 2 propellants (paragraph 
7.10.2). Though the S-IVB/IU tumbled prior to reentry, this did not 
have a significant effect on th? deorbit trajectory or impact location. 
5.4 IMPACT FOOTPRINT 
The actual and real time predicted footprints, including dispersions, 
are shown in Figure 5-2 for the SA-206 S-IVB/IU impact. Impact occurred 
in the Pacific Ocean at approximately 21,607 seconds, 787 seconds later 
than predicted. The delay and downrange aspect of impact are both 
attributable to the less than predicted retrograde velocities acquired 
in the scheduled LOX and LH2 dumps. See Paragraph 7.9. 
RANGE TIME. tW6 
Figure 5-l. S-IVB/IU Deorbit Trajectory Altitude (No Breakup Assumed) 
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SECTION 6 
S-IB PROPULSION 
6.1 SUMPlARY 
Yhe S-16 stage propulsion system performed satisfactorily throughout 
flight. Stage longitudinal site thrust and specific impulse averaged 
l.C? percent and 0.3 percent lcwer than predicted, respectively. Stage 
LOX, fuel and total propellant flowrate averaged 0.78 percent, 0.70 
percent, and G.76 percent lower than predicted, respectively. Inboard 
Engine Cutoff (IECO) occurred 0.76 seconds later than predicted. Out- 
Loard Engine Cutoff (OECO) was initiated 3.68 seconds after IECO by the 
&actuation of the thrust OK pressure switches, as planned, of Engine tl. 
At OECO, the LOX residual was 2916 lbm compared to the predicted 3297 lbm 
and fuel residual was 6127 lbm compared to the predicted 5986 lbm. The 
S-IB stage hydraulic system performed satisfactorily. 
6.2 S-IB IGNIT!ON TRANSIENT PEfiFORllANCE 
All eight H-l engines ignited satisfa:torily. The automatic ignition 
sequence, which schedules the engines tc start in pairs with a 0.100 
second delay between each pair, began with ignition command at -3.055 
seconds range time. The start sequence that occurred, while not optimum, 
was satisfactory. The maximum spread in the start times of engines within 
a pair was 0.037 seconds and was between Engines 2 and 4 (third pair of 
engines). The maximum deviation in the planned C.160 second sequence 
between pairs was 0.133 seconds and was tetween the second and third 
pair. The start sequence of eight engines in four nairs with 0.100 
seconds between pairs, while optimum, is not a likely cccurrence. Past 
S-IB start sequences have all Leen satisfactory but none exactly optimum. 
Table 6-l compares predicted and actual start event times. The individual 
engine thrust buildup curves are shown in Figure 6-1. The thrust values 
shown are the total engine thrusts and do not account for cant angles. 
6.3 S-IB I~AIfiSTAGE PERFORVANCE 
S-IB stage performance bras satisfactory although lower than predicted as 
shcwn in Figure 6-2. Stage longitudinal site thrust averaged 18,670 
pounds (1.04 percent) lower than predicted. Stage specific impulse 
averaged 0.83 seconds (0.30 percent) lower than predicted. The stage 
mixture ratio averaged 0.0017 (0.074 percent) lower than predicted. 
Total propellant flowrate averaged 47.9 lbm/sec (0.76 percent) lower 
than predicted. These averages were taken between range time zero and 
IECO. 
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Table 6-1. SIB Engine Start Characteristics 
TIME. ENGINE IGNITION 
sIW;fe;f PRIME . 
I 
rNGINE POSITION TIRf,lGNITION COMMAND TINE. ENGINE IGNlTlnN 
AND SEPIA1 TO ENGINE 11317;ON SIGNAL TO THRUST 
NUKX G SIGNAL (met) CHAMBER I( ;NlT?ON 
. (msec) 
1 ACTUAL(‘) PROCW+YED ACTUAL NOWINAL 
51 5 Ii-406A 
7 H-4070 
6 H-4069 
R H-4072 
2 N-7072 
4 H-7075 
1 H-7071 
3 Ii-7n73 
105 
105 
204 
204 
303 
303 
100 
100 
200 
200 
3co 
300 
100 
522 
572 
576 
557 
592 
39 
554 
ACTbAL 
R57 
Em2 
A63 
R62 
934 
U97 
Ran 
R54 400 552 
(1) Values referenced to event “Tire for- 17lition ~ounanrl.” 
(2) Values presented are mean values <-IO-6 through S-18-12 static test. 
1000 1 I 1 1 
NWERS ON CURVES tIEIK)TE 
ENGINE I I I -TTrrrt220 
~200 
OANGE TIME. SEmm 
Figure 6-l. SIB Engines Thrust Buildup 
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S-IB propulsion system flight performance was determined by reconstructing 
the flight with the Mark IV computer program: a mathematical model of the 
Saturn first stage propulsior system which utilizes a table of influence 
coefficients to determine engine performance. Input data was obtained 
from telemetry fiight measurements and calculated propellant residuals. 
The lower than predicted site thrust and specific impulse were primarily 
the result of the engines performing at lower power levels than expected 
for- rated operating conditions, although colder fuel and hotter LOX 
than predicted also contributed to the lower site values. 
Table 6-2 summarizes the S-IB engines propulsion performance, reduced 
to standard sea level conditions and compared to the predicted performance 
and also redaced to standard conditions. 
Postflight evaluation of previous Saturn IB flights had shown that the 
200 Klbf thrust enaines exhibited significantly higher (1.0 percent) 
Lhrust and flowrates at rated conditions than those obtained during single 
engine and stage acceptance tests (ground), although the specific impulse 
was slightly lower during flight. Therefore, the uprated S-IB-6 engines 
(205 Klbf thrust) were predicted to have higher sea level thrust values 
than indicated by the acceptance tests because similar trends were 
expected. However, sea level thrust values derived from the S-IB-6 
flight data, given in Table 6-2, were lower than acceptance test data. 
Stage static tests for S-18-6 also showed sea level data lower than the 
Engine Contractor tests. 
Targeting performance for this stage was complicated due to inconsis- 
tencies in the different ground tests. Thus, the lower flight performance 
may be a result of the same inconsistencies and not the unique flight 
performance of 205 Klbf H-l engines. 
Engine #l gearcase lubricant pressure experienced unexpected inflight 
pressure shifts of approximately +8, +13, and -8 psi at 2, 28, and 93 
seconds range time (Figure 6-3). The fourth step (at 138 seconds) is 
a normal response to Inboard Engine Cutoff. 
The first three pressure steps are not completely unusual, the same type 
having been observed during flight on Engine Position 2 of SA-205. Also, 
at least 14 prior cases of abrupt change in gearcase lubricant pressure 
have been observed during static testing at the Engine Contractor site. 
All such perturbations were determined to have been caused by partial 
restriction of individual bearing jets by particles remaining in the lube 
system passages from the casting process or introduced during turbopump 
assembly. Improved procedures for flushing these passages and maintaining 
them in a clean condition have been implemented to correct this condition. 
No etiidence of damage due to jet restriction has been experienced because 
redundancy is provided by multiple lubrication jets in addition to splash 
lubrication from the gears to the bearings. No corrective action is con- 
sidered necessary because no evidence of damage has been experienced with 
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Table 6-2. S-IB Individual Engine Propulsion Performance* 
PRED 
206,061 
204,186 
205,554 
204,539 
206,334 
205,533 
205.552 
205,236 
205,374 
THRUST 
(LBF) 
ACTUAL 
202,292 
204,233 
202,720 
203,897 
203,781 
203,908 
203,839 
203,828 
203,563 
% OIFF 
-1.829 
to.023 
-1.315 
-0.314 
-1.237 
-0.791 
-0.833 
-0.686 
-0.881 
SPECIFIC IilPUSLE 
(LBF-SECILBY) 
LOX FLOWPATE 
(LBWSEC) 
PRED 1 ACTUFL 
262.901 262.09 
262.580 261.85 
262.469 261.55 
263.005 262.32 
262.598 262.05 
I 
263.299 262.74 
263.030 262.52 
262.794 262.08 
1 DIFF PRED 
-0.341 542.68 
t 
-0.308 536.09 
-0.278 542.56 
-0.350 537.70 
ACTUAL 
534.66 
539.16 
536.74 
539.24 
538.55 
539.45 
539.02 
530.47 
538.15 
% DIFF 
-1.478 
to.573 
-1.073 
to.271 
-0.949 
-0.549 
-0.586 
-0.45? 
-0.534 
FUEL FLONRATE 
(L~M/SEC) 
PRED 
242.39 
240.58 
240.62 
241.51 
240.82 
240.28 
238.48 
239.35 
240.50 
l PcrConnancc levels reduced to standard sea level conditions. Data taken at 30 seconds. 
Standard sea level conditions: 
LOX density (970.79 lbm/ft3) 
Fuel density (50.45 lbnVft3) 
Anblent pressure (14.67 psla) 
Fuel pump Inlet pressure (57.00 psta) 
LOX pump inlet pressure (6500 psia) 
Fuel temperature (60.0'F) 
ACTUAL Z DIFF 
238.67 -1.535 
240.07 -0.212 
237.46 -1.313 
240.33 -0.489 
238.30 -1.046 
238.66 -0.674 
236.79 -0.709 
237.95 -0.505 
238.53 -0.819 
-. 
NIXTURE RATIO 
PREO 
T.2380 
?.2284 
2.2582 
2.2268 
r.2577 
2.2576 
t.2736 
2.2599 
2.2501 
O/F 
ACTUAL 
2.2401 
2.2458 
2.2603 
2.2437 
2.2599 
2.2603 
2.2BQ2 
2.2629 
2.2566 
Z DIFF 
to.058 
to.781 
to.093 
to.759 
to.097 
to.120 
to.290 
to.133 
to.289 
:  
”  
200 , 
180. 
160, 
I 
60 80 100 120 140 160 
RANGE TIME, SECONDS 
Figure 6-3. H-l Engine Position tl Gearcase Lubricant 
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;tirtially and even completely blocked bearing lube jets. The other 
wven r;earcasc lubricant pressures were normal throughout the flight. 
kithouge contamination in this system is apparently not an unsafe 
condition. any contamination is a significant concern. The Engine Con- 
tractor bill review the cleaning, assemtly, and test histories for the 
engines assigned to the remaining Saturn IB missions to provide assurance 
that con:anination will not exceed acceptable levels. 
6.4 S-18 SHUTMlUH TRAf!SIERT PERFORHARCE 
The cutoff sequence on the S-IB-6 stage began at 135.34 seconds with 
the actuation of the low-level sensor in LOX tank 02. IECO was initiated 
3.32 seconds later by the LVDC at 138.66 seconds. IECO was 8.76 second 
later than predicted. The longer than predicted burn time to IECO was 
the result of engine rated power levels lower than predicted, LOX warmer 
than predicted, and the fuel colder than predicted. 
Thrust decay on each inboard engine was normal. The total IECO impulse 
was 267,520 lbf-set compared to the predicted impulse of 279,638 lbf-sec. 
Inboard engine total thrust decay is shown in Figure 6-4. 
LOX starvation was experienced by the four outboard engines. OECO was 
initiated by deactuation of a thrust OK pressure switch on Engine 1 and 
OECD occurred at 142.34 seconds. The predicted time differential between 
IECO and OECO was 3.00 seconds. The actual time differential was 3.69 
seconds. The 0.68 seconds greater IECO-OECO delta time was caused by 
the combined effects of (1) early T2-IECO timer, (2) lower LOX flowrate, 
lower fuel temperature, higher LOX temperature, and less LOX residual 
than predicted, (3) greater center-to-outer tank height differential. 
Thrust decay of each outbcard engine was normal. See Figure 6-5. Total 
cutoff impulse for the outboard engines was 184,987 lbf-set, compared 
to the predicted impulse of 207,444 lbf-sec. 
6.5 S-IB STAGE PROPELLANT W~AGEIIEHT 
Propellant management is the relationship of the propellant consumed to 
propellant loaded, and is a7 indication of the nropulsion system perfor- 
mance and the capability of the propellant loading system to load the 
proper propellant weights. The predicted and actual (reconstructed) 
percentages of loaded propellants utilized during the flight are shown 
in Table 6-3. 
The planned mode of OECO was by LOX starvation to be detected by the 
engines thrust OK switches. The LOX and fuel level cutoff probe 
heights and flight sequence settings were determined for a 3.00 second 
time interval between cutoff probe actuaticn and IECO. The planned 
time interttal between IECO and OECO was 3.00 seconds. OECO was to be 
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Figure 6-4. S-IB Inboard Engine Total Thrust Decay 
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Figurr 6-5. S-IB Total Out?mard Engine Total Thrust Decay 
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PROPELLANT 
Total 
Fuel 
LOX 
Table G-3. S-IB Propellant Usage 
PREDICTED ("d) ACTUAL (S) 
99.20 99.21 
98.34 98.26 
99.58 99.64 
initiated by the deactuation of two of the three thrust OK pressure 
switches on any outboard engine as a result of LOX starvation. It was 
assumed that approximately 271 gallons of LOX in the outboard suction 
lines were usable. The backup timer (flight sequencer) was set to 
initiate OECO 13.00 seconds after initiation of T2. 
To prevent fuel starvation, fuel depletion cutoff probes were located 
in fuel tanks F2 and F4 container cumps. The center LOX tank sump orifice 
was 19.0+.01)5 inches in diameter, and a liquid level height differential 
of approyimately 3.0 inches betkeen the center and outboard LOX tanks was 
predicted at IECO (Center tank level higher). 
The fuel bias for S-IB-6 was 1550 lbm. This fuel weioht. included in 
the predicted residual, was 
pellant residual due to off 
be used during a nominal fl i 
Data used in evaluating the 
two discrete probe racks of 
three probes in OC, 01, and 
F2, and F4; and fuel deplet il 
available for consumption-to-minimize pro- 
nominal conditicns and nas not expected to 
ght. 
S-IB stage propellant usage consisted of 
fifteen probes each in tanks Fl and F3; 
03; cutoff level sensors in tanks 02, 04, 
on probes in the F2 and F4 sumps. 
The cutoff sequence on SIB-6 was initiated by a signal from the cutoff 
level sensor in tank 02 at 135.34 seconds. The IECO signal k;as received 
3.32 seconds later at 138.66 seconds. OECO was initiated 3.68 seconds 
after IECO at 142.34 seconds by the Engine Ul thrust OK pressure switches. 
Fuel depletion probes were not actuated prior to retro motor ignition. 
Based on discrete probe data, liquid levels in the fuel tanks were nearly 
equal and approximately 23.2 inches above theoretical tank bottom at IECO. 
This level represents a mass of 11,012 ltrn of fuel onboard. At that time 
11,401 lbm of LOX remained onboard. Corresponding liquid height in the 
center tank was approximately 15.3 inches and average height in the out- 
board tanks was approximately 10.7 inches above theoretical tank bottom. 
Propellants remaining above the main valves after outboard engine decay 
were 2394 lbm of LOX and 4803 lbm of fuel. Predicted values for these 
quantities were 2650 lbm of LOX and 4630 lbm of fuel. 
Total LOX and fuel masses above the main propellant valves teginning at 
ignition comMnd are shown in Figures 6-6 and G-7. A sumnary cf the 
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propellants remaining at major event times is presented in Table 6-4. 
Table 6-4. S-16 Propellant liass History 
PREDICTED (LS:') 
EVENT 
FUEL LOX TOTAL 
Ionition Com-and 279,579 632,016 911.595 
1U Umbilical Disconnect 276.314 620,974 697,268 
IECO 10.243 10,436 20,679 
OEC@ 5.986 3,297 9,284 
SeDaration 4,898 2,734 7,632 
Zero Thrust 4,63n 2.650 7.280 
6. 
6.6 S-IB PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
6.6.1 Fuel Pressurization System 
- 
RECONSTRUCTED (LB!!) 
FUEL LOX TOTAL 
280.167 632.041 912.208 
776,422 619.885 896.307 
11.012 11.401 22.413 
6.127 2.916 9.043 
5.075 2,476 7.551 
4.803 2,394 7.197 
The fuel tank pressurization system performed satisfactor 
entire flight. With the exception of the sonic nozzle in 
pressurization system, the helium blo 
of S-16-5 which included two 19.28 ft 5d 
own system was the 
spheres, light-wei . - 
ly during the 
the fuel 
same as that 
ht tanks, and 
vent valves. The nozzle orifice diameter was increased from 0.210/0.211 
inches to 0.220/0.221 inches to accommodate the higher fuel flow rates 
required from uprating the engines. The fuel pump inlet pressure met 
the minimum net positive suction pressure (NPSP) reqrrirement throughout 
flight. 
1 
A comparison of measured ullage pressure and nominal pressure is 
presented in Figure 6-8. Ullage pressure compared favorably to the 
nominal pressure during the flight and a t no time exceeded a difference 
of 2.3 psi from the nominal pressure. No vent cycling during flight 
was observed. 
Fuel vent valves 1 and 2 closed at the beginning of the orepressurization 
sequence and they remained closed. Because of the system cooling, the 
pressurization valves opened three times for repressurizing. The fuel 
tank helium pressurization sphere pressure was 2970 psia at ignition and 
decayed as expected during the flight. See Figure 6-9. 
6.6.2 LOX Tank Pressurization System 
The LOX tank pressurization system performed satisfactorily during the 
SA-206 flight. The LOX pump inlet pressure met the minimum NPSP require- 
ment throughout flight. 
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Figure 6-9. SIB Fuel Tank Heliun Pressurization Sphere Pressure 
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Initial pressurization started at T-lC3 seccnds and continued for 73.3 
seconds. The LOX tank pressurizing switch which has an actuaticin range 
of 57.7+C.C psia actuated for G prepressurization cycles. The recon- 
structea LOX tank ullage volume prior to vent closure was l,C47 gallons 
(1.56. of ullage volume). Orifice bypass flow was initiated at T-2.4 
seconds. 
;he center LOX tank pressure during flight, compared k!ith the nredicted 
LOX tank pressure, is shown on Figure 6-10. The predicted pressure was 
derived frem static test data and from SA-Xl through SF.-205 flight 
results. 
The lowest LOX tank ullage pressure uas approximately 47 psia as a result 
of engine start. riaximum pressure of approximately 52.3 psia occurred 
at 3C seconds. Ullage pressure had decayed to 48.3 psia at IECO. No 
venting was noted during powered flight. 
The GFCV started to close at ignition, and aft.er the normal hesitations 
during the start transient, reached the full closed position at 2C 
seconds and remained closed until 83 seconds, at which time the decreased 
LOX tank pressure caused the valve to start opening (Figure 6-11). At 
iEC0 the valve was approximately 15 percent open. The pressure and tem- 
perature upstream of the GFCV were as expected and indicated nominal GOX 
flok!rate. 
6.7 S-16 PNEUMATIC COIdTROL PRESSURE SYSTEK 
The S-IB pneumatic control pressure system supplied GM at a regulated 
pressure of 770-785 psia to pressurize the H-l engine T urbopump gearboxes 
and to purge the LOX and lube seal cavities and two radiaticn calorimeters. 
This regulated pressure was also used to close the LOX and fuel prevalves 
at IECO and OECO. 
The 750 psig regulator was replaced during prelaunch cneckout and system 
performance was satisfactory during prelaunch and flight. The actua: 
sphere pressure remained within the acceptable band as shown in Figure 
6-12. 
6.8 S-IB HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 
The performance of the hydraulic system was satisfactory. The four 
outboard H-l engines were gimbal mounted to the S-16 stage thrust 
structure. Controlled positioning of these engines by means of hydraulic 
actuators provided thrust vectoring for vehicle attitude control. The 
force required for actuator movement is provided by four independent 
closed-loop hydraulic systems. 
The system pressures were satisfactory during flight and were siailar 
to those cf the SA-205 flight. At zero seconds the system pressures 
ranged from 3245 to 3310 psig. The pressure decreased approximately 
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Figure 6-10. S-16 Center LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 
Figure 6-11. GOX fLow Control Valve Position 
55 psi on each engine during flight, which is normal and is d*re to 
the main pump temperature increase during the flight. 
Reservoir oil levels were also similar to those of the SA-205 flight. 
There was a rise of approximately 3 percent in each level during flight 
indicating about 20°F rise in each hydraulic system's average oil 
temperature (rot reservoir oil temperature). 
The reservoir oil temperatures were satisfactory during flight and at 
liftoff averaged 120°F as compared to an average of 133OF for the four 
5-IB-5 hydraulic systems. The average reservoir temperature decrease 
during the flight was 16°F as compared to a decrease of 17°F for the 
four s-IS-5 hydraulic systems. . 
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Figure 6-12. S-IB Pneumatic Control Pressure 
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SECTION 7 
S-IVP PROPULSION 
7.1 SUMMPRY 
The S-IVB nrooulsion system oerfoned satisfactorily throughout the opera- 
tional phase of burn and had normal start and cutoff transients. S-IVB 
ourn time was 440.4 seconds, 2.5 seconds longer than predicted for the 
actual flioht azimuth of 47.6 degrees. This difference is composed 
of -0.15 seconds due to hiqher than exoected S-IB/S-IVB separation 
velocitv and +2.65 seconds due to lower than predicted S-IVB performance. 
The enqine performance during burn, as determined from standard alti. 
tude reconstruction analysis, deviated from the predicted Start Tank 
Discharqe Valve (STDV) cpen +60 second time slice by -0.64 percent for 
thrust and +0.05 percent for specific impulse. The S-IVB stage Engine 
Cutoff (EM) was initiated bv the Launch Vehicle Digital Comnuter (LVDC) 
at 5B6.3 seconds. The S-IVB residuals at engine cutoff were near 
nominal. The best estimate of the engine cutoff residuals is 2873 lbm 
for LOX and 2223 lbm for LH2 as comoared to the predicted values of 3314 
lbm for LOX and 2046 lbm for Lp2. 
Subseouent to bum, the stage propellant tanks were vented satisfactorily. 
The imoulse derived from the LOX and fuel dumps was sufficient to satis- 
factorilv deorbit the S-IVB/IU. The total impulse provided was 88,350 
lbf-set &ith a LOX dump impulse contribution of 75,610 lbf-set and a 
fuel dump impulse contribution of 12,750 lbf-sec. 
A disturbina force on the S-IVB/IU, coincident with LOX tank venting 
in T (follouinq oropellant dumps), caused unplanned firings of APS 
modu e enaines and subsequent propellant depletion in Auxiliary 5 
Propulsion System (APS) Yodule 140. 2. Analysis indicates nearly 
complete blockaae of LOX NOnpKDUlSiVe Vent (NPV) Nozzle No. 1. The 
blockaae has been attributed to solid oxyqen formation at the nozzle 
inlet durinp Tq cyclic LOX relief ventina when liquid remainino in 
the duct was subjected to a freezina environment. No imoact due to 
this anomaly is expected on the Skylab-3 or Skylab-a. 
Propellant tank safinq after fuel dump was satisfactory. 
The APS ooeration was nominal throuqhout SA-206 flight. No helium 
or propellant leaks were observed and the regulators functioned 
rominally. 
Hydraulic system performance was nominal throughout powered fliaht, 
orbital coast, and *orbit. 
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7.2 S-IVB CHILLDOWN AND BUILDUP TRANSIENT PEPFORMANCE 
The thrust chamber temperature at liftoff was -215"F, which was below 
the maximum allowable redline limit of -185°F. At S-IVB Start Tank 
Discharqe Valve (STDV) open siqnal, the temperature was -185°F. which 
was within the reauirements of .-225 ~75°F. 
The chilldown and loading of the engine GH2 start tank and pneumatic 
control bottle prior to liftoff was satisfactory. At liftoff, the engine 
control sohere pressure and temperature were 3050 psia and -18O'F 
and the start tank pressure and temperautre were 1280 psia and -192°F. 
At SiDV, the enaine control sphere pressure and temperature were 3083 
psia and -181.4"F and the start tank conditions were 1305 psia and 
-185.2"F, which was within the start box. 
Propellant tank prepressurization was successful and the propellant 
recirculation systems operation, which was contin!Jous from before lift- 
off until just prior to Enqine Start Command (ESC), was satisfactory. 
Start and run box requirements for both fuel and LOX were met, as shown 
in Figure 7-l. At STDV open the LOX pump inlet temperature was -294.8"F 
and the ullaqe pressure was 41.2 psia. At STDV open the fuel pump inlet 
temperature was -421.3"F and the ullaqe pressure was 31.7 psia. 
Fuel lead followed the expected pattern and resulted in satisfactory 
conditions as indicated bv the fuel injector temperature. 
The enqine start transient was satisfactory, and the thrust builduo was 
within the limits set by the engine manufacturer. This buildup was 
similar to the thrust buildups observed during previous flights. The 
Mixture Ratio Control Valve (MRCV) was in the closed position (4.8 Engine 
Mixture Ratio) during the buildup. The total impulse from STDV open to 
STDV open +2.4 seconds was 160,893 lbf-s. 
7.3 S-IVB MAINSTAGE PERFORMANCE 
The propulsion recbnstruction analysis showed that the stage performance 
during mainstage operation was satisfactory. P comparison of predicted 
and actual performance of thrust, specific impulse, total flowrate, 
and Engine Mixture Ratio (FMR) versus time is shown in Fiq,re 7-2. 
Table 7-l shows the thrust, specific impulse, flowrate, and EMR devia- 
tions from predicted at the STDV open +60 second time slice at standard 
altitude conditions. 
Soecifi- impulse was slightly greater than predicted. Engine burn time 
was 440.4 seconds which was 2.5 seconds lonqer than predicted for the 
actual fliqht aximuth of 47.6 deqrees. This difference is comosed of 
-0.15 seconds due to hiqher than expected S-IB/S-IYB separation velocity 
and +2.65 seconds clue to laker than predicted S-IVB performance. 
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Table 7-l. S-IV6 Steady State Performance (STDV Open +60 Second Time Slice at 
Standard Altitude Conditions) 
PARAMETER 
Thrust, lbf 
Soecific 
Impulse, 
lbf-s/lbm 
LOX Flowrate. lbm/s 
Fuel Flowrate, 
ltZdIl/S 
Engine Mixture 
Ratio, LOX/fuel 
423.4 423.6 
45P.78 455.59 
82.78 82.23 
5.542 5.541 
FLIGHT 
DEVIATION 
-1462 
+0.2 
-3.19 
-0.55 
-0.001 
PERCENT 
DEVIATION 
FRDM 
PREDICTED 
-0.64 
+0.05 
-0.70 
-0.66 
-0.02 
The enqine helium control system performed satisfactorily during mainstage 
operation. The engine control bottle was connected to the stage pneu- 
matic suoply bottle. An estimated 0.35 lbm of heliun was consuned during 
bum. 
7.4 S-IVD SHIJTDOW TRANSIENT PERFORMANCE 
S-IVR ECD was initiated at 586.3 seconds by guidance velocity cutoff 
c-and. The EC0 transient was satisfactory. The total cutoff impulse 
to zero thrust was 48,150 lbf-s which was 695 lbf-s lower than the nominal 
predicted value of 48,845 lbf-s and within the 55320 lbf-s predicted 
band. Cutoff occurred with the MRCV in the 4.8 EMR position. 
7.5 S-IV6 STAGE PROPELLANT MNAGEMENT 
A canparison of propellant masses at critical flight events, as deter- 
mined by various analyses, is presented in Table 7-2. At liftoff 
the best estimate for LOX is 193,931 +538 lbm and the best estimate 
for LH2 is 38,307 2165 llnn. The best-estimate full load propellant 
masses were 0.036 percent less for LOX and 0.448 percent greater for 
LH2 than predicted, This deviation was well within the required 
loading accuracy. 
Extrapolation of best estimate residuals data to depletion, using the 
propellant flowrates, indicated that LOX depletion would have occurred 
approximately 6.24 seconds after the velocity cutoff. 
The pneunatically ccntrolled twc position Mixture Ratio Control Valve 
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Table 7-2. S-IVB Stage Propellant Mass History 
I I INDICTED 
PU FLOU BFST 
PREDICTED VOLMETRlC iNTECRAL ESTIRbTE I 
EVENT 
S-i6 Llftoff 
S-IV3 ESC 
S-:ve Cutoff 
:CORRECTf')) 
UNITS . 
i@X LH2 LOX L"Z LOX I 3 
LBM 194000 38136 i939R4 38268 
L8V 19'looo 38136 193984 38268 
LW 3314 2046 2669 2732 
The ~?SSES shmm do not include mass below the main enng~ne valves. as presented in 
Section 16. 
(MRCV) was positioned at the 4.8 EMR engine start position 0.5 seconds 
after Engine Start Command (FSC) +325.6 seconds where it was carmanded 
to the 4.8 EMR for the remainder of the flight. 
7.6 S-IVB PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM 
7.6.1 S-IVB Fuel Pressurization System 
The LH2 pressurization system met all of its operational requirements. 
The LH2 pressurization system indicated acceptable performance during 
prepressurization, boost, hum, earth orbit and deorbit. 
The LH2 tank prepressurization c-and was received at -119.3 seconds 
and the tank pressurized signal was received 33.0 seconds later. Follow- 
ing the termination of prepressurization, t‘he ullage pressure reached 
relief conditions (approximately 31.6 psia) at liftoff, as shown in 
Figure 7-3. 
The LH2 ullage pressure was 31.7 psia at ESC. The average pressurira- 
tion fl~rate was 0.64 lbm/s until step pressurization, when it increased 
to 0.92 lbm/s. This provided a total flow af 317.0 lbm during bum. 
Throughout the bum, the ullage pressure was at relief (31.8 psia), 
as predicted. 
The LH2 punp inlet Net Positive Suction Plpssure (NPSP) was calculated 
from the pimp interface temperature and total pressure. These values 
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Figure 7-3. S-IV6 LH2 Ullage Pressure - Preliftoff, Boost and Bum 
indicated that the NPSP at SfDV was 13.8 psi. At the minimun point, the 
NPSP was 5.6 psi above the minimun reauired value. Throughout the 
bum, the NPSP had satisfactory agreement with the predicted values. 
Figure 3-5 sunnarizes the fire1 punp inlet conditions during bum. 
7.6.2 S-IVB LOX Pressurization System 
LOX tank prepressutiration was initiated at -167 seconds and increased 
the LOX tank ullage pressure frun ambient to 39.3 psia in 16.4 seconds, 
as shown in Figum 7-5. Two makeup cycles were required to maintain the 
LOX tank ullage prossure before the ullage temperature stabilized. A 
total of 6.35 ltmn of heliun were required for LOX tank prepressuriration. 
At -119 seconds, fuel tank prepmssurization and the vent valve purge 
caused the LOX tank pressure to increase frun 38 to 40.8 psia at liftoff. 
&wing boost there was a naRinal rate Of Ullage pressure decay CaUSed 
by tank volrnne increase (acceleration effect) and ullage tenperature 
decrease. No makeup cycles could occur because of an inhibit fran 
liftoff +6.0 seconds until ESC -2.5 seconds. LOX tank ullage pressure 
was 36.6 psia just prior to separation and was increasing at ESC 
due to a makeup cycle. 
During bum, nine over-contml cycles were initiated, including the pro- 
gramed overccontml cycle initiated prior t6 ESC. The LOX tank pres- 
surization flourate variation was 0.22 to 0.37 l&/s during under-control 
and 0.30 and 0.43 l&l/s during over-control systcln operation. This 
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Figure 7-5. S-M LOX Tank Ullage Pressure 
varia'.ion is normal and is caused by temperature effects. Heat exchanger 
prfornance during bum was satisfactory. 
The LOX NPSP calculated at the interface was 23.0 psi at ESC. Thi; was 
10.2 psi above the NPSP minimun requimment for start. The LOX punp 
stat;c interface pressure during bum follows the cyclic trends of 
the LOX tank ullage pressure. Figure 7-6 sumnarires the LOX punp con- 
ditions for bum. The LOX punp run requirements for bum were satis- 
factorily met. 
During orbital coast, the LOX tank ullage pressure experienced a higher 
rate of increase th;n naninally predicted, but mained within the pre- 
dicted band. This higher rate of increase at approximately 10,000 
seconds corresponded to canplete boiloff of the liquid hydrogen. Pres- 
retrograde local 
venting was initiated 
sure rises occurred during the solar inertial and 
horizontal maneuvers due to LOX sloshing, Relief 
between 15,300 and 16,000 seconds. 
The cold heliun supply was adequate to meet all f 
first bum ESC, the cold heliun spheres contained 
the end of bum, the helix mass had decreased to 
shows heliun supoly pressure history. 
light requirements. At 
257 lbm of heliun. At 
100 lbm. Figure 7-7 
7.7 S-IV8 PNElMATIC CmTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM 
The stage pneunatic system performed satisfactorily during all phases of 
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Figure 7-7. S-M Cold Heliun Supply History 
the mission. The pneunatic sphere pressure increased to 3100 psia, due 
tc orbital heating, at initiation of propellant dunp for deorbit. 
The stage pneumatic regulator performance was nominal with a near con- 
stant discharge pressure of 475 psia. 
This was the first flight with an interconnection between the stage 
pneunatic sphere and the enqine control sphere. The interconnection 
provides additional helium to hold the engine propellant valves open 
during dump. System performance was satisfactory with heliun being 
transferred to the engine system during engine burn and propellant 
dump. The pneumatic sphere pressure at the end of propellant dump was 
600 psia. 
7.8 S-IVB AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEP 
The Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS) demonstrated close to nominal per- 
formance throughout the flight and met control system demands as 
required through the deorbit sequence. 
The oxidizer and fuel prooellant supply systems performed as expected 
during the fliqht. The propellant temperatures ranged from 68°F to 
99°F. The APS propellant usage was nainal till the end of fuei dumo. 
Following the propellant dunps and the initiation of propellant tank 
safinq, APS propellant usage exceeded the exoe;ted usage as a result of 
the LOX NPV thrust unbalance. Module No. 2 propellants were depleted 
early with Module No. 2 fuel depleting at 20,492 seconds and the 
oxidizer at 20,500 seconds. Table 7-3 presents the APS propellant usage 
during specific portions of the mission. 
The APS pressurization system also functioned nominally. Module No. 1 
regulator outlet pressure ranged from 192.5 to 193 psia. Module No. 2 
regulator outlet pressure ranged from 194.5 to 195.5 psia. 
The performance of the attitude control thrusters was nominal. The 
thruster chamber pressures ranged from 90 to 100 Fsia. The longest 
engine firing recorded was 1.6 seconds on the Module No. 2 pitch engine 
imnediately following the deorbit dunrs. 
Because of the many data dropouts during the mission, the impulse frun 
many engine firings could not be calculated. Themfore, a good total 
impulse value could not be obtained fran which to calculate the engine 
average specific impulse. 
7.9 S-IVB/IU STAGE DEORBIT PROPELLANT DlHP 
All aspects of the S-IVB/IU deotiit were accomplished successfully. The 
impulse derived from the LOX and fuel dunps was sufficient to satisfactorily 
decrbit the S-IVB/IU. The total impulse provided was 88,360 lbf-sec. This 
is less than the real time nominal predicted value of 101,000 lbf-sec. but 
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Table 7-3. S-IVB APS Propellant Consumption 
Initial Load 
kurn (Roll Control) 
liC0 to Spatecraft Separation 
ISpacecraft Sewration to 
i'!:neuver to Solar Inertial 
I:ianeuver to Solar Inertial 
/Solar Inertial attitude 
Ymeuver to Retrograde 
!Local Horizontal 
Retrograde Local Vorirantal 
ileorbit 3umD droll Control) 
End of Duzp tD Liftoff + 20794 sec. 
1 
Total Propellant Usage 
- 
WDULE NO. 1 
2b.O 
0.6 2.5 
1.3 5.4 
1.4 5.8 
1.1 
7.2 
1.6 
2.8 
la.3 
1.1 
0.7 ' 2.9 
I 5.0 20.8 
0.9 3.8 
3.6 1.0 4.2 
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well above the real time predicted minimum of 77,400 lbf-sec. The sequence 
ir, Aich the propellant dumps (and safino) were accomplished is presented 
in Fiqure 7-B. 
The LOX dunp was initiated at approximately 19,461 seconds (05:24:21) 
and was satisfactorily accanplished. Reconstructed and real time predicted 
nominal LOX dunp performance (total impulse, mass flowrate, LOX tank 
mass, and actual and real time predicted LOX ullaae pressure) is shown 
in F!qure 7-9. The reconstruction corresponds to the best fit on 
available LOX ullage pressure flight data and rhe calculated ve1ocit.v 
change (determined frtnn LVDC accelaruaeter data) for LOX dunp. 
The LOX residual at start of dunp was 22't5 lbm. During dunp, the ullage 
pressure decreased from approximately 41.0 to 8.5 psia. A steady state 
LOX dump thrust (calculated) of 743 lbf was attained. Dllage as inges- 
tion (based on the reconstruction) occurred at 19,511 secclds 4 05:25:11). 
LOX dump ended at 19.921.259 seconds (05:32:01.259) by closing the Main 
Oxidizer Valve (MN). The reconstructed total impulse before MOV 
closure was 75,610 lbf-sec. as compared to real time predicted total 
impulse of 82,000 lbf-sec. The lower than predicted nominal total impulse 
is attributed primarily to lower than nominal predicted liquid specific 
impulse. LVDC acceleraneter data indicates the S-IVB stage velocity 
change due to LOX dunp was 75.75 ft/sec. 
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Figure 7-8. S-IVB DeotiSt Propellant Dunp and Safing Sequence 
fuel dmp was initiatta at 39,951 seconds (5:32:33) and was satisfac- 
torily acccmtplished. Fuel tip ~mpulsc, flowrabc, mass tnnalrrjsrg in 
fuel tank, and ullage prossun are shown Sn F$gu~ J-10, ,Only %I 
remaWed in the tank et dump start. The LH 
a 
complcte'ly boiled o 4 
during orbftal coast. The ul?age presswe cmartd fmn 32.3 to 23.2 
pria during the 125second dump. The dump YIS tetmlnated at 20.076 
seronds (5:34:X) rJhen the Wain Fuel Valve (WV) ras clostd. CWX 
accelerawetet data indicates the S-IVES stage veklty dhangt due to 
fuel dun0 was 13.13 ft/stc. 
A reconstruction of the dump Sndjcates TV dunp impulse, 12.750 lbf-sec. 
was lcsr than the *al tflnc nominal and mMtnurn pndicticms, 13,000 
and 16,700 lbf-set, rrspcctfvely, Yhe impdst was !ocn+ than expected 
because the actual cffectivt WM of the J-2 fuel Snjectm (tstablfstwd 
by the dunp reconstruction) is 2.0 in2, much less than the 3.7 5n2 value 
used in the prpdictcon. Prior to M-206 no data we= avajlable for 
dumping gase:u5 hy&+ogen though the 3-2 engine ar!d the effective a1?ca 
*las uncertaix 
The ullage mass at the start of dump was 315 lbm, much ltss than the 
nominal predicted value of 945 lbm. The Iarc+ mass was a result of b 
hiyhtr than txptcttd ullrge temperatwm (-26O'F actual vs. -.39O"F 
pwdi cttd). ThCs Sndicaks that the propellaM and ullagt heating rate5 
were much grratet than antic'Cpated. The higti ullsge temperature Sn 
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conjunction with the reduced effective ared of the engine resulted in 
only 65 ibm of mass dumped as compared to the predicted value of 220 
Ibm. The ullage pressure decay prediction was in good agreement with 
the actual decay because the high ullage temperature and reduced 
effective area had compensating effects. 
Data were not available at the start of deorbit dunp, but the engine con- 
trol bottle pressure was projected to be 3600 psia at the start of 
LGX dump. The engine control bottle pressure was 320 psia at the end 
of the dump sequence. 
7.10 S-IVB ORBITAL SAFING OPERATION 
The S-IVB high pressure systems were safed following J-2 engine cutoff. 
The thrust developed during LOX and fuel dumps was utilized to provide 
a velocity chanqe for S-IVB deorbit. The manner and sequence in which 
the safing was performed is presented in Figure 7-8, and in the following 
paragraphs. 
7.10.1 Fuel Tank Safing 
The fuel tank was satisfactorily safed by utilizing both nonpropulsive 
venting and fuel dump, as indicated in Figure 7-8. The fuel tank 
ullage pressure during earth crbit and deorbit is shown in Figure 7-li. 
A 670-second fuel tank vent, initiated at EC0 +10 seconds, lowered 
the ullage pressure from 32 to 10.5 psia. Fuel tank data from 963 
seconds to about 1033 seconds show indications of liquid venting. The 
ullage pressure stays constant, as shown in Figure 7-11, indicating 
partial vent restriction. Approximately 175 lbm of liquid could have 
been vented durinq the 70-second interval (averaqe flowrate of 2.5 lbm/ 
set) . Analysis iidicates that 
liquid venting is within the a 1 
Vent (NPV) system. The ullage 
3500 seconds (00:58:20). 
the thrust unbalance associated with 
lowable +2X range of the Nonpropulsive 
pressure reached relief at approximately 
Data received at Texas Revolut 
seconds (1:39:10) shows 2.75 c, 
on 1, 5565 seconds (1:32:45) to 5950 
cles of the LH2 tank ullage pressure 
i 
between 31.5 psia and 32.6 psi:. The cylces consist of approximately 
100 seconds of self pressurization followed by 40 seconds of relief 
venting. The pressure rise rate indicates a heat input to the liquid 
of about 200,000 btu/hour. This is higher than expected, but consistent 
with orienting the liquid along the hot sidewall of the tank due to the 
solar inertial attitude. 
Madrid data, 6180 seconds (1:43:00) to 7100 seconds (1:58:26) shows five 
additional cycles of LH2 tank ullage pressure. The later cycles are of 
decreased maanitude (approximately 31.7 psia to 32.5 psia) and eventually 
merge to the-"feathering" relief level of 32.5 psia. This behavior 
indicates a reduction of the heat input to the expected leveis. 
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Figure 7-11. S-IVB L?2 Ul lage Pressure - Orbital Coast 
During the relief portions of the ullage pressure cycles noted at Texas 
and the first three cycles at Madrid, the LH2 NPV nozzle pressures show 
oscillations of up to +3 psia. The remaining cycles shaw "smooti," nozzle 
pressures during the fTrst portion of the ventfng, but the data ends 
(data dropout 011: the DP link) just as the !U d:ta (reference Section 
10.3.2) indicates oscillations starting. The ullage pressure profile 
substantiates this fact in that during the "smooth" nozzle pressures, 
the ullage pressure remains constant and as DP date is lost, the ullage 
pressure starts to drop. The nozzle pressures at the end of the Madrid 
data indicate the return to the "feathering" relief mode with no oscillations. 
The valve position switch (talkback) indicates that during the oscilla- 
tory periods both the vent and latching relief valves were cycling. 
The NPV pressure oscillations were similar to those occurring during 
step pressurization of AS-505 second bum. As a result of the oscillations, 
the forward skirt exhibits low level vibrations, causin 
output from the IU rate gyros (reference Section 10.3.2 s 
oscillatory 
. The oscilla- 
tions had no deWmental effect on the mission and no corrective action 
is required. Also, no force unbalance was noted during the venting 
periods. 
The LH2 latching vent valve was opened and latched at the end of fuel 
dunp, 20,077 seconds (5:34:37). The ullage pressure, initially 23.2 
psia, decayed to 2.0 psia at end of data, 20,8DO seconds (5:46:40). 
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i 7.10.2 LOX Tank Safing 
At LOX dump termination the LOX NPV valve was opened and latched. The 
LOX tank ullaae pressure decayed from 8.6 psia at 20,077.035 seconds 
(05:34:37.035) to 7.5 psia at 20,180 seconds (05:36:20). The pressure 
then increased to 13.0 psia at 20,305 (05:38:25) seconds as a result 
of cold helium dump, then decayed to 7.5 psia at loss of data. 
Approximately 133 lbm of helium and 180 lbm of GOX were vented over- 
board. The LOX tank pressure during safinp is shown on Figure 7-12. 
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Figure 7-12. S-IVB LOX Tank Ullage Pressure - Orbit, Ihm~p, and Safing 
A disturbance force on the S-IVB/IU, coincident with LOX tank venting 
in T8S (following propellant dunps), caused unplanned firings of APS 
module engines and subsequent propellant depletion in APS Module No. 2 
(see Section 7.8). Analysis of the APS engine firing data indicated 
that the corrective Impulse/disturbance force was ?tn the plane of 
the LOX Nonpropulsive Vents (NPV). Calculations (and slow nozzle 
temperature response) indicate nearly complete blockage of LOX NPV 
Nozzle No. 1; calculated thrust for one nozzle (based on nozzle pressure 
data) agrees closely with calculated distufiance force, rate of LOX 
tank pressure decay during venting prior to cold helilrn dunp corres- 
ponds to one-nozzle blowdown, and calculated maximum LOX tank pressure 
decay during venting prior to cold helium drrnp corresponds to one-nozzle 
blmdtin, and calculated maximun LOX tan? pressure during cold heliun 
dunp corresponds to one-nozzle flow. 
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The blockage of LOX NPV Nozzle No. 1 has been attributed to solid 
oxygen fonation at the nozzle inlet during the TB4 cyclic LOX relief 
venting. Tl?e vehicle attitude imnediately prior to and after relief 
venting resulted in the Nozzle No. 1 portion of the NPV system being sub- 
jected to a colder thermal environment. Attitude control system data 
indicate that the disturbance force existed (and was increasing in 
magnitude) during LOX relief venting, although the small magnitude and 
intermittent nature of the venting did not cause significant APS pro- 
pellant usage.. Solid oxygen in the vent system was most probably 
the result of cyclic liquid relief venting, where liquid remaining in 
the duct after the short duration relief cycles was subjected to a 
freezing environment (due to liquid evaporation when the Juct pressure 
decreased below the vapor pressure corresponding to the oxygen triple 
point pressure). Liquid in the vent system was indicated by instrumenta- 
tion, while liquid at the forward end of the tank was most probably 
due to liquid slosh initiated by the maneuver to retrcgrade local 
horizontal attitude. 
No impact, due to the LOX NPV system anomaly, is expected on the SL-3 or 
SL-4 missions. The SL-2 Reticog*ade Local Horizontal (RLH) maneuver 
(ground-commended approximately 3900 seconds prior to the first indi- 
cation of LOX tank reTief venting) occurred at a time when the liquid 
was partially settled. The resultant liquid slosh initiated by the 
maneuver (at a tgme of low settling force) resulted in liquid at the vent 
inlet during relief venting. The RLH maneuvers will occur early on 
both SL-3/SL-4 missions with long periods available for liquid slosh 
dampening prior to expected LOX tank relief venting. Subsequent 
maneuvers are not expected to result in liquid motion towards the 
forward end of the tank. 
7.10.3 Cold Heliun Dunp 
It was planned to safe the cold helium supply by dumpinq the heliun 
throuqh the LOX tank Nonpropulsive Vent system for 2800 seconds 
beqinninq at 20,176 seconds. At loss of data, the cold helium pres- 
sure was approximately zero. An estimated 100 lbm of helium was dumped. 
7.10.4 Stage Pneunatic Control and Engine Control Sphere Safing 
The stage pneunatic sphere was safed by dunping through the interconnect 
to the engine control sphere. 
Safing was initiated at 20,136 seconds by enerqizing the? engine helium 
control solenoid. 
dunp. 
The sphere pressure was 670 psia at the start of 
At loss of data the sphere pressure was 150 psia. 
7.13.5 Engine Control Sphere Safing 
The rafing of the engine control sphere began at 20,135.g seconds. The 
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helium control solenoid was energized to dump helium through the engine 
purge system. The initial pressure in the sphere was approximately 
620 psia. Based on the last available (20,790 seconds) data, the pres- 
sure had decreased to approximately 58 psia. 
7.11 S-IVB HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 
The S-IVB Hydraulic System performed within the predicted limits after 
liftoff with no overboard venting of system fluid as a result of hydraulic 
fluid expansion. Prior to start of propellant loading, the accumulator 
was precharged to 2440 psia at 86OF. Reservoir oil level (auxiliary 
pump off) was 78 percent at 62°F. 
The auxiliary hydraulic pump was programed t') flight mode "ON" at 11 
minutes prior to liftoff. System pressure stabilized at 3645 psia and 
remained steady. During boost, all system fluid temperatures rose steadily 
when the auxiliary pump was operating and convection cooling was decreasing. 
At S-IVB engine start, system pressure increased to 3660 psia and 
remained steady through the bum period. 
System internal leakage rate, 0.69 gPm/min (0.4 to 0.8 gpm allowable), 
was provided primarily by the ;Jxi"iary pump during engine burn as charac- 
terized by the aNliary pump motor current draw of 41 amperes. However, 
at engine start aft bus 2 current i.ldicated 27 amps for a short period 
before stabilizing at 41 amps. Also, at engine start, system pressure 
and reservoir pressure increased indicating the engine drive punp was 
sharing part of the internal leakage requirements. 
Engine deflections were nominal thrcughout the boost phase. Actuator 
positions were offset from null during powered flight due to the displace- 
ment of the vehicle's center of gravity off the vehicle's vertical axis 
the J-2 engine installation toleranctis, thrust misalignment, uncompensated 
gimbal clearances, and thrust structure compression effects. 
During the orbital coast period, seven proqranmed auxiliary hydraulic pump 
thermal cycles were required to maintain system readiness for the dearbit 
phase. Available data during orbital coast indicated nominai system 
performance. During the M-415 experiment (a MSFC thermal paint experiment), 
system temperature trends were as predicted. Reservoir oil temperature 
during the first four thermal cycles ranqed from 125°F to 91'F. However, 
at approximately 3 hours, 26 minutes, the S-IVB was maneuvered to an in- 
plane local horizontal retrograde position with vehicle Position I toward 
the earth. This maneuver occurred earlier than planned causing an increase 
in system temperature due to additional heating from the sun. The maximum 
reservoir oil temperature noted during orbital coast was 152°F. 
System operation during the deorbit phase was normal. System pressure 
stabilized at 3645 psia and remained steady. The maximum punp inlet oil 
temperature noted durinl this period was 165OF. 
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SECTION 8 
STRUCTURES 
, 
8.1 SUMMARY 
The structural loads experienced during the SA-206 flight were well 
below design values. The maximum herding moment was 14.8 x 106 in-lbf 
(approximately 27 percent of design) at vehicle station 942. Thrust 
cutoff transients experienced by SA-206 were similar to those of previous 
flights. The maximum longitudinal dynamic responses measured in the 
Instrument Unit (IU) were +0.20 g and +0.30 g at S-IB Inboard Engine 
Cutoff (IECO) and Outboard-Engine CutoFf (OECO), respectively. POGO 
did not occur. 
The maximun qround wind experienced by the Saturn IB SA-206 during the 
prelaunch period was 22 knots (55 knots, allowable with damper). The 
ground winds at launch were 12 knots from the Southwest (34 knots allowable). 
8.2 TOTAL VEHICLE STRUCTURES EVALUATION 
8.2.1 Longitudinal Loads 
The SA-206 vehicle liftoff steady-state acceleration was 1.25 g. Maxi- 
mum longitudinal dynamic response measured during thrust buildup and 
release was 20.20 g in the IU and 20.60 g at the C-and Module (CM) 
(Fiaure 8-l). Comparable values have been recorded on previcus flights. 
The SA-206 IECO and OECO transient response were equal to or less than 
those of previous flights. The maximum longitudinal dynamics resulting 
from IECO were 20.2 g at the IU and 20.5 g at the CM (Figure 8-2). 
The total longitudinal load at station 942, based on strain data, is 
shown ir Figure 8-3 as a function of range time. The envelope of previous 
flights (S-IB vehicles SA-202 , -203, -204, and -205) is shown for com- 
parison. The longitudinal load d!stributions at the time of maximum bend- 
ing manent (65.8 seconds) and IECO (138.7 seconds) are shun in Figure 
8-4. Steady-state longitudinal accelerations at these time slices were 
1.87 g and 4.35 g, respectSvely. The maximum longitudinal load (1.35 x lo6 
lbf) occurred at IECO and was well within design limit capability. 
8.2.2 Bending Moments 
The maximum bonding moment of 14.8 x 106 in-lbf at vehicle Station 942 
was 27 percent of design bending allowable. The distributions are cal- 
culated for the vehicle mass and flight trajectory configuration at the 
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Figure 8-l. SA-206 Longitudinal Accelerations at IU and CM During 
Thrust Build-Up and Launch 
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Figure 8-2. SA-206 Longitudinal Acceleration at the !U and 
During S-IB Cutoffs 
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Figure 8-3. S-IB-6 Longitudinal Load from Strain Data at Station 942 
indicated range time. The strain data, less 105-inch LOX tank bending 
moment, are those measured by the eight LOX stud strain serts and do not 
include the increment carried by the 105-inch LOX tank. The strain data 
must be increased by approximately 10 oercent (based on ore:,ious flight 
analyses for which 105-inch LOX strain gage data were recorded) to repre- 
sent total vehicle bending moment. There was no sianificart lateral 
modal dynamics during S-IB burn. The lateral acceleration distributions 
(normal load factors)are displayed in Figures 8-5 through B-7. 
8.2.3 Combined Loads 
Combined compression and tension loads were computed for maximum yaw 
bending moment (53.3 sets.), resultant bencinq moment (65.8 sets.), 
pitch bending moment (67.8 sets.) and engine cutoff (-136.94 sets.) 
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usinq measured ullage pressures. 
margins are plotted versus vehic 
The loads which produced minimum safety 
le station along with the associated 
capabilities in Figure 8-8. The minimum factor of safety (ultimate load/ 
limit load) of 1.51 at station 1 186 was experienced at IECO. 
8.2.4 Vehicle Dynamic Characteristics 
The longitudinal stability analysis of SA-206 showed all vibration and 
pressure fluctuations to be smooth and low with no POGO instability. 
The first, second and third SIB bending mode frequencies are compared to 
the modes predicted by analysis in Figure 8-9. Response amplitudes at 
these frequencies were low and similar to previous Saturn 16 fliqhts. The 
amplitude time histories are presented in Fiqure 8-1G. Power spectral 
density analysis of selected time points of engine thrust pad vibration 
and LOX pump inlet and engine chamber pressure fluctuations revealed the 
maximum composite rms level to be 0.269 g on the Enqine 6 thrust pad at 
liftoff with a maximum component rms amplitude of 0.688 o at a frequency 
of 10 Hz. The composite maximum rms LOX pumn inlet and engine chamber 
pressure fluctuations, correspondinp to the same time slice for maximum 
vibration, were 1.86 ant' 8.82 psi, resnectively. These levels are con- 
sidered insignificant and would not contribute to POGO. 
During the S-IVB staqe boost phase, 17 Hz oscillations were measured for 
a duration of approximately 40 seconds imnediately after S-IVB stage 
ignition (Figure 8-11). The maximum level was +O.l g, which is well below 
design values. These oscillations near engine Tonition are probably 
caused by LOX pump self-induced oscillations and are of no concern. The 
SA-206 overall amplitude history is compared to those measured on the 
AS-505 and AS-512 flights in Fiqure 8-11. 
The dynamic pressures measured during the S-IVP boost phase of the SA-206 
flight are compared to those from the AS-511 and AS-512 flights in Figures 
8-12 and 8-13. The overall amplitudes from the SA-206 flight are hi her 
because of a generally higher Engine Mixture Ratio (EMR) (5.5 to 4.8 3 than 
those on Saturn V flights (5.0 to 4.3). The SA-206 pressure measurements 
show no evidence of any POGO activity. 
Spectral density plots for the vibration and engine pressures at selected 
time periods are shown in Figure 8-14. The 17 Hz structural frequency 
is predominant during the 150 second time period, The 465 second time 
period shows the apparent "buzz" frequency noted on the Saturn V flights. 
The frequency during the SA-206 flight is 80 Hz (three times the LOX 
feedline frequency of 27 Hz) at this time period which is higher than 
those on Saturn V flights. The higher frequency tends to correlate with 
the higher Net Positive Suction Pressure (NPSP) as compared to Saturn V 
fliqhts and the resultant higher LOX feedline frequency. The 550 second 
time period shows the structural vibration at 16 Hz. These amplitudes 
were considerably lower than the maximum levels measured during the Saturn 
V fiights, and are well below design values. 
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. . 9.1 SLMARY 
SECTION 9 
GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 
The Stabilized Platform and the Guidance Computer successfully supported 
the accanplishment of the mission objectives. Targeted conditions at 
orbit inserti were attained with insignificant error. 
The one anomaly which occurred in the guidance and navigation system 
was a large change in the gyro sumnation current and a small change 
in the accelerometer sumnation current in the ST-124M Platform Electron;cs 
Assembly. Operation of the ST-124H subsystem was not affected by these 
current changes. 
There was a pitch axis gimbal resolver switchover accanplished at 20,558 
seconds, fol!%ing completion of propellant tips. Hmever, this switch- 
over was caused by a loss of attitude control when the S-IV8 Auxiliary 
Propulsion System propellants depleted. 
9.2 GUIDANCE COMPARISONS 
The postflight guidance error analysis was based on comparisons of tele- 
metered position and velocity data with corresponding data from the 14 
day Observed Mass Point Trajectory (OHPT) which was established from 
external tracking and telemetered velocity data (see Section 4.0). Can- 
parisons of the inertial platform measured velocities with the CMPT 
data are shown in Figure 9-l for boost. The velocity differences are 
si?rall for the entire boost phase and well within the accuracies of the 
onboard measuring system and the OWPT. The vertical velocity differences 
indicate an offset of about 0.05 m/s (0.16 ft/s). The crossrange 
velocity differences after Outboard Engine Cutoff (OCCO) indicate some com- 
bination of small platform drifts. Since the dawnrange velocity differences 
are not characteristic of hardware errors, they are probably the result of 
some small time or angular error in referencing the tracking data to the 
launch site at time of Guidance Reference Release (GRR). The Launch Vehicle 
Digital Computer (LVDC) downrange component of position was within +60 meters 
(197 feet) of the OMPT values for the total boost phase. 
The inertial platform velocity measurements at significant event tinxzs are 
shown in Table 9-l along with corresponding data from the OMPT. Figure 9-1 
shows a plot of the differences in velocities as seen by the LVDC and as 
reconstructed in the OWPT. 
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Figure 9-l. SA-206 Trajectory and ST-124H Platform Velocity 
Comparisons (Trajectory Minus LVDC) 
The LVDC data was determined using switch selector event times and velocity 
pickoffs referenced to GRR and are accurate to a.10 m/s (0.33 ft/s) of the 
actual onboard accumulated velocities. The vel;city difference at S-IVB 
cutoff signal and at orbit insertion are consistent with the time history 
plots. 
Velocity gain due to thrust decay after Guidance Cutoff Signal (GCS) was 
8.16 m/s (26.77 ft/s) compared to 6.83 m/s (22.41 ft/s) predicted by the 
Post-Launch Predicted 0pe:ational Trajectory (OT). This difference is 
reflected in the velocity overspeed shown at orbit insertion in Table 9-2. 
Comparisons of positions , velocities, and flight path angle at signifi- 
cant event times are presented in Tahle 9-2. Differences between the 
LVDC and OT values reflect the actual flight environment and vehicle 
performance. At GCS, LVDC velocit and radius values were 0.07 m/s 
(0.23 ft/s) and 24 mters (79 feet J , respectively, greater than the OT 
values. At orbit insertion the LVDC total velocity was 1.37 m/s 
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Table 9-l. SA-206 Inertial Platform Velocity ConparisOns 
VELarTr (PAW 12) l 
METERS/SECOND (FEET/SECOND) 
EVENT OATA SOURCE 
im iIn iln 
LVDC 2429.94 3.65 1756.62 
IECO 
PDSlFLI6HT 
‘;;;:.;;I 
TRAJECTORY (797694) 
“yf’ 
(10:96) 
‘m;.;;’ 
(5780:74) 
LVDC 2467. .15 
DECO !8D95.D1) 
PDSTFL IGHT 2465.60 
TRAJECTORY (8089.24) 
LVDC 3304.31 
s-IVB 
6CS POSTFLIGHT 
m~‘o,o.;;’ 
TRAJECTORV (10840:62) 
LVDC 3302.95 
ORBITAL 
INSERTION PDSTFL IGHT 
1 lJ;w;-;;’ 
(10836:29) TRAJECTORY 
wss 12 (PROJECT APOLLO COORDINATE SVSTM STIWDARD) 
3.23 1830.91 
‘ly&’ ‘m;-;;’ 
t9:191 (6016:ol) 
-492.51 7739.81 
‘-!f::.$ ‘2moj.f~’ 
(-1613:45) (25395:21) 
-493.45 7747.80 
‘-!;M~.;;’ 
(-1616:40) 
‘2;;:9e.g’ 
(25420:93) 
(4.49 ft/s) greater than the OT value. This velocity difference was due 
to a small difference in actual and predicted thrust decay. 
The LVDC and OMPT position data were in very good agreement. from launch 
to orbit insertion. The differences in total velocity at GCS and orbit 
insertion are essentially the deviations in derange (2) velocity. This 
deviation is probably the result of a small time or angular error in data 
transformation or a forced fit of the boost trajectory to a point deter- 
mined from orbit data. In any case, the guidance system was highly 
successful in guiding the SA-206 launch vehicle to the prescribed end 
conditions and placing the spacecraft on the proper transfer orbit to 
rendezvous with the Skylab-l orbital work shop. 
9.3 NAVIGATION AND -GUIDANCE SCHEME EVALUATION 
The flight program perfonned all required functions properly. Targeted 
guidance cutoff conditions at orbit insertion were achieved with a 
high degree of accuracy. All events scheduled at preset times occurred 
within acceptable tolerances. Times of occurrence of major navigation 
and guidance events are included in Table 2-2. 
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Table 9-2. SA-206 Navlgatlon Position and Velocity Comparisons (PACSS-13) 
POSITIONS VELOClTlES FLIGHT 
EVENT DATA SOURCE METERS (FEET1 MET~CORP jwFEET:SfCOND) PATM 
ANGLE - 
X0 YS 2s R XS IS 2s VI DEGREES 
S-18 
IECO 
LVDC 6426924.3 56631.4 95228.6 6427079.2 909.14 272.49 2051.63 2260.53 24.6219 
(21085710.) (185799.) (312430.) (21088843.) (2982.74) (894.00) (6731.07) (7416.44) 
POSTFLIGHT 6426923.6 56599.4 95181.6 6427877.6 911.20 272.19 2056.98 2266.18 24.6154 
TRAJECTORY '2:95;;!;.) 
OPERATIONAL 
TRAJECTORV '21087848:) 
( 1 ;;;;t. I 
(183064:) 
(3;,2:;;. I ‘z;,o;M~;;. I 
(309140:) (2:090909:) 
‘2;p;’ 
(3028:18) 
'N;.;;' 
(877:26) 
(i;:f.it) (:;;;.;:j 
(6731:15) (7432187) 
24.938 
S-18 
OECO 
L'rDC 6430215.4 57614.2 102777.6 6431294.8 911.12 271.79 2125.36 2328.57 24.0230 
:21096507.) (189023.) (337197.) (211000*9.) (299!.21) (891.70) (6572.97) (7639.67) 
POSTFLIGHT 6430224.2 57580.5 102761.1 6431303.1 910.00 271.37 2128.13 2330.38 23.9570 
TRAJECTORY ( 
OPERATIONAL 
2;4o;mp;;.) 
TRAJECTORY '21096955:) 
(lack;;.) 
(165692:) 
‘;;;;e’;.) “;:;m;:;.l 
(329669:) (21100348:) 
‘z;p;.;;’ 
(3C36:17) 
I;;;.;;’ 
(875:62) 
Wff.$’ ‘;:pg’ 
(6937:Ol) (7622:41) 
24.416 
LVOC 6223037.3 102476.6 1969649.3 6528169.7 -2368.88 -282.50 7494.39 7064.94 
'20416709.) (336209.) (6462760.) (21417880.) (-7771.92) (-926.84) (24587.89) (25803.61) 
-0.0066( 
S-IV0 ~POSTFLIGHT 6223012.4 102564.6 1969877.5 6528156.0 -2368.94 -281.76 7495.03 7665.54 -0.0073: 
GCS (TRAJECTORY :'W;W;;.) 
OPERATIONAL 
TRAJECTORY (20427615:) 
w;;.;;’ 
(-7?29:86) 
-0.000 
POSTFLIGHT TRlr'ECTORV - DENOTES ACTUAL 
OPERATIONAL TWJECTORY - OENOTES MMINAL 
LVDC 6198891.6 99636.6 2044719.6 6528174.5 -2459.18 -284.77 7473.55 7872.90 0.00971 
(2033757:.) (326892.) (6708390.) (21417895.) (-8068.l8) (-934.28) (24519.52) (25829.72) 
OR8ITAL POSTFLIGHT 6198864.6 99731.5 2044763.2 6528164.1 -2459.20 -283.99 7474.05 7873.35 0.01121 
:NSERTION TRAJECTORV ( (-8068.24) 
OPERATIONAL ‘;;;;;;;.I 
TRAJECTORV ( 20348819:) 
-2446.18 0.009 
(-8025.52) 
6 
3 
6 
6 
d 
9.3.1 First Stage Boost 
Time Base 1 started 17.182 seconds after Guidance Reference Release 
(GRR) and 9.1 second after IU umbilical disconnect. A flight program time guard 
prevents search for the liftoff discrete for 17.4 seconds after GRR. 
Following satisfaction of this time guard the liftoff search is enabled 
but not started for another minor loop. Thus the tatal delay in start- 
ing the liftoff search could be 80 to 90 milliseconds after satisfac- 
tion of the 17-L second time guard. Since the IU unbilical disconnect 
(liftoff discrete set) occurred approximately 18 milliseconds before 
satisfaction of the time guard, the total delay from disconnect to 
recogriition by the flioht program was approximately 100 milliseconds. 
This delay was not sigoificant on SA-206 and present mission definitions 
indicate such a de?ay ~01~13 be insignificant for SA-207 and SA-208. 
The roll 2nd ti t-tilt pitch maneuver was begun at 10.029 seconds. The 
roll maneuver was completed (roll 9imbal ancle rJithin 0.5 degree of 
zero) 54.9 seconds. The pitch time-tilt waq arrested at 131.144 
seconds with ?itch Attitude Command = -63.3237 degrnos. First stage 
guidance and navigation were nomal. 
9.3.2 Second Stage Boost 
Second stage guidance was nornal with no undue occurrences noted. The 
desired and achieved guidance terminal conditions for boost are shown in 
Table 9-3. 
Table 9-3. SA-206 End Conditions 
PAP.AtTC.3 
Velocity, VT (m/set) 
emdlus. b betm's) 
Pam Angle, cq (degj 
:nrlina:lon. I (deg) 
krcr?~rCing Mode. i (deg) 
- 
DESIRED AiCnIEVED 
7871.46 7871.5264 
6528199.0 6528171.0 -28.0 
-0.WlW6 
--l 
o.DD1354 
0.00239 
Vehicle attitude angles along with predicted values during both first and 
secon c stage boosts are shwn in Figures 9-2 through 9-4. 
9.3.3 Orbital Phase 
At t'le start cf T'me Bzse 4 an attitude hold (Chi-freeze) was initiated, 
follaed by ;3 local reference maneuver scheduled 20 seconds later. These 
commands are shown 'n Table 9-4. 
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Table 9-4. SA-206 Orbital Phase Flight Program Steering Commands 
COmANDEDAllIlUDE 
EVENT 
(DEGREES) 
ROLL PITCH YAW 
Timebase 4 0.6668 -99.663 -6.1468 
Chi-Freeze 
Timebase 4 +21.15 set 
(In-Plane Posigrade 
Local Horizontal 
Maneuver) 
0.0 -108.9934 -2.0822 
ived. Subsequent ground cormnands were satisfactorily supported when rece 
9.3.4 Deorbit Phase 
During the deorbit phase, a pitch axis gimbal switchover from fine to 
coarse resolver occurred due to the pitch rate exceeding two deg/s. 
rate sensed in excess of two deg/s is considered unreasonable. Three 
Any 
unreasonable values within one second cause switchover to occur. The 
switchover was properly executed and was the result of the vehicle being 
out of control due to the depletion of S-IV8 Auxiliary Propulsion System 
(APS) propellants. 
7.10.2. 
Depletion of APS propellants is discussed in Section 
9.4 NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SYSTEM CDMPDNENTS 
The navigation and guidance hardware satisfactorily supported the accom- 
plishment of mission objectives. 
9.4.1 ST-124R Stabilized Platform System 
The one anomaly which occurred in the guidance and navigation system was 
a large change in the gyro sumnation current and a small change in the 
accelerometer swtion current in the ST-124H Platform Electronics 
Assetily. See Figure 9-5. 
from 3.69 to 1.69 amperes. 
The gyro sc;rmation current measurement shifted 
Also, the accelerometer surrnation current 
measurement shifted from 1.165 to 1.125 anperes. These shifts occurred 
during the period from 35OD to 5200 seconds while the vehicle was bekeen 
tracking stations. It is therefore ipossible to positively identify the 
cause. The reduced level of current was sustained throughout the remainder 
of the mission. The ST-124n operational perfornmnce was unaffected. 
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A characteristic response of the gyro and accelerometer hysteresis spin 
motors to interruption of transients on the 400 Hz power line is a change 
in the magnetomotive force components and hence a shift in input currents. 
Sumnation current shifts of the observed magnitudes have occurred in the 
laboratory and at the Saturn V Systems Development Breadboard Facility as 
the result of switching from one channel to the other in the Platform 
Alternating Current Power Supply. Such a shift may also result from a 
transient in the direct current input voltage, an inverter failure, or a 
perturbation in the wheel power relay (PEA K2). 
Laboratory tests have been run in which a (see Figure 9-5) similar current 
shift was sustained in excess of 24 hours with no effect on the operational 
performance of the inertial components. Because this anomaly has been 
evidenced throughout the years in laboratory and ground testing and the 
motors have always maintained synchronous speed, no corrective action is 
deemed necessary. 
9.4.2 Guidance and Navigation Computer 
The LVDC and LVDA performed sat-sfactorily. No 
observed during any phase of the SL-2 mission. 
and internal power supply voltages were normal. 
computer anomalies were 
Component temperatures 
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FIGURE 9-5. SA-206 ST-124M Platform System Block Diagram 
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SECTION 10 
CONTROL AND SEPARATION 
10.1 SUMMARY 
The control and separation systems functioned correctly throughout the 
powered and coast flight of SA-206. Control was terminated earlier 
than predicted during deorbit by the depletion of S-IVB Auxiliary Pro- 
pulsion System (APS) Module 2 propellants. Engine gimbal deflections 
were nominal and APS firings predictable. Bending and slosh dynamics 
were adequately stabilized. No undue dynamics accompanied any separation. 
10.2 S-18 CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 
No abnormal dynaics developed as a result of launch from the pedestal 
Tower clearance was adequate without a clearance maneuver (as usual 
for Saturn 18 vehicles). Table 10-l summarizes liftoff misalignments. 
Roll misalignment of the inboard engines was greater than the 
predicted value, but resulted in a roll error of less than 
0.5 degree. 
Table 10-l. SA-206 Misalignnn?nt Sunnary 
T 
PARAMETER 
Thrust Misalignnmnt, 
deg 
Inboard Engines 
Misalignment, deg 
Vehicle Stacking and 
Pad Hisalignmnt, 
deq 
PREDICTED 3u RANGE 
PITCH 
9.46 
20.25 
9.39 
YAW 
to.46 
to.25 
to.39 
ROLL 
to.19 
20.25 
0.0 
T LAUNCH 
0.0 0.0 -0.04 
0.0 0.0 +0.35 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
The SA-206 control systenr performed as expected during S-IB boost. Jim- 
sphere measurements indicated wind velocities near the 95th percentile 
levels for Hay. The wind peak was 42.0 meters per second at 13.4 kilo- 
meters altitude with an azimuth of 286 degrees. In the high dynmic 
pressure region, the maxianan angle of attack of 3.2 degrees occurred 
in the yaw plane in response to a wind peak. The control system 
adequately stabilized the chicle response to the high altitude 
10-l 
winds. About 22 percent of the available yaw gimbal angle and 14 
percent of the available pitch gimbal angle were used. Both deflec- 
tions were due to wind speed peaks and associated shears. 
Time histories of pitch and yaw and roll control parameters are shown in 
Figures 10-l through 10-4. The peaks are summarized in Table 10-2. 
Dynamics in the region between liftoff and 56 seconds resulted primarily 
fm guidance camnands. Between 56 and 100 seconds, the vehicle 
responded normally to the pitch tilt program and the wind, Dynamics 
from 100 seconds to S-IB outboard engine cutoff were caused by Inboard 
Engine Cutoff (IECO), tilt arrest, separated airflow aerodynamics, and 
high altitude winds. Pitch and yaw plane control accelerometers were 
deactivated at 120 seconds. 
The attitude errors indicate that the equivalent thrust vector misalign- 
ments were negligible in both pitch and yaw. Only roll plane thrust 
misalignments could be detected on this flight, and they averaged 
-0.04 degrees for all eight engines and a.35 degrees for the four 
inboard engines, see Table 10-l. 
The attitude errors resulting from the effects of thrust unbalance, 
offset center of gravity, thNst vector misalignment and control 
system misalignments were within predicted envelopes. The peak angles 
of attack in the maximun dynamic pressure region were 2.19 degrees in 
yaw and 1.73 degrees in pitch. The peak average engine deflections 
required to trim out the aerodynamic moments in this region were 1.77 
and -1.12 degrees for yaw and pitch, respectively. No divergent bend- 
ing or slosh dynamics were observed. 
10.3 S-IVB CONTROL SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The S-IVB thrust vector control system provided satisfactory pitch and 
yaw control during boost and during the deorbit propellant dumps. The 
APS provided satisfactory roll control while the vehicle was under 
thrust vector control. The APS also provided satisfactory pitch, yaw, 
and roll control during orbital coast. Loss of attitude control occurred 
approximately 418 seconds after completion of the deorbit propellant 
dumps due to depletion of APS Module 2 propellants. 
10.3.1 S-IVB Control System Evaluation During Bum 
During S-IVB bum, control system transients were experienced at 
S-Is/S-IVB separation, Iterative Guidance Mode (IGM) initiation, Engine 
Mixture Ratio (EMR) shift, terminal guidance mode, and S-IV5 Engine Cutoff 
(ECO). These transients were expected and were well within the capabili- 
ties of the control system. 
The S-IVB bum pitch attitude error, angular rate, and actuator posi- 
tion are presented in Figure 10-5. The yaw plane bum dynamics are 
presented in Figure 10-6. The maximum attitude errors and rates occurred 
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Figure 10-l. SA-206 Pitch Plane Dynamics During S-IB Burn 
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Table 10-2. Maximum Control Parameters During S-18 Bum 
PITW PLANE YAu PLANE ROLLPLANE 
PARAMETER RAnGE RA%E RAUGE 
lV9LITUoE TlRE AWLlTUDE TIME AHLITUDE 11WE 
(SEC) 'SEC) (SEC) 
Attitude Error. de9 1.05 B8.2 -1.22 80.0 -1.05 12.0 
Anoulsr Pate: &g/s -0.95 80.5 0 51 81.1 1.20 12.3 
Averaoe Ginhl Anale, -1.12 81.0 1.77 77.5 0.27 61.1 
de-3 
Angie of Attock. 6g 1.73 66.7 2.19 n.7 - 
Angle of Attack 5.71 66.7 7.m 76.7 
Oyfmi c Pmsure 
Product, *a-n/cd 
(1190) (1W) 
idea-lbf/ft2) 
Nonml 0.65 
Acceleration, n/s2 
56.8 1.01 57.3 
iftis2) 
(2.13) 0.31) 
Angular rate data guestional between 55 a' seconds dur to noise cmtent and la* snnpling rate. 
at IGM initiation. A smmary of the maxinum values of critical flight 
control paw&em is presented in Table 10-3. 
The pitch and yaw effective thrust vector nisaligmxznts during the first 
part of bum (prior to EMR shift) uem +8.17 and -0.22 degrees, respectively. 
Following the EHR shift the misaligrnnents uem Ml.19 and -0.22 degrees 
for pitch and yaw, mspectively. A steady state roll torque prior to 
EMR shift of 18.0 N-m (13.3 lbf-ft) clockuisc looking forward required 
roll APS firings. The steady state roll torque following EMR shift was 
8.8 N-m (6.5 lbf-ft) clockwise looking fonard and required a f# ml1 
APS firings. The steady state roll torque experienced on previous flights 
has ranged beiween 61.4 N-m (45.3 lbf-ft) counterclockwise and 54.2 N-m 
(40.0 lbf-ft) clockwise. 
Propellant sloshing during bum was observed on data obtained fw the 
Propellant Utilization (PU) mass sensor and on the pitch and yaw 
actuator positior and actuator valve current data. The propellant 
slosh had a negligible effect on the operation of the attitude control 
sys ten. 
10.3.2 S-IVB Cot .ol System Evaluation Inuring Orbit 
The APS provided satisfactory orientation and stabilization during orbit. 
Loss of attitude contrP1 occurred at 20,493 seconds (05:41:33) due 
to depletion of APS Mule 2 propellant. This is discussed in paragraphs 
10.3.3 and 7.10. 
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Table 10-3. SA-206 Maximum Control Parameters Durinq S-IVB Burn 
Significant events related to orbital coast attitude control were 
the maneuver to the in-plane local horizonta! following S-IVB cutoff, 
spacecraft separation, the maneuver to the M-415 solar inertial 
attitude, the maneuver back to the in-Tlane local horizontal, and a 
ground commanded 180" roll maneuver. Effects of LOX and LH2 Non 
Propulsive Vent (NPV) operation prior to the deorbit sequence (TB5) 
were also noticed on attitude contra; system data. 
The pitch attitude error and angular rate for the maneuvers and space- 
craft separation are shown in Figure 10-7. 
Following S-IVB cutoff and switching to the orbital control mode, the 
vehicle was maneuvered to the in-plane posigrade local horizontal 
(Position I down), and the orbital pitch rate was established. This 
maneuver began at 607 seconds (00:10:07) and consisted of approxi- 
mately -11 degrees in pitch, +4 degrees in yaw and -0.7 degree in roll. 
Spacecraft separation, which occurred at 960.3 seconds (00:16:00.3), 
produced vehicle disturbances slightly larger than those experienced 
on AS-205. See paragraph 10.5.2 for a discussion of vehicle motion 
during CSM separation. 
At 3340 seconds (00:55:40) the maneuver to the M-415 solar inertial 
attitude was begun. This maneuver was a three axis maneuver and resulted 
in a pitch maneuver change from approximately 68.4 to 37.17 degrees, 
a yaw maneuver change from 2.12 to 2.20 degrees, and a roll maneuver 
change from 0.0 to -93.35 degrees measured in the platform coordinate 
sys tetll . This attitude was held for approximately 89DD seconds. 
While in th? M-415 solar inertial attitude the fuel tank ullage pressure 
was observed to be cycling between 31.5 and 32.6 psia following Acquisition 
of Sign (AOS) at 5625 seconds (1:33:45), reference paragraph 7.10.1. The 
vent cycles consis t of approximately 100 seconds of self-pressurization 
followed by 40 seconds of relief venting. During the 40 second vent 
cycles high frequency oscillations welp noted in the telemetered rate 
gyro outputs in all axes. This appears to result from high frequency 
local structural oscillation in the S-IVB forward kirt and Instrument 
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Unit which results from the high frequency vent system oscillation noted 
in Paragraph 7.10.1. The rate signal is filtered upstream of the APS 
spatial amplifiers in the Flight Control Computer and based on the 
observed APS firing history and vehicle dynamic behavior, the rate 
oscillations had no effect on control system operation. 
During the 40 second relief vent periods the vehicle experienced small 
disturbance torques opposite in polarity to the observed aerodynamic 
torques. The attendant vehicle motion resulted in an APS propellant 
usage rate which was slightly higher than that observed from data 
received through Goldstone one revolution later, at which time the fuel 
vent was operating in a continuous relief mode (cyclic fuel venting 
activity ceased over Madrid at 6788 seconds [1:53:00]). 
At 12,399 seconds (03:26:39) a ground command was initiated to perform a 
maneuver to the retrograde in-plane local horizontal attitude wiln Posi- 
tion I down, and to establish an orbital pitch rate. This maneuver 
consisted of vehicle rotations of approximately -46 degrees in pitch, 
-0.9 degrees in yaw, and -86 degrees in roll. 
At 15,093 seconds (04:11:33) a ground cannand was initiated to roll the 
vehicle -180' (Position III down). This maneuver took approximately 
360 seconds to ccnnplete. The purpose of the maneuver was to acquire 
the opposite command antennas in hopes of improving c-and reception. 
Low level disturbances were noted on attitude control data following 
Hawaii ADS at 16,090 seconds (04:26:20) and ARIA ADS at 17,620 seconds 
(04:53:40). These low level disturbances are associated with LOX NPV 
operation over these telemetry stations (see paragraph 7.10.2 for dis- 
cussion of LOX NPV operation). 
10.3.3 S-IVB Control System Evaluation During Deorbit 
Satisfactory vehicle stability and control characteristics were observed 
during the deorbit propellant dunp. Thrust Vector Control (TVC) was 
used for pitch and yaw, while the APS was used for roll control dur- 
ing the dunp period. Attitude error data for the pitch, yaw and roll 
axes are presented in Figure 10-8 for the last 152 seconds of the 460 
second LOX dunp and the 125 second LH2 dunp. The figure also shaws the 
30 second period between LOX and LH2 dunp, during which no TVC control 
is provided. 
Although telemetered data could not be obtained for the first 310 
seconds of the LOX dump, a comparison of the data in the figure with 
predicted values shows that, in general, performance was better than 
expected. For example, the average pitch attitude error for worst case 
conditions was predicted to be approximately -3.0 degrees. Actual 
performance shows the average pitch attitude error to be approximately 
-1.4 degrees. The known center of gravity (CG) offset contributes 
approximately -0.8 degree leaving only -0.6 degree of attitude error 
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attributable to thrust vector misaligment. 
A comparison of the average yaw attitude error shows a similar improve- 
ment over the predicted values. The predicted average yaw attitude error 
was approximately -4.4 degrees, while the actual was only -2.5 degrees. 
This difference is also directly attributable to assuning a worst 
case vector misalignment of -1.0 degree in obtaining the predicted 
value. The known CG offset accounts for -2.18 degrees and the actual 
thrust misalignment for -0.16 degree. 
During the 30 second period between LOX and LH2 dump (19,920 to 19,951 
seconds), in which there is no thrust for control, it is noted fran 
the figure that the attitude error buildup in pitch is much larger 
than in yaw. The reason for this is that the residual pitch rate at 
LOX dump termination is -0.12 degree/set and the attitude error slope 
is negative, while the residual yaw rate is +0.03 degree/set and the 
attitude error slope is positive. Thus, pitch attitude error becomes 
more negative during the uncontrolled period and yaw becanes less 
negative. 
A canparison of the peak to peak amplitude for the predicted and observed 
data in pitch (near the end of the LOX dunp) shows -4.3 degrees and -5.0 
degrees, respectively; a similar comparison for yaw axis data shows 
-6.4 degrees and 4.6 degrees, respectively. The predicted and observed 
data here are judged to agree reasonably well and Indicate that TVC 
provided satisfactory control. 
Following the 30 second period of no TVC control, the LH2 dunp was 
initiated and the control system reacted to reduce the negative atti- 
tude errors in pitch and yaw. Since the control system Is low fre- 
quency and lightly danrped the attitude errors existing at LH2 dunp 
initiation tended to present a new bound on the magnitude of the 
oscillation. Thus, pitch attitude errors are larger than yaw during 
LH2 dunp. 
The vehicle was limit cycling in roll during the LOX duap. A small roll 
distrubance at the start of LH2 duap required three APS roll firings. No 
APS roll firings were required during the remainder of the fuel dump. 
The programned camnand for S-IVR bum mode off was initiated at 20.075.6 
seconds, transferring pitch and yaw attitude control fawn the Thrust 
Vector Control system to the Coast Attitude Control systen. 
Initial conditions at the end of the LH2 dunp were as follows: 
Pitch Attitude Error -5.4O Pitch An 
r 
Oar Rate -O.O7O/s 
Yaw Attitude Error -2.0° Yaw Angu ar Rate +O.o50/s 
Roll Attitude Error -0.9O Roll Angular Rate O.OO/s 
These attitude errors and angular rates were easily nulled out by the 
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Coast Attitude Control system (see Figure 10-4, Sheet 2 of 2). Follow- 
ing termination of the LH2 dunp, the LOX and LH2 Nonpropulsive Vents (NPV) 
were opened at 20,076.g and 20,077.l seconds, respectively. A partial 
blockage of the LOX NPV Nozzle 1 (see Section 7) caused APS Module 2 
to deplete its propellant within 418 seconds after the LH2 dump. 
Control forces were present on the vehicle following termination of the 
fuel dump. The location of the total control force lies on or within 
8 degrees of the LOX NPV nozzle plane. Acceleraneter data show very 
little acceleration during this time period indicating a balance of 
forces and substantiates a disturbance force aft of the vehicle CG 
and coincident with an NPV nozzle. 
Following depletion of APS Module 2 propellant, the vehicle diverged 
in all axes with APS Module 1 attempting to control in the yaw-roll axes. 
10.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT CONTROL COMPCNENTS EVALUATION 
The IU control subsystem functioned properly throughout the SA-206 
mission. All planned maneuvers occurred at or near the anticipated 
time of flight. 
10.5 SEPARATION 
10.5.1 S-18/S-IVB Separation 
A detailed reconstruction of the separation dynamics was not possible 
since S-IVB telemetry data dropped out due to flame attenuation for 
approximately 2.5 seconds following separation. The separation ansly- 
sis was done by comparing 54-205 data with the available SA-206 data. 
S-18 and S-IVB longitudinal acceleration and body rates showed essen- 
tially nominal separation when compared with SA-205 data. 
Figure 10-9 shows the S-IB/S-IVB longitudinal acceleration, and Figure 
lo-10 shows pitch, yaw, and roll angular rates during S-Is/S-IV8 
separation. Vehicle dynamics were nominal, and well within staging 
limits. 
10.5.2 S-IVB/CSM Separation 
S-IVB/CSM separation was accomplished on SA-206 with the vehicle in the 
in-plane local horizontal attitude with an orbital pitch rate of 
approximately - ,069 degrees/seconds. S-IVB disturbances due to space- 
craft separation began at 960.4 seconds (00:16:00.4). Maximum vehicle 
rates following separation were 0.176 degrees/second in pitch, 0.035 
degrees/second in yaw, and -0.057 degrees/second in roll. APS firings 
occurred following separation in response to separation-induced 
disturbances. 
Following removal of spacecraft separation transients at approximately 
lo-18 
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980 seconds (00:16:20), one sided pitch and yaw disturbances were 
observed on attitude error data until approximately 1030 seconds 
(00:17:10). This corresponds time-wise with some liquid venting from 
the S-IVB LH2 nonpropulsive vents, see Paragraph 7.10.1. 
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SECTION 11 
ELECTRICAL NETWORKS AND EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM 
11.1 SUMMARY 
The electrical systems and Emergency Detection System (EDS) of the SA-206 
launch vehicle performed satisfactorily during the flight. Battery per- 
formance (including voltages, currents, and temperatures) was satisfac- 
tory and remained within acceptable limits. Operation of all power 
supplies, inverters, Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) firing units, and 
switch selectors were nominal. 
11.2 S-IB STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The S-IB-6 stage electrical system was modified to eliminate single- 
point relay contact failures and to incorporate redundant wiring to criti- 
cal interface functions. A new type of battery with improved regulation 
was also utilized (reference Appendix B). 
The S-IB stage electrical system ape;-ated satisfactorily. Battery vol- 
tage and current excursions during flight coincided with significant 
vehicle events as predicted. Voltages for the 1010 and lD20 batteries 
averaged 28.8 V and 29.0 V respectively from power transfer to S-IB/ 
S-IVB separation. The current on batteries lD10 and lD20 averaged 16.9 
amperes and 17.2 amperes respectively throughout the boost phase. The 
most pronounced power drains were caused by the H-l engines conax valve 
firings and prevalve operations during S-IB stage engine cutoff. Bat- 
tery power consumption was within the rated capacity of each battery as 
shown in Table 11-l. 
Table 11-l. S-IB Stage Battery Power Consumption 
I POWER CONSUMPTION* I 
RATED 
CAPACITY 
(AMP-HR) 
AMP-HR 
PERCENT 
OF 
CAPACITY 
33.3 
77 7 "V. - 
5.0 
4.5 
14.8 
13.2 
* Battery Consumptions were calculated from activation until end of 
telemetry (at 380 seconds). 
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The measuring voltage supplies performed satisfactorily and remained 
within the allowable tolerance of 5.000 2.0125 V. 
Ali switch selector channels functioned as commanded by the Instrument 
Unit (IU) and were within the required time limits. 
The separation and ret,‘0 motor EBW firing units were armed and trig- 
gered as programed. Charging time and voltage charactericiics were 
within performance lirr,its. 
The range safety command system EBW firing units were in a state-of- 
readiness for vehicle destruct had it been necessary. 
11.3 S-IVB STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The S-IVB staga e'lectrical system was modified to incorporate a two unit 
Aft No. 2 battery for increased capacity, and to add redundant low tem- 
perature thenostats to the battery heater control circuitry. The LH2 
depletion sensor system electrical circuitry was also modified to provide 
3 out of 4 voting logic (refereme Appendix B). 
The S-!VB stage electrical system performed satisfactorily. The battery 
voltages and currents remained within the normal range. 
Battery temperatures remained within specified limits and the battery 
heater controller malfunction experienced on AS-512 did not recur. 
Battery voltage, cuzent and temperature plots are shown in Figures 
11-1 through 11-4. 
Battery power conslrmption was within the rated capacity of each battery 
as shown ir, Table 11-2. The three 5-V and five 20-V excitation modules 
all performed within acceptable limits. The LOX and LH2 chilldm 
inverters performed satisfac.torily and fulfilled load requirements. 
All switch selector channels functioned properly, and all sequencer out- 
puts were issued within required time limits. 
Performance of the EBW circuitry for the separation system was satisfactory. 
Firing unit; charge and discharge responses were within predicted time &nd 
voltage limits, The command destruct firing units were in the required 
state-of-reariness if vehicle destruct had been necessary. 
11.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT ELECTRiCAL SYSTEM 
The IU electrical power is supplied by three batteries. The 6020 bat- 
tery, which powered only thca C-Band transpondeers on SA-205, was deleted 
because of the minimal mission requirenn?nts (see Appendix B). 
The IU electrical system functioned satisfactorily. All battery voltages 
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Table 11-2. S-IVB Stage Battery Power Consumption 
BATTERY 
Forward No. 1 (4D30) 
Forward No. 2(4D20) 
I 
Aft No. 1 (4D10) 
Aft No. 2 (4D40) 
I POWER CONSUMPTION* I I 
RATED 
CAPACITY 
(AMP-HR) I 
PERCENT 
AMP-HR OF 
CAPACITY 
227.5 81.47 35.8 
3.5 3.44 98.3 
59.8 16.24 27.2 
66.5 48.74 73.2 
*From Battery activation until end of telemetry (at 20,800 seconds) 
remained within performance limits of 26 to 30 V. The battery temperature 
and clrrrent were nominal. Battery voltages, currents and temperatures 
are shown in Figures 11-5 through 11-7. 
Battery power consumption and capacity for each battery are shown in Table 
11-3. 
The current sharing of the 6010 and 6030 batteries, to provide &tin- 
dant power to the ST-124M-3 platform was satisfactory throughout the 
flight. During the S-iB burn,current sharing reached a maximum 
of 23 amperes and 24 amperes from the 6010 and 6D30 battery, respec- 
tively, with an average of 19.5 amperes and 20 amperes (see Figure 11-5 
and 11-6). 
One of the possible causes of the gyro and accelerometer sumnation current shift 
(reference Section 9, Paragraph 9.4.1) was a voltage transient on the 6D31 
? 
and 6Dll bus. An analysis of the electrical sequencing for the period 
of the anomaly revealed no probable transient sources. 
The 56 volt power supply maintained an output voltage of 55.5 to 56.5 V 
which is weli within the required tolerance of 56 22.5 V. 
The 5 volt measuring power supply performed naninally, maintaining a 
constant voltage within specified tolerances. 
The switch selector, electrical distributors and network cabling per- 
formed nominally. 
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Table 11-3. Ill Battery Power Consumption 
POWER CONSUMPTION* 
BATTERY 
6DlO 
6D30 
6D40 
RATED 
CAPACITY 
(AMP-HR) 
350 
350 
350 
AMP-HR 
124.94 
131.00 
202.56 
PERCENT 
OF 
CAPACITY 
35.7 
34.6 
I 57.9 
*Battery Consumptions were calculated from battery activation until 
end of telemetry (at 20,628 seconds). 
11.5 SATURN IB EMERGENCY DETECTION SYSTEM 
The performance of the SA-206 EDS was normal and no abort limits were 
exceeded. All switch selector events associated with EDS for which data 
are available, were issued at the scheduled times. The discrete indications 
for EDS events also functioned normally. The performance of all 
thrust OK pressure switches and associated voting logic, which monitors 
engine status, was nominal insofar as EDS operation was concerned. S-IVB 
tank ullage pressures remained below the abort limits. EDS displays to 
the crew were normal. 
The Q-Ball, which sensed the maximum dynamic pressure difference on 
previous flights, was electrically disconnected on this flight (see 
Appendix B). 
As noted in Section 10, none of the rate gyros gave any indication of 
angular overrate in the pitch, yaw, or roll axis. The maximun angular 
rates were well belaw the abort limits. 
The operation of the EDS Cutoff Inhibit Timer was nominal. The timer 
ran for 41.5 seconds which is within the specified limits of 40 to 42 
seconds. 
t 
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SECTION 12 
VEHICLE PRESSURE ENVIRONMENT 
12.1 S-IB BASE PRESSURE 
Base pressure data obtained from SA-206 have been compared with preflight 
predictions and/or previous flight data and show good agreement. Base 
drag coefficients were also calculated using the measured pressures 
and actual flight trajectory parameters. 
There were three base pressure measurements made in the S-IB base region; 
two on the heat shield and one on the flame shield. One of the heat 
shield measurements was for differential pressure across the shield, and 
the other two measurements were for absolute pressures. 
Results of the heat shield and =lame shield absolute pressure measurements 
are shown in Figures 12-1 and 12-2, respectively. These data are presented 
as the difference between measured base pressures and ambient pressure 
and in coefficient form (measured-ambient/dynamic pressure). Values are 
compared with the band of data obtained from previous S-16 flights of 
similar vehicle base configuration and show good agreement. Considering 
the entire trajectory, the heat shield pressure remained close to the ambient 
Pressure side (Pheat shield - Pambient = 0) of the data band from previous 
flights. The data indicate that during the first 70 seconds of flight and 
up to a corresponding altitude of 5.9 n. mi. the H-l engine exhausts were 
aspirating the heat shield region , resulting in base pressures below ambient 
pressures. In the flame shield area, the aspirating effect was terminated 
at an altitude of 4.5 n. mi. Above these altitudes the reversal of engine 
exhaust products, due to plune expansion, resulted in base pressures above 
ambient as was expected. 
Pressure loading measured near the outer perimeter of the SA-206 heat 
shield is compared with data from previous flights and predictions in 
Figure 12-3. The SA-206 values, although within the predicted band, are 
lower than previous S-IB flight data at altitudes below 5.9 n. mi. Part 
of this difference is due to he,t shield pressures being near ambient 
during this time as mentioned earlier (Figure 12-l). 
Base drag coefficients (Pambient - Pbase) calculated fran SA-206 flight 
data and the band formed by similar calculations for SA-203, SA-204, and 
SA-205 are shown in Figure 12-4. The measurements used in these calcu- 
lations (three on SA-206) record localized pressure variations caused by 
engine aspiration and exhaust recirculation; however, they are representa- 
tive of the average base pressures. 
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SECTION 13 
VEHICLE THERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
'3.1 S-15 BASE HEATING 
Corrparisons of SA-206 base region thermal data with corresponding data from 
SA-203, SA-204 and SA-205 show generally good agreement with slight differences 
being attributed to the H-l engine uorating on the SA-206 vehicle. Measured 
heating rates in the base region were all below the S-16 stage design level. 
There were seven thermal environment measurements taken in the base region; 
four on the heat shield and three on the flame shield. These consisted of 
a radiation and a total heat flux calorimeter in esch of the two areas and 
three gas temperature therwcouples; two on the heat shield and one on the 
flame shield. 
S-IB stage heat shield inner region thermal environment data are shown in 
Figure 13-1, 13-2 and 13-3. The trend of the SA-206 data traces is consistent 
with the bands formed by data from similar measurement locations on SA-203 
through SA-205; also, these data are consistent with the base pressure data 
presented in Figure 12-1 showing the impact of exhaust gas reversal beginnin- 
at an altitude of approximately 5.4 n mi. Additionally, the data show that 
there is a sustained reversal of exhaust gases into the heat shteld region 
at altitudes above 15.1 n mi. 
Between approximately 20 and 60 seconds after liftoff, the heat shield inner 
region gas temperature data were noticeably higher than those recorded on 
previous flights as shown in Figure 13-3 fo;+ al?;itudes below 5.4 n mi. At 
least a portion of this increase was anticipated because of the increese in 
fuel-rich turbine exhaust discharge from the flame shield area associated 
with the SA-206, H-l engine uprating. Since temperatures in this wake region 
are quite sensitive to small changes in turbine exhaust recirculation, and 
because of the instability of flow in the base region, actual gas temperatur? 
predictions are extremely difficult. 
The higher gas temperature environment did not, however, result in a signifi- 
cant increase in total heating for the heat shield area. Measured SA-206 
;;?at shield total heating rates (Figure 13-1) were generally within the 
previws data band with only a minor increase noted at altitudes between 0.6 
and 1.6 ? mi. This corresponds to the time from approximately 25 to 40 
seconds. 
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Radiation heating rates recorded for the S-IB stage heat shield of SA-206 
(Figure 13-2) were generally 20 percent below the previous data band. 
This would imply that the view of the radiation calorimeter was partially 
occluded either by deposits on the window of the calorimeter or by 
increased quantities of opaque turbine exhaust gas between the instrument 
and the high-energ!/ emitting source. 
Gas temperature data from the single heat shield outer region thermal 
measurement are presented in Figure 13-4. There is good agreement between 
the SA-206 trace and the data recorded from previous flights. The higher 
gas temperature data point plotted at an altitude of 3 n mi represents a 
pulse of approximately 3 seconds in duration and is of little or no 
significance. 
Data from the three flame shield thermal measurements are presented in 
Figure 13-5, 13-6 and 13-7. The data bands formed by the data extremes 
recorded on previous flights arp also shown for comparison. As shown in 
Figures 13-S and 13-6, both the total and radiation heating rates showed 
a slight increase over previous data at altitudes above 4.9 n mi. It is 
at this albitude (4.9 n mi) that the flame shield flow reversal becomes 
choked. The slight increase in heating is attributed to the uprated H-l 
engine thrust on SA-206. 
Flame shield gas temperature data (Figure 13-7) show excellent agreement 
with previous data. These data am relatively constant after 65 seconds 
(4.9 n mi altitude) at a value slightly above the turbine exhaust gas 
temperature. This indicates that the major portion of the gas Eversal 
affecting the flame shield area was comprised of the fuel-rich inboard 
engine turbine exhaust. 011 a time plot of the flame shield data the 
first indication of this f'lame shield reversal was detected at approxi- 
mately 25 seconds. This corresponds to a vehicle altitude of approxi- 
mately 0.6 n mi. 
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SECTION 14 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEH 
14.1 SUMMARY 
The S-IB stage engine compartment and instrr;ment compartment require 
environmental control during prelaunch operations, but a1p no' actively 
controlled during S-IB boost. The desired temperatures we- maintained 
at both areas during the prelaunch operations. 
The IU stage Environmental Control System (ECS) exhibited satisfactory 
performance for the duration of the IU mission. Coolant temperatures, 
pressures, and flowrates were continuously maintained within the required 
ranges and design limits. 
14.2 S-IB ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
The S-IB engine compartment temperature, as recorded by the prelaunch 
compartment temperature measurement 12K22, was maintained at approxi- 
mately 60°F for 10 hours prior to liftoff. Data from this measurement 
aIp monitored during prelaunch activities to assess ECS flaJ and supply 
temperature requirements for n;aintaining engine canpartment mrature 
within the specified limits of 53 and 75OF. In maintaining the 60°F engine 
temperature, the ECS delivery was nominal with GN2 being supplied to the 
S-IB stage aft compartment at the avera e rate of approximate1 302 
lbm/min, with an interface temperature 9 from measurement 12C39 J of 
between 140 and 132°F. 
Because of instnrnent positioning and/or data recording inaccuracy, the 
S-IB stage engine compartment thermocouples (measurwtent numbers W-1 
through C61-4) recorded prelaunch temperatures below the tJ°F indicated 
by the 12K22 measurement. This is evidenced by the data traces shown 
in Figure 14-l. The positioning of these instnnrents is near the heat 
shield where the cooler gas settles. On the 12K22 measurement, 
the maximum error was C.291 percent cf a 31 to lOOoF range. 
The S-IB instnrnent caapartment environmental conditioning system also 
performed satisfactorily &ring countdown. This was evidenced by measured 
mperatures of the D20 battery case by measurement UC 528-12. Worded 
data fran this measurement indicated the D2D battery wrature mined 
between 75 and 7B°F throughout the countdown. This tenperaturp range 
was maintained after LOX load by a GN2 conditioning flaw of 44 lbm/min 
at a temperature (recorded by facility measurement 12C43) of 79OF. 
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It was concluded that the critical components in the engine and instru- 
ment compartments were well within their qualification limits for the 
SA-206 launch. 
14.3 IU ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 
The IU ES performance was satisfactory and maintained temperatures, pres- 
sures, and flowrates within the required limits for the duration of the 
IU mission. 
14.3.1 Thermal Conditioning System (TCS) 
The TCS performance was satisfactory throughout the IU mission. The 
temperature of the coolant supplied to the IU thermal conditioning panels, 
IU internally cooled components and the S-I@ TCS was continuously main- 
tained within the required limits of 45" to 68°F for the IU lifetime. 
Sublimator performance parameters for the initial cycle are presented in 
Figure 14-2. 
180 seconds, 
The water supply valve opened as programned at approximately 
allowing water to flow to the sublimator. jignificant 
cooling by the slrblimator was evident at approximately 520 seconds at 
which time the temperature of the coolant began to rapidly decrease. 
At the first thermal switch sampling (780 seconds), the coolant tipera- 
ture was below the thenal switch actuation point, thus the water valve 
was closed. 
Figure 14-3 shows temperature control parameters over the total mission. 
Sublimator cooling was normal and the coolant control temperature was 
maintained within the required limits. 
Hydraulic performance of the TCS was nominal as indicated by the para- 
meters shonn in Figure 14-4. System flowrates and pressures were rela- 
tively constant throughout the mission. 
The TCS GN2 supply sphere pressure decay, which is indicative of the GN2 
usage rate, was naninal as reflected by Figure 14-5. 
14.3.2 Gas Bearing Subsystem Performance 
Gas Bearing ;ubsystenr (GBS) performance was nominal throughout the IU 
mission. Figure 14-6 depicts the platform pressure differential 
(Dll-603) and platform internal ambient pressure (012-603). 
The GBS GN2 supply sphere pressure decay was naninal as shown in Figure 
14-7. 
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14.3.3 Component Temperatures 
All internally cooled component temperatures remained within expected 
ranges throughout the mission as shown in Figures 14-8 and 14-g. 
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SECTION 15 
DATA SYSTEMS 
15.1 SUMMARY 
All data systems performed satisfactorily with the exception of the Instru- 
ment Unit (Ill) telemetry system during orbital operation. Fliqht measure- 
ments from onboard telemetry were 100 percent reliable. 
Telemetry performance was norm;1 except for noted problems, the most signif- 
icant one being a momentary loss of synchronizatjon of the S-IB telemetry 
signal at liftoff due to burst of electrical noise. A reduction in Radio 
Frequency (RF) radiated power from the IU telemetry links was experienced 
during the first orbital revolution. The usual interference due to flame 
effects and staging were experienced. Usable telemetry data were received 
until 20,800 seconds (5:46:40) . Good tracking data were received from the 
C-Band radar, with Kwajalein (K#J) indicating final Loss of Signal (LOS) at 
21,475 seconds (5:57:55). The Secure Range Safety Command Systems (SRSCS) 
on the S-IB and S-IVB Stages were ready to perform their functions properly, 
on command, if flight conditions during launch phase had required destruct. 
The Digital Command System (OCS) performed satisfactorily from liftoff 
through deorbit. Although numerous real time reports of command difficulties 
were received, the problems have been isolated to ground station operational 
difficulties and/or onboard telemetry problems. 
In general, ground engineering camera coverage was good. 
15.2 VEHICLE MEASUREMENT EVALUATION 
The SA-206 launch vehicle had 735 measurements scheduled for flight; two 
measurements were waived prior to start of the automatic countdown sequence 
leaving 733 measurements active for flight, No measurements failed during 
flight, resulting in an overall measurement system reliability of 100 percent. 
A sumnary of measurement reliability is presented in Table 15-1 for the total 
vehicle and for each stage. The waived measurements and partially failed 
measurements are listed by stage in Tables 15-2 and 15-3. None of these 
measurement problems had any significant impact on postflight evaluation. 
15.2.1 Gyro Summation Current and Accelerometer Sumnation Current 
Measurement Level Shift 
Between Apollo Range Instrument Aircraft (ARIA-4) LOS at 3503 seconds and 
Table 15-l. SA-206 Measurement Smnary 
i 
MEASUREMENT S-IB S-IVB INSTRUMENT TOTAL 
CATEGORY STAGE STAGE UNIT VEHICLE 
Scheduled 266 240 229 735 
Waived 2 0 0 2 
Failed 0 0 0 0 
Partial Failed 0 1 0 1 
Questionablk 0 0 0 0 
Reliability 
Percent 
100% 100% lOC% 100% 
Table 15-2. SA-206 Flight Measurements Waived Prior to Flight 
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L 
Corpus Christi (TEX) Acquisition of Signal (AOS) at 5600 seconds, both the 
Gyro Summation current and the accelerometer surrnnation currents, (K61-603 
and K62-603) exhibited level shifts from 3.69 amperes, lown to 1.69 ampheres 
and 1.165 ampheres down to 1.125 amperes, respective j.. Both measurements 
remained at the new value for the remainder of the flight. 
Although initially the shifts in these measurements were thought to be 
questionable data, laboratcry test results indicated that the measurements 
were reflecting actual current changes. Refer to paragraph 9.4.1 for a 
complete discussion of this anomaly. 
15.3 AIRBORNE TELEMETRY SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The S-15 and S-IVB stage telemetry systems provided good data from liftoff 
until each stage exceeded each subsystems' range limitations. The Instru- 
ment Unit data indicated nominal performance of the two telemetry subsystems 
until 970 seconds. After that time, telemetry data were degraded due to low 
signal strength received at the ground stations. This anomaly is discussed 
in detail in paragraph 15.3.2. Data degradation and dropouts, as indicated 
in Table 15-4, were experienced at various times due to the attenuation of 
RF si 
9 
nals as on previous flights. A dropout caused by S-IB/S-IVB separa- 
tion S-IB retrc, motors) occurred at Central Instrumentation Facility (CII) 
and Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA) from 143.9 seconds to 145.9 seconds. 
The signal strength dropped approximately 60 db. All inflight calibrations 
occurred is programmed and were within specifications. The last telemetry 
signal was received at aoproximately 20,800 seconds (5:46:40) by ARIA-4. 
A sumnary If IU and S-IVE! telemetry coverage showing AOS and LOS for each 
station is shown in Figures 15-1 and 15-2. 
Table 75-4. SA-206 Launch Vehicle Telemetry Links Performance SumnarY 
LINK 
Gf-1 
GP-1 
CP-1 
Df-1 
w-1 
-- 
FREPJENCV 
WZ) 
24D.2 
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--- 
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m/m 
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(RANGE TIME, SEC) 
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Figure 15-2. S-IVB Telemetry Gmmd Station Coverage 
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15.3.1 S-IB Telemetry System Loss of Synchronization 
A loss of GP-1 Pulse Code Modulation (PGM) synchronization occurred in the 
ground stations at 4.282 seconds and recovered at 4.466 seconds (184 ms 
duration). This synchronization loss occurred during a period of widely 
varying RF signal strength and a high electrical noise environment. The 
noise environmnt and signal strength variations are normal for the first 
10 seconds of flight. Analysis of the data indicates that the loss of 
synchronization in the ground station caused the A0 multiplexer (MUX) 
data and the BO MUX data to interchange in the time frame for two wave 
trains. The A0 MUX data appeared in the BO MUX time frame and the BO 
f?UX data appeared in the A0 MUX time frame. All the data during the 184 
ms was recovered. Analysis of the GIF Predetection Magnetic Tape indi- 
cates a burst of electrical noise on the tape durin- the tim of the 
varying RF signal strength and the synchronization loss. 
15.3.2 IU Telemetry System Reduction in RF Radiated Power 
At 970 seconds, 10 seconds after spacecraft separation, the DFl and DPl 
link signal strength levels at the receiving stations (Newfoundland [NFL] 
and ARIA-l) decreased abruptly. The DPl link received signal level at 
ARIA-l decreased 22 db from -97 dbm to -119 dbm (Figure 15-3). At NFL 
both the DPl and DFl signals dropped 23 db from -95 dbm to -118 dbm. 
No DFl signal strength data was available from ARIA-l. A simultaneous 
atrupt decrease in indicated DPl RF power output (529-602) from 23.8 
watts to 13.5 watts, was noted at the time of the decrease in downlink 
signal strength. The S-IVB GPl downlink signal strength and forward and 
reflected power measurements were unaffected at this time. 
At 1005 seconds, J29-CO2 increased abruptly from 13.5 watts to 15.2 watts 
and varied between 14.2 and 17.8 watts through the remainder of the flight 
(see Figure 15-4). An output paner level of 13.5 watts is more than 
adequate for good PCM and FM data transmission in earth orbit. DPl signal 
strength received at ground stations was much lower than 13.5 watt power 
output should provide. Therefore, the decrease in received signal strength 
cannot be attributed to the airborne RF transmitter The DPl and CPl signal 
strength levels at ARIA-l showed no significant cnange at 1005 seconds. DFl 
and DPl signal strengths remained';?ower than predicted for the remainder of 
the mission. The decreased DPl signal strength level caused data dropout 
problems which to some degree affected the verification of commands trans- 
mitted to the IU conand subsystem. The effect on cmand verification is 
discussed in paragraph 15.6. 
A series of tests was conducted in the IBM Telemetry Engineering Labora- 
tory in an effort to duplicate, or approximate, the flight failure signature. 
The telemetry subsystems flight configuration (Figure 15-5) was bread- 
boarded using lab models of telemetry RF hardware and cables built to IU 
requirements. Since both the DFl and DPl links were affected, the tests 
were concentrated on the areas where the two subsystems are cornnon. 
Introducing open circuit and short circuit conditions at several points 
between the antennas and the power divider resulted in a maximum change 
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Figure 15-5, SA-206 IU Telemetry RF Subsystem 
in 529-602 of only 5.5 watts. This is much less than the 10.3 watt 
decrease observed in the flight anomaly. Evacuating the telemetry RF 
coupler to simulate loss of pressurization resulted in much more severe 
RF signal degradation than observed in the flight anomaly. During vacuLOn 
tests the signal strength dropped 32 db and 329-6C2 dropped from 22 to 
8 watts. The flight failure signature could only be approximated in 
the following two ways: 
(point A in Figure 15-5). 
a) shorting the outnut of the TM RF coupler 
529 dropped from 20 watts to 12.5 watts. 
The DFl and DPl received signal levels each dropped 22 db, b) shorting 
the input to the TM power divider (point B in Figu-re 15-5). 529 
dropped from 20 watts to 12.5 watts. The DFl and Ll received signal 
levels each dropped 25 db. 
The short in each case was created by the insertion of a metal fragment. 
in the female connector as shown in Figure 15-6. 
The most likely source of a metal fragment in the Type-N coaxial connector 
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Figure 15-6. Mated RF Connectors 
shell ic one or more segmer!ts of the four segment ferrale pin which could 
have been broken off by mating a defective r?r improperly fabricated 
male cable connector to the female connector. During the postflight tests 
this type breakage actually occurred when an acceptance test cable 
connector, with excessive protrusion of the male pin, was mated ta an 
engineering model TM power divider, connector. Figure 15-7 shows the 
connector mated, with the 1rd1~ connector pin protruding normally and 
excessively. Excessive pin protrusion stresses the segments of the female 
pin and can cause one or more segments of the female pin to break as was 
demonstrated in the case cited above. As illustrated ip Figure 15-6, 
a metal fragment of approximatLly the same size as a broken female pin 
segment was capable of shorting the center pin to the connector shell 
when lodged in the correct !>osition. 
The resuits of this +nves,tioi-- -GJ indicate thst degradation of telemetry 
sjgnal strength observed dir&--. +he S-IU-206 a-.maiy was most likely 
caused by a broken female pin cc~er;+ 1Ddged in the connector on the 
output of the TM RF coupler or f,"le input to the TM power divider. The 
material was most likely lodged in such a manner that a normal shock or 
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Figure 15-7. RF Connector Pins 
vibration in a weiqhtless environment could jar the material into a 
shorting position. 
Test cables from IBM Huntsville with Type-N coaxial connectors were in- 
spected for excessive protrusion of the male pin. Fourteen of twenty- 
seven cables from the !BM Huntsville test area were found defective. 
About 90 percent of those inspected at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) were 
found defective. Only cables using uncaptivated center pin design 
connectors were found to be defective. Defective test cables will be 
scrapped or repaired. 
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An inspection of Type-N coaxial connectors with uncaptivated pins on 
IU's-207 through 212, 514, and 515 was conducted except that the 
cormiand antenna connectors were excluded due to inaccessibility. 
Two discrepancies were found on IU-210. The telemetry coaxial switch 
had a damaged 32 connector and the Pl plug of cable 603W121, which 
attaches to the 31 connector of the cawnand directional coupler, had 
excessive protrusion of -023 inch (interference fit with the female 
pin of the component connector). These components were replaced an+ 
will te evaluated and dispositioned at a later date. Inspection 
of logistics spares at KSC revealed two out of four spare telemetry 
coaxial switches had damaged connectors. They were removed from spare 
status and will be evaluated and dispositioned at a later date. All 
other flight hardware logistics spares having Type-N coaxial connectors 
have been inspected and no defective ones found. 
15.4 C-BAND RADAR SYSTEM EVALUATION 
The C-Band radar performed satisfactorily during flight. Phase front 
disturbances were experienced during boost as has occurred on previous 
missions. However, these disturbances produced only momentary increases 
in azimuth and elevation tracking angle errors. The onboard C-band 
measurements and ground tracking station data indicated no tracking 
problems during earth orbit. 
A sumnary of C-band radar coverage time fran AOS to LOS for each station 
is shown in Figure 15-B. One momentary phase front disturbance was 
reported by Cape Kennedy (CM!) at 100 seconds. Grand Bahma Island 
(GBI) experienced numerous phase front disturbances and severa? momentary 
dropouts during boost. Phase front disturbances result frown severe 
antenna nulls or distorted beacon returns. All ground radars tracking 
during boost, except Patrick Air Force Base (PAFB), used beacon track 
for the entire boost period with the exception of momentary periods of 
skin track. PAFB skin tracked the vehicle from 20 to 545 seconds 
except for the period from 403 to 455 seconds when beacon tracking was 
used to track the vehicle through a weather system. 
The last beacon tracking was by KWJ which acquired the C-band beacon 
near the ascending horizon. After initial beacon track, KWJ switched 
to skin track until LOS near the descending horizon. When skin track 
was lost, KWJ again acquired the C-band beacon and obtained a short 
track to a point slightly below the horizon. This confirmed C-band 
operation to approximately 6 hours after liftoff. 
15.5 SECURE RANGE SAFETY COMMAND SYSTEMS EVALUATION. 
Telemetered data indicated that the command antennas, receivers/decoders, 
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Figure 15-8. C-Band Acquisition and Loss Times 
Exploding Bridge Wire (EBW) networks , and destruct controllers on each 
powered stage functioned properly during flight. They were in the 
required state-of-readiness if flight conditions during the launch had 
required vehicle destruct. Since no arm/cutoff or destruct commands 
were required, all data except receiver signal strength rmained unchanged 
during the flight. Power to the S-IVB stage range safety command systems 
was cut off at 596.5 seconds by ground command, thereby deactivating 
(safing) the systems. 
15.6 DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM EVALUATION 
There were numerous real time reports of tcnnnand difficulties in the Mes- 
sage Acceptance Pulse (MAP) and MAP override command modes. However, 
flight datd analysis indicated flawless performance of the onboard DCS. 
Command difficulties have been isolated to ground station operational 
difficulties and/or onboard telemetry problems (see Paragraph 15.3.2). 
Eighteen commands were initiated by Mission Control Center-Houston (KC-H) 
and 183 cormnand words were transmitted from various transmitting ground 
stations. A list of commands initiated by MCC-H is shown in Table 15-5. 
The first three commands of the mission were successfully transmitted 
fromNFL. 
Madrid (MAD) experienced the first cOmnano problem during transmission of 
a general maneuver c-and at 7007 seconds (1:56:47) in the MAP mode. 
Data Indicate there was a telemetry drop out, due to degraded DPl RF 
signal, imnediately after onboard DCS generation of the Computer Reset 
Pulse (CRP) for the sixteenth word in the twenty-one word c-and. This 
resulted in failure of MAD to capture a CRP and generate a MAP for that 
word. Therefore, the autanatic program sequence reacted normally by 
retransmitting the sixteenth word of the cormand three times. Each 
time, the onboard DCS rejected the word as out of sequence since l't had 
already accepted the sixteenth word on the first transmission. The camnand 
was terminated normally after the third retransmission of the sixteenth 
word. No attempt was made to retransmit the c-and from MAD. 
Goldstone (GM) sent a terminate cannand to reset the DCS at 11,407 
seconds (3:10:07) and then attempted to transmit the same genera! maneu- 
ver as MAD at 11,433 seconds (3:10:33) in the MAP mode. However, data 
indicate the camnand was sent after telemetry LCS at GDS. Since the 
comnand consists of 21 words and each word required verification via 
telemetry, the full camnand was not transmitted. The two terminate 
commands (one word camaands) attempted at 11,44C seconds (3:10:40) 
and 1?,451 seconds (3:iO:51) could not be verified due to lack of telemetry 
data. It is most likely that all three carmands were not received 
because the ground station was attempting to command the vehicle 
after it went over the horizon. 
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Table 15-5. SA-206 IU Comands 
RANGE TIME T 
SECONDS 
-- 
707 
HRS:MIN:SEC 
00:11:47 
MNS. 
;TATION 
NFL 
749 00:12:29 NFL 
789 00:13:09 NFL 
7,007 01:56:47 MAO 
11,407 03:10:07 GDS 
11.433 03:10:33 GOS 
11.440 
11,451 
03:10:40 
03:lO:Sl 
GM 
GM 
11.869 03:17:49 BOA 
11,876 03:17:56 8M 
11,880 03:18:00 8DA 
12,382 C3:26:22 CYI 
12,389 03:26:29 CY: 
15,083 04:11:23 HSK 
15.138 04:12:18 HSK 
15,167 D4:12:47 HSK 
16.168 04:29:28 
16,192 D4:29:52 i 
HAW 
HAW 
Same as 01:56:47 
MAD Command 
Terminate (1) 
Same as 01:56:47 
HAD Comand 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Exearte Gen. Man. - 
180" Roll (21) 
Teminate (1) 
Sane as 04:11:23 
HSK C-and 
Deotiit Manouver 
load (21) 
Memory Dun for 
Deorbit (7 P 
COMMAND 
(W.w~$OROS IN 
Memory Dump - 415 
Exp. (7) 
Execuite Gen. Man. 
Solar - Inertial 
Attitude (21) 
Memcry Dump 
Execute Gen. Man. 
Local Horizontal 
Retrograde (21) 
Terminate (1) 
Same as 01:56:47 
HAD Command 
Terminate (1) 
Teminate (1) 
Sane as 01:56:47 
MAD Command 
Tenninate (1) 
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NO. OF 
WORDS 
TRANS. 
7 
21 
7 
19 
1 
4 
4 
1 
4 
1 
21 
1 
21 
21 
1 
21 
21 
7 
COMMAND 
MODE 
MAP 
REMARKS 
- 
Accepted 
HAP Accepted 
MAP Accepted 
MW Not Accepted 
MAP Accepted 
MAP Not Accepted 
MAP 
MAP 
hterrlde 
HAP 
Not Ve.rified 
Not Verified 
Not Accepted 
MAP 
lverride 
Not Accepted 
HAP 
herride 
Not Accepted 
MAP 
lverride 
HAP 
lverride 
MAP 
lverride 
NAP 
Iverride 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
MAP 
lverride 
/MAP 
Accepted 
Accepted 
HAP Accepted 
Two attempts were made to transmit a 
4 
eneral maneuver (Local Horizontal 
Retrograde) command from Bermuda (BDA at 11,869 seconds (3:17:49 
and a 11,880 seconds (3:18:00). This was the same command previously 
attempted from MAD and GDS. No BDA telemetry is available during this 
pass, but NFL telemetry indicates no RF cumnand signal at the onboard 
command receiver. 
BDA analog tape voice annotation indicates BDA was tracking the Saturn 
Nork Shop (SWS) during this pass when MCC-H initiated the cumnand and 
had no antenna tracking the IU. This accounts for the lack of CPl, 
DPl, and DFl telemetry data from BDA and the absence of an uplink 
signal at the IU command receiver. Better coordination between MCC-H 
and the ground station could possibly have prevented this problem. 
Grand Canary Island (CvI) was successful in transmitting a terminate 
command at 12,382 seconds (3:26:22) (to clear the onboard command cir- 
cuitry) and the Execute General Maneuver - Local Horizontal Retrograde 
command at 12,389 seconds (3:26:29). 
A roll cannand was sent frown Honeysuckle Creek (HSK) twice, (in the 
MAP override mode) in an attempt to improve RF signal reception by allow- 
ing ground stations to camnand and receive telemetry data from the omni 
antennas on the opposite side of the vehicle. Data indicate the first 
(sent at 4:11:23) of the two ccn;nands was received and executed. The 
terminate camnand (sent at 4:12:18) was also received, and the second 
roll cam;and (sent at 4:12:47) was received, but did not result in any 
activity since the roll had already been executed. There was no change 
in te?emetry received signal strength level noted after the roll 
indicating that the telemetry problem was not antenna dependent. 
Conmnand performance was also unaffected by the roll. 
No problems were experienced during transmission of the last two can- 
mands from Hawaii (HAN). These camnands were sent in the MAP mode and 
were verified in real time by generation of a HAP and execution of the 
maneuver. 
15.7 GROUND ENGINEERING CAMERAS 
In general, ground caRlera coverage was good. Forty-eight items (43 fran 
fixed cameras and 5 frm tracking cmeras) were received fraa KSC and 
evaluated. One item did not operate, one item did not have coded range 
time, four items welo obscured due to frost and ice, and one -tern (vehicle 
vertical motion) had a misoriented field cf view. As a result of these 
seven failures, system efficiency was 87 percent. The 500-inch focal 
length tracking ca@ra followed the vehicle through S-IB;S-IVB separation. 
All separation events were timed. 
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SECTION 16 
MASS CHARACTERISTICS 
16.1 SUMMARY 
Total </chicle mass, determined from post-flight analysis, was within 
1.15 percent of predicted from ground ignition through S-IVB stage 
cutoff signal with the exception of a longer than predicted S-IVB 
stage burn, resulting in a less than expected residual. Hardware 
weights, propellant loads acd propellant utilization were Close to 
predicted values during flight. 
16.2 MASS EVALUATIOF; 
Post-flight mass properties are compared with final predicted mass 
properties (FISFC Memorandum S&E-AS%-SAE-73-8) and the operational 
trajectory (1tSFC Memorandum S&E-AERO-MFP-9-73). 
The post-flight mass properties were determined from an analysis of 
all available actual and reconstructed data from S-IB ignition 
through S-IVB cutoff. Dry weights of the launch vehicle are based 
on actual weighings and evaluation of the weight and balance log 
books (WC Form 298). Propellant loading and utilization was 
evaluated by stage contractors from propulsion system performance 
reconstructions. Spacecraft data were obtained fro,n the Johnson 
Space Center (JSC). 
Oifferences between predicted and actual dry weights of the inert 
stages and the leaded spacecraft were all within 0.87 percent of 
predic tsd, ;/hich is within acceptable limits. 
During S-'Y burn phase, the total venicle mass was greater than 
predicted by 645 kilograms (1424 lbm) (0.11 percent) at !Gnition, 
and greater than Predicted by 286 kilograms (629 lbm) (0.16 percent) 
at physical separation. These small differences may be attributed 
to a larger than predicted fuel loading and a larger than predicted 
upper stage weight. 
S-IB burn phase total vehicle mass is shown in Tables 16-i and 16-2. 
During S-IVB burn phase, the total vehicle mass was mOre than 
predicted by 321 kilograms (709 lbm) (0.23 percent) at ignition, 
and less than predicted by 357 kilograms (787 lbrn) (1.15 percent) 
at S-IVB stage cutoff signal. These differences are due primarily 
to a greater than praaicted spacecraft weight and a less than 
expected residual. Total vehicle mass for the S-IVB burn phase is 
shown in Tables 16.,3 and 16-4. 
16-l 
A sumnary of mass utilization and loss, both actual and pl-edicted, 
from S-IB stage ignition through spacecraft separation is presented 
in Table 16-S. A comparison of actual and predicted mass, center of 
gravity, and moment of inertia is shown in Table 16-6. 
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Table 16-l. SA-206 Total Vehicle Masses (Kilograms) 
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Table 16-3. ~~-206 Upper Stages and Payload Vehicle Hasses (Kilograms! 
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__-_I___________-________________________-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Table 16-4. SA-206 Upper Stages and Payload Vehicle Masses (Punds) 
----_-----------_---__________-_---------_---------------------------------_-_----_------------- 
S-IO SldGt. J-a LIGIYE a-1 L.(cInt UIIldL 
wwuo 16*11101 bTL.T co*-us0 *hlsblht atow c-w I*bt=11WI 
-J.lo -3.10 1.h.J *....%I ,....” CU.&l 
---_--- -. 
&.a,,. 
.,d.W .-------. 
aivuu. I a IWb. 
416. 
lib. 
i*nBs. 
191. 
a5. 
,503.. 
55. 
160. 
I5h 
UZ. 
5. 
1% 
,. 
16. 
1:: 
100. 
zaY*I. 
Zib. 
111. 
di.JU. 
iha. 
105. 
IIYBS. 
WI. 
a5* 
..YW. 
55. 
ma. 
25s. 
AU. 
5. 
15. 
3. 
I.. 
4iVW. 
.Ib. 
ii),. 
i5S5N. 
,,V. 
aa. 
3a55. 
51. 
I.“. 
25d. 
L w. 
5. 
15. 
1:: 
1:: 
IW. 
1 
i*mio. 
Hl. 
11. 
dTV-5. 
55. 
*w. 
l 5a. 
AU. 
I. 
15. 
a. 
I.. 
3. 
II. 
U. 
*WI. 
#Vl. 
bba. 
diti. 
30. 
.,&I. 
v*. 
ia. 
I. 
IS. 
s. 
I.. 
UY~. 
dbl. 
SW. 
a1w* 
. . . 
.51. 
l 5. 
id.. 
I. 
L5. 
3. 
I.. 
,. 
Id. 
u. 
15l5r*. 
301. 
ao* 
ma55. 
52. 
a**. 
15a. 
I,.. 
,. 
1%. 
,*.. 
2159. 
.d. 
loo. 
130. 
L,". 
I. 
I>. 
8. 
I-. 
J. 
id. 
,bY. 
i,*. 
,:: 
a. 
I.. 
a. 
1%. 
l . 
I.. 
1:: 1:: 
be. 
a. 
11. 
U. 
1:: 
- - - _ - - - - - - - - - - _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ I _ _ - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - _ - - _ - -  
TOtaL rC*ICLt WBOdl. doso*1. wIOJO. Joa)**. l “,.U. **,A,,. 
-----------------1_ I___--__--__-_--_--_-----_ .------ .“‘!~:_,_l!fL”---“-!lltr___ll!Di:_ 
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Table 16-5. SA-206 Fl'ght Sequence Mass Sumnary 
-_-----_----_---_---------.------------------------------- -_-_--_-------------_____ 
ACTUAL P4tOICTiti 
---------------------------------- 
KG LBV KG LU.4 
---------------_----______-___-----_----_-_--__---______I________------------- 
S-IB STAGE AT C’?C&,dD :~~iTl&\ LG.1.l c5i65b. 917921. 6>L>b>. 197333. 
S-IB/S-IVB I~TEQSTAC-E AT G.I. 3J5C. 673*. 34-Y. b723w 
S-IVL, Si*GE AT G-1. 115956. 255ba7. 11577". 25523d. 
IhSTRu”E’.T JvIT Al G.I. 1934. *250* lily. k&31. 
CS”VSLA~LES L99370 6395,. 1976>. 43576. 
-------------------_------------------------------------------------------------- 
F&RST FLIGHT STAGE AT 5.i. 5F353J. LjU,b>l9. 5Y,,bC. ;>J~v$>. 
--------------------_______I__-------------_-_---_---_--------_--------------.-- 
TrtCuST BJILDUP PROP -7L9u. -15851. -0667. -1*,i50. 
_----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
=&RST FLIGHT STAGE AT FIAST *OT13L 5db342. 123iooo. 5eabCbJ. Ld3ib37. 
-_-------_-----_------------------------------------------------_--_-_-_---------- 
VAIXSTAGE PFtOP -399975. -80i7G.d. -*li,>,i. -et <:a*. 
FROST 655. -1OJW. -45;r. -1ub;. 
SELL PL~GE IN21 -2. -be -2. -6. 
LEAF? dJX C)\Su”PTI 3p. ( rlP-1) -3L(r. -7°C. ->Li!* -7,b. 
FULL A03AT:vE 1340\ITEI -l2* -27. -.‘ . -&I. 
I.E.T.D. P27cP -r95. -2176. -r,>. -LA**. 
b-Iv0 FilOST -9Li. -2rU. -65. -iud. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FIRST FLIG-IT STAGE Al O.t.C.6.S. Aew9c. bu67c.I. L04LJL * -cibdli. 
----------------^--------------------------------------------------------- 
XT3 TO SE* PR0r -691. -Ab25a -766. -Abd*. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
FIGS1 FLIGhT 57AGE AT SEDAiUTI5.r IPnYSlCALb 1330Wl:. r45215. ib3>i7. *C'C>bI. 
S-18 STAGE Al SEPA3ATiGS -63315. -wd34. -c3;57. -icrio. 
S-Iti/S-IVB I?TtRSTAGE -3.J>-. -67,~. -33-i. -6723e 
s-Iv13 AFT FRAvC -A*. -310 -i4* -31. 
S-IV9 ULLASE SXrET ?ROPELLA’.T -32. -7c. -32. -7Aa 
S-Ivcl DtTO4ATIz’. PACrAGE -2. -a. -7. -1. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C - - * . - - - - - - -  
SECSW FL:&IT STAGE AT IG:.:TIc):\ lESCl 1>7682. 3*>53Y. lj7JbA. .i4coaJ. 
_---_----------------------------------------------------------------------~-- 
TrWST ctuI~3uP PRO? -1Lb. -270. -162. ->i4. 
ULLAGt I?LKKET PSOPCLLAhT -447. -101. -7. -hu5. 
G*L STAtiT TAXL. -10 -6. -A* -6. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
S;CL,\i) FLI;rrT STAGt AT 96 P”rrC”qT TrrhST ,_1,___,_,______,___--------~-~-------------~~~~~~---~~~!~!:---~~!!~~~---~~~~~~: 
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Table 15-5. SA-206 Flight Sequence liass Summary (Continued) 
-------_-____-___-_________^_---_---------------------- ______-_____________--------- 
ACTcAL ?%C,l.TiJ 
-_---------- _______-_--- --_---- ,--e--- 
4u Le 'a 4" LtlC 
-----me ______-____________-__________-__-____-__------------------------~-------_-- 
SECOW FLIGHT STAUC AT sc, +tt~c~iT TI. IJ~T 1>75b6. 3-:.5i. 137i69. 3clr--b. 
--------_-__----___-____________^_______--------- ______-_________-___--------------- 
AUX-Pat?. P:*Ea RZLL -A. -L. -2 ‘ - t- . 
'*AI'.STAbE -lri7L3. -i&b&7". -*L‘Wi*. -.L4dOL. 
ULLAGE ii73CrF.T CA5ES -57. -&lb. -97. -.fI*. 
LES -4159. -wi7;. --AOO. -,Lj.,. 
-_-----_____________---------------------------------------------------------------- 
5ECwD FLICIMT STAbt Ai ECC 515.23. c72*7. :,c7 1. oc4r*. 
___- ---- - ______ --_- _______________ _____--___--________-------------------------~---- 
;HR.fS: 3ECAY =+c‘-' -31. -5-‘ -:ti. -o-. 
PRW tiELO* VALVE -Ad. -4". -10. -*3. 
-------______I_____----------------------------~------------------------------------ 
SECC!D FLIGuT ST*ti;r: A? t?i jJSC4. 07AD3. G.JO‘,. c:'r>s. 
------______________--------------------------------------------------------------- 
cs 3 -13*7a. ->L81'. -1>77r. -jti,?r. 
5LA PAhtiLS i(3TATEi J. Y.  4. 
vE\T -153: -323. -341. -753. 
-------___----___--_-------------------------------------------------------------- 
CS" SEPArcATEO lb3>2. i6uul. iQ7*r. jo0.i:. 
--------------_____----------------------------------------------------------------- 
S-l VB STAGE -12622. -&77e4. -ALYO:. -iaDd>. 
V.1.U. -l+iu. -2560 -I+;>. -44!jA* 
SLA -1797. -iJbr. -ATrY. ->7b 1. 
m------- ----,m -- -_-_--_----- ----- _--_-----____-______-------------------------------- 
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Table 16-6. g-206 F.lass Characteristics COmpariW 
_~~~~__~~__~~*~~~~~************************~**~***********~********~**.****-*********"*~*******************~~ 
,,I1 ss ~Ol’tCl TUDINAL RARIAL itOLL '.!Ol.,tr,T 6’1 TC,-, .'J-'t;'dT VA, rO~~E:,T 
C.G. JX std.*1 C*G. OF I~\rERTlA vi, I,,cHTIA WF IhC.t+T1* 
EVENT *a-*********************-***aa*a**-a**----”---- ****** *..-. “****-************* _._.** **** 
KILO D/O #EtERS iIP TCRb Kb-142 0 i IJ Krr- 12 3/J KG-Y2 O/U 
PWkDd DEV. INCHES DELTA IIYCHES uELIA X10-0 OkV. rrll)-b OEV* Xl&J-h dLV* 
a~a-******u**************a***********a*a***************a*a*********-**** ~-^ **-****-*********______I_________ 
38351* em636 OaOlbb 
PAED 8455Oe 340.0 da6324 ~~224 L*OuJ 2abJ.J 
S-IB STAGE ORV *-*-*****---a-- -***..* ---a-* *es*** ***** ** ******* 
3834be 8ab43 3.u07 U.Wl2V -bJ*o031 
ACTUAL 84539a -3*JO 340.3 CIa20 Oa5bVY h.lLL5 u-224 -J*UJ L.ZYY -J.uU 2.5YY -J.JU 
aa*a**************~************-****-----*-----*------ *********************-***********-********************** 
305Ua 2be703 U*;rS59 
PREO 6723m 1051.3 da2U22 J.933 U.d2> J.*hl2@ 
S-IBIS-1vB lhfER- *************-- ****** **.-*** ***** ******* ******* 
STAGE@ tOt4L 3054a 26.7~3 Je;rilJ UaJ559 U#JJ”J 
ACTUAL 6734. 0*16 lU51.3 JrnOU L*dciZd L;.UJJu J.J)- 2.10 .J.dL 1 d.lb ~l.U.24 a.lb 
************..******__C_______________ ********9********^**********-..******-*-~ ._-**-I-*****-******************* 
10047* 33a073 392334 
PRfO 2215Gb 1302.1 Y.1923 0.074 d.LbY J-Lb9 
S-IV8 StAGEeDRY *****a-******** ****-* **a*-* ***** ******* ***Y*** 
At CsI. lOlld* 3jaU37 -J*U35 U*Ld55 J*OJLU 
ACTUAL 22337. c)*71 A300.7 -L,jP 9.272~ J~U 1Ub u..rl:, J.i” UaLlL J.rtl J*Lll d.ai 
****aa******-*******************-****-*- *******)****I***************************-***************************** 
191ve 42e7Yb OoA481 
PRED 4231m 1684aV 5.8,GY J.Uld U.UAd i)eU38 
tNSlRUMEht UN.1 t m ********-*-a*-* ***a** -*-*a- ***** *****-* *-*-a-* 
TOTAL 1930* 42e7Vb OauOU U A481 urC)uu3 
ACt’IAL 4256. Ua:V lb84aY C’aGO, 5a830Y UmLJu.? ueUA6 be>9 u**Au ‘J.29 JbUUU J*>Y 
*****************~.*****a******* *a***a**********a******************* -*.-*****-*********************a************ 
197bba 55.925 0.0705 
PRED 4357b. 220lDd 2.7784 U9336 U*53L 3*5j3 
SPACECRAFtrTOTAL ---I----------- ****** *“-a-I ***** ******* *a*-*-* 
IV +37* 55.92~ -daUJS J.u8Ud u*uluL 
ACTUAL 4>954* 0.87 22;)lab -ueZJ 3.Ad27 il*sr)*r J.33d O*lj ‘).>ZY -3.5u 5.530 -cl.bO 
*******************~************ ****************a********************* -***-*I********************************** 
f..YZBt)LIa 1’8.933 O*UO7A 
PREO 1307095* 745m4 Cl.2807 2*155 75.vui 15ava1 
1st FLIG~IT STAGE *****“*******-* ****** a***** ***** ******* ******* 
Al IbkItlO~\ 593534b 18eV48 J* JA5 i.ar;.ibU -uaC) JJL 
ACTUAL 130d519m O.il 74ba r) Se5Y d.ilQl -timdAdS da156 U*U5 ?b.d15 0.J> 76.L,s U.jJ 
***~**************************** *********-.**************************-~***-******-*************************** 
58642la lea875 o.u073 
ASi FLlGrl STAGE PHED 129283bm 143*1 ua&Wb r.*l21 f6.u*4 7bods4 
At CIRST ‘,,O~,J\ --------a------ ****** ****** ***** ******* ******* 
50634). 1e.eoc) d#Ul!J u.uu71 -w*cJJu2 
ACTgAL 12926bb. -J*.dJ 743.7 LJ.59 d..!UJA ‘J.LlU5 i.*lLL d.45 lb.dYd J93j 76.2Yld U.33 
*~*********-*-***^ **.****************** -*************************~*****-************************************** 
Table 16-6. SA-206 Mass Characteristics Comparison (Cnntinuedj 
*****mmm----- .----*-I----------------------------*--*-*------- ------~------I------*--------*-*------**- 
',A.55 LWGI TUDI YAL rcAS)lAL biOLb ,!3. if)41 PITCH .iu.~:E~rf YAa I’O4E:rT 
CmGa ‘” ;IA.~ C*G* uf ~dmrlr '- , ,,drlA UF It~bRflA 
EVENT -*I**-----~ 1-------1-*--1--*1-----*---------- ------I-------__---*____________ 
KILO O/O METERS -:iiiii r( G-d o/o UG’U u/3 ICC-Xl 3/O 
POUYOS DEV. INCHES XLTA tlrCnEs NLTA slo-6 OSva IlO-6 XV* AA;)-b JEV* 
****~*~---------~~-~~~~~~-~*~*--~~--~-~--------~I~*~*~*****--**1-~~---~-.------~-~~~-*~~---~**-*~-~~~I-~*--r** 
184211. 29aO3b Ob0137 
1st FLIGHT STAGE PSEO 406275. ll43*1 Ge9j34 U*v2b 311.541 38.547 
AT OUTBQARO EnGINE------------I-- -*e--e *-I*** -**-a --****- -*-.-I- 
CUTOFF 5lGkAL 1844V4. 29eUb7 J*JJO i).i)22(1 -u*u*ciu 
ACTUAL 41)6741* .b*AZ 1144*3 1023 0e9313 -oeOjL~ u.427 U*d@ A89052 JaL? iBeb52 0.27 
********III**~----ll--~*~-****--------**-~------*---**--*~-----------------*----~--*-~---~-*------***I--**** 
183517. 29e136 4.3237 
1st FLIGHT STAGE PREO 404586* lA47.3 ur93j4 J*422 au*135 3U*AbJS 
AT SEPARATION -0-0----e---e-- em---- ----a 1-1-m --***mm -em*-- 
tPnlSICALI ld3833r 29m 166 O.J3r, ~4.~~28 -u.Udud 
ACTUAL 405215. 3rAb 1148a3 1924 ua9J1j -dirJjdr ue423 o*s5 j09LUY a.27 ,6*20Y tiaL7 
*I-****--~-*----~~----~---~~-~o-~-~-~---------------------------------------~-~-----~.-----”----------------*- 
1373b2. 351684 UrUL64 
2NO FLiGwT STAGE PREO 302831. 1434.8 I.0417 lie134 A3093V 13*Y>Y 
AT IGlrtItlO~ IESC) --------------- em-- -a m-*-w -m-m* -m-*-m- -**-*- 
137683* 75*7r)7 Get.123 ~0~229 -u.J~.I~ 
s AC: uAL 303539a 3023 143598 ~09~ IeOIVY -~a&1217 3.136 1eA9 LAeru5 0.03 1~edri4 &mba 
~_I~*-~-___---_~__---~_*_-~-___---_-_---*____________________-----*--~------*--------*------~----_-*_-*~-**-* 
& 
A37ALPa 35e605 OaO2b4 
IN0 FLlGnT STAGE PHED 392407e h434.9 l*;i417 J*l33 iJeV3b L3*V35 
AT 90 PERCENT -----I--B------ m----m *I**-- ----- -**I*** ******* 
1 must 137537. 35*?Qd JeC23 QeG2bL -3m03Gd 
ACTUAL 333151e de25 1435.8 S99U l*ir2VV -393117 6.135 l*lj ALaud JeOci AlatiUl dab3 
rrrrrrr--~~-----rl-r*---irrrr-rrr-rrrr*----*-*--*----**----------~-----------*----*-*----------**~-~-~~****- 
30178* 43e951 OaAl20 
PREO 68074. A730a3 *a4119 (i*l33 3.UAO 3d.U90 
2ND FLIGHT STAGE ---m-*----e---- -m-**- *U-II a*--- -*---am .m.Da**** 
AT CUTOFF SltiLAL 305210 44.2&8 0.337 5aAAl2 -ueOOd8 
ACTUAL 67287. -lrA!3 1743.6 A3e2d 4aY1Clrl -ii.3311, U*l3L l*L5 3.124 -L,i3 3.723-04.~1 
-*---------------------------1--------***-----*-**-*---------------*--------*----*-~-*--*----*--*-*-- 
30823. 43o97b O*A123 
PREO b7054e 1731*3 4*4llS ua13u 3*7YU ST*908 
2’.4D FLIGHT STAGE I----~----B--.-- mm-0-m ****** em*-* -****-* ******* 
AT Eta 30465e 44e316 am339 G*lll3 -3eOuu5 
ACTUAL 67Ab3e -1.15 1744e7 A3836 4a3951) -urG2Ae ual3r A.25 3a7Ab -2126 3*7LU-W.22 
-------------------------------------------------**-------------------------*----*---*----*-***-~**-*-*-*--*** 
16702e 35e216 0.1511 
PREO 3682le 138b.4 5*VSlb Oelld Oa7bA oa75e 
SPACECRAFT SEP- ---a----------- ----L- m--m** -we-- e***-*- -*e---m 
htATE0 163334 35ejb5 a.149 da1584 d.U37i 
ACTUAL jbu37r -2azu ljY2.j 5aVJ b.2303 UeZdo I UaiLY la32 0.147 -L.lv 5b744 -LaTb 
-------------------------------------------*-----*------------------------------------------*-~--------------* 
SECTION 17 
SPACECRAFT SUt44ARY 
The SA-206/Skylab-2 space vehicle was launched at 9:OO a.m., EDT, on 
May 25, 1973, from Launch Complex 398 at the Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida. The svacecraft was manned by Captain Charles Conrad, Jr., 
Comander; Commander Joseoh P. Kerwin, Science Pilot; and Conmnander 
Paul 3. Weitz, Pilot. 
The launch was originally scheduled for May 15, 1973. However, thermal 
problems encountered with the Saturn Work Shop (SWS) necessitated the 
rapid design and construct'on of supplemental hardware to be transported 
by the first manned vehicle. The interim period was also used for inten- 
si ve crew training in new and modified procedures and to restow the 
command module with replacement and repair items for the Orbital Work 
Shop (OWS). 
The spacecraft was inserted into earth orbit approximately 10 minutes 
after lift-off. The orbit achieved was 357 x 156 kilometers and, during 
a 6-hour period following insertion, four maneuvers were used to place 
the command and service module into a 424 x 415 kilometer orbit for rendez- 
vous with the SWS. A f?y-around inspection to evaluate the visible damage 
to the SWS was accomplished during the fifth revolution. 
The crew provided a verbal assessment of the damage and the evaluation 
was supported by about 15 minutes of television coverage. Solar Array 
System (SAS) Wing No. 2 was completely missing. Solar Array System Wing 
No. 1 was only slightly deployed and was restrained by a part of the 
damaqed meteoroid shield. Large sections of the meteoroid shield were 
missing and the exposed gold therma; material on the exterior of the DWS 
was badly discolored. Following the fly-around inspection, the comand 
and service module was soft-docked with the SWS. 
A standup extravehicular activity was initiated on May 25, 1973, to attempt 
the full deployment of SAS Wing No. 1. The activity was unsuccessful. 
Eight attempts were required to achieve a hard-docking configuration with 
the Orbital Work Shop. The first manned day terminated after a crew 
work period of 22 hours. 
The crew activity for the second mission day was directed toward entry 
into the OWS. The crew removed and inspected the docking Drobe and drogue, 
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and then entered the Multiple Docking Adapter to activate the Airlock 
Module and the Multiple Docking Adapter systems. The DWS atmosphere 
was habitable, though hot, and the crew found no particular discomfort 
in working in the environment for 10 to 15 minute intervals. 
The thermal parasol deployment was initiated through the solar scien- 
tific airlock about 5 hours into the second work day. Extension and 
positioning of the parasol was completed about 2 l/2 hours later and 
internal Saturn Work Shop temperatures began decreasing. The convnand 
module was then off-loaded and all systems were deactivated, except for 
those which were required to support the DWS requirements. 
The crew established the DWS manning routine, and for the next 11 days 
performed scientific and medical experiments under a reduced power pro- 
file. On mission day 13, the Commander and Science Pilot exited the 
Work Shop and during a 3 l/2 hour extravehicular activity, successfully 
freed and deployed SAS Wing r!o. 1. Adequate power was then available 
in the OWS and crew activities approached the prelaunch Planned procedures. 
Another extravehiculsr activity was performed on the twenty-fifth manned 
day to recover Apollo Telescope Mount film cassettes, rearrange cameras, 
and obtain thennal coating samples. The Comnander also performed inflight 
maintenance by tapping the SWS surface with a hammer to successfully 
reactivate a battery charger relay. 
The command module was reactivated on the last mission day. The crew 
performed the final SWS closeout, entered the camnand module, and undecked. 
An SWS fly-around was performed to inspect and film the unmanned configura- 
tion. 
The cotmnand module separated from the vicinity of the SWS at 05:4O:DO EDT 
on June 22, 1973, and all entry events were normal. The command module 
landed in the Pacific Ocean approximately 1300 kilometers southwest of 
San Diego, California. Time of la,lding was 09:49:40 EDT on June 22, 1973. 
The spacecraft was within visual range of the recovery ship, the U. S. S. 
Ticonderoga. The camnand module remained in a Stable I attitude and the 
first manned Skylab visit terminated when the spacecraft and crew were 
aboard the recovery ship about 40 minutes after landing. 
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SECTION 18 
MSFC INFLIGHT EXPERIMENT 
Skylab Experiment M-415, a MSFC Thermal Control Coating (TCC) experiment 
was performed during the flight of SA-206. The object of the experi- 
merit was to determine the effects of preflight and flight enviroraents 
on various thermal ccntrol coatings. The experiment contained 48 coat- 
ings that were uncovered and exposed to the enviromnent at different 
times. Preliminary data indicates that: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
All 24 coatings were uncovered as planned. 
Temperature measurements were received as planned. 
Coatings which were exposed continuously from prelaunch exhibited 
no significant difference in absorptivity/emissivity (a/e) or 
temperature. 
Two of the three coatings sealed until first stage separation as 
planned, but exposed to retro motor plows, indicated approximately 
the sane a/e and temperatures but the third sample operated about 
9*C cool et. 
At orbital insertion, all coatings which were exposed continuously 
fmn prelaunch were running 8 to lO*C hotter than the coatings which 
were sealed but exposed just prior to the retro motor firing. 
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APPENDIX A 
ATMOSPHERE 
A.1 SUmARY 
This appendix presents a summary of the atmospheric environment at launch 
time of the SA-206/SL-2. The format of these data is similar to that pre- 
sented on previous launches of Saturn vehicles to permit comparisons. 
Surface and upper level winds, and thermodynamic data near launch time are 
given. 
A.2 GENERAL ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 
During the launch of Skylab 2, the Cape Kennedy launch area was experiencing 
cloudiness, high humidity, mild temperatures and gentle surface winds. 
These conditions resulted from a surface low pressure trough extending 
across northern Florida and into southern Georgia and Alabama. The axis of 
the trough (stationary front) was oriented from east-northeast to west- 
southwest. This trough produced broken cloudiness and widely scattered 
shower activity as far south as the central portion of Florida. See Figure 
A-l for the surface synoptic weather map. 
Surface winds in the Cape Kennedy area were light and southwesterly as 
shown in Table A-l. Wind flow aloft is shonn in Figure A-2 (500 millibar 
level). 
A.3 SURFACE OBSERVATIONS AT LAUNCH TIME 
At launch time, total sky cover was 9/10, consisting of scattered fracto- 
cumulus at 0.2 kilometers (800 ft) with an altocunulus layer at 2.4 
kilometers (8,000 ft). Cirrus clouds were observed at 9.1 kilometers 
(30,000 ft) altitude. Surface ambient temperature was 299'K (79.0'F). 
During ascent the vehicle did pass through the cloud layers. All surface 
observations at launch time are summarized in Table A-l. Solar radiation 
data for the day of launch is not available, due to miscalibration of the 
instrunents. Lightning was not observed at launch time. 
A.4 UPPER AIR MEASUREMENTS 
Data were used from three of the upper air wind systems to compile the 
final meteorological tape. Table A-2 sulmarires the wind data systems used. 
Only the Rawinsonde and the super Loki Dart meteorological rocket data wele 
used in the upper level atmospheric thermodynamic analyses. 
A.4.1 Wind Speed 
Wind speeds were light, being 4.0 m/s (7.8 knots) at the surface and in- 
creasing to a peak of 42.0 m/s (81.7 knots) at 13.38 kilometers (43,881 ft). 
The winds began decreasing above this altitude, becoming relatively light 
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Figure A-l. Surface Weather Map Approximately 1 Hour Before Launch of SA-206/SL-2 
Table A-l. Surface Observations at SA-206 Launch Time 
P 
w 
SKY COVER UlkO' 
I 
LOCATION 
NASA 150 m Ground 
Wind Towrr. 
Winds Rrsurcd et 
10 m (32.8 ft)** 
TIME PRES- TEN- DEU VISI- HEIGHT 
AFTER 
:y:F+ 
PERATURE POINT RELATIVE BILITV CLOUO OF BASE SPEED 
c:;,", (PSIP) (I:, (I:, 
HUWlOfTV AMOUNT CLOUD METERS M/S LlIR 
(*u) (ST:: MI) (TENTHS) TYPE (FEET) (KNOTS) (DEG 
0 10.105 299.3 296.5 85 10 CF 5 Fracto- 244 3.\)* 260, 
(14.66) (79.0) (74.0) (6) cunulus (800) (6.0) 
5 Alto- 2,438 
cunwlus (8.000) 
1 C i rrus 9.144 
-- (30*000l 
9u*u 
Cape Kennedy AFS*** 
Surface 
Measurements 
IO 10.112 297.4 295.9 91 __ 
(14.67) (76.0) (73.0) 
Pad 398 Llqhtpolc 
NW 18.3 m 
(60.0 ft)** 
Pad 398 LUl Y 
161.5 m (530 ft)** 
. Instantaneous readings at T-D. unless othenlse noted. 
t. Above natural grade. 
a IO minute arerage about T-O. 
l ** Balloon release site. 
C# 1 minute average. 
111 Tots1 Sky cover. 
, ‘*. 
. 
CONTINtiOUS LINES INDICATE HEIGHT OCNTOURS IN 
FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL. DASHED LINES ARE ISO- 
THERMS IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE. ARRWS SHOW 
WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED AT THE 500 MB LEVEL. 
(ARROWS SAME AS ON SURFACEMAP). 
Figure A-2. 500 Millibar Map Approximately 1 Hour Before 
Launch of SA-206/SL-2 
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Tahle A-2. Systems Used to Measure Upper Air Wind Data for SA-206 
I RELEASE TIME PDRTION OF DATA USED 
TIME START I END 
TYPE OF DATA r TIME (UT) 
FPS-16 Jimsphere 
I 
1317 
?awinsonde 1310 
iuper Loki Dart 1330 
17 125 17 
(410) 
16,000 
(52,493) 
10 16,250 63 
(53,313) 
24,750 
(81,200 
30 66,000 30 
(216,533) 
25,000 
(82,02C) 
56 
A-5 
at 19.25 kilometers (63,155 ft). 
again as shown in Figure A-3. 
Above this level, winds began increasing 
kilometers (38,942 ft). 
MaxiaL! dynamic pressure occurred at 11.87 
At tax D altitude, the wind speed and direction 
was 27.0 m/s (52.5 knots), from 29i degrees. SL-2 pad 396 wind data is 
available in MSFC memorandum, SLE-AERO-YT-21-73. 
A.4.2 Wind Direction 
At launch time, the surface wind direction was from 210 degrees. The wind 
directions were from the west and west-northwest throughout the troposphere 
and lower stratosphere, and became easterly above 20 kilometers (65,616 ft) 
altitude. 
file. 
Figure A-4 shows the complete wind direction versus altitude pro- 
As shown in Figure A-4, wind directions were quite variable at 
altitudes with low wind speeds. 
8.4.3 Pitch Wind Component 
The pitch wind velocity component (component parallel to the horizontal 
projection of the flight path) at the surface was a tailwind of 3.8 m/s 
(7.4 knots). The maximum tailwind, in the altitude range of 8 to 16 kilo- 
meters (26,247 to 52,493 ft), wzs 27.9 m/s (54.3 knots) observed at 14.93 
kilometers (48,966 ft) altitude. See Figure A-5. 
A.4.4 Yaw Wind Component 
The yaw wind velocity component (component normal to the horizontal pro- 
jection of the fli 
1.2 m/s (2.3 knots ? 
ht path) at the surface was a wind fran the right of 
. The peak yaw wind velocity in the high dynamic 
pressure region was from the left of 36.3 m/s (70.5 knots) at 13.35 kilo- 
meters (43,799 ft). See Figure A-6. 
A.4.5 Component Wind Shears 
The largest component wind shear (Ah = 1,000 m) in the max D region was a 
pitch shear of 0.0145 set-1 at 14.93 kilometers (48.96? ft). The largest 
yaw wind shear, at these lower levels, was 0.0141 set- at 14.38 kilometers 
(47,162 ft). See Figure A-7. 
A.4.6 Extreme Wind Data in the High Dynamic Pressure Region 
A sumnary of the maximum wind speeds and wind components is given in Table 
A-3. A sumnary of the extreme wind shear values (Ah = 1,000 meters) is 
given in Table A-4. 
A.5 THERMODYNAMIC DATA 
Comparisons of the thermodynamic data taken at SA-206 launch time with the 
annual Patrick Reference Atmosphere, 1963 (PRA-63) for temperature, pres- 
sure, density, and Optical Index of Refraction are shown in Figures A-8 
and A-9, and are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
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Figurb A-3. Scalar Wind Speed at Launch Time of SA-206/SL-2 
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Figure A-S. Pitch Wind Velocity Component (W,) at Launch Time of SA-206/SL-2 
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Figu-e k-6. Yaw Wind Velocity Component (W,) at Launch Time of SA-206/SL-2 
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Figure A-7. Pitch (S,) and Vaw (S,) Component Wind Shears 
at Launch Time of SA-206/SL-2 
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Table A-3. Maximum Wind Speed in High Dynamic Pressure Region for 
Apollo/Saturn 201 through Saturn 206 Vehicles 
MAXIMM YIND HAXINIJH YIND WMf'ONENTS 
VEHICLE 
NU4BER 
SPEED 
AL1 
DIR 
PITCH (Ill,) AL1 YAW ($1 AL1 
n/s 
w WS 
(KNOTS) (DEG) (7 
(KNOTS) c:, (KNOTS) 5 
AS-201 70.0 250 13.75 57.3 13.75 -43.3 13.25 
(136.1) (45,100) (111.4) (45.100) (-84.2) (43.500) 
As-203 18.0 312 13.00 11.1 12.50 16.6 13.25 
(35.0 (42.6OCJ) (21.6) (41 .ow) (32.3) (43.5cJD) 
16.0 231 12.00 10.7 12.50 -15.4 10.25 
(31.1) (39,400, (20.8) (41.000) (-29.9) (33.600) 
35.0 288 12.00 32.7 15.25 20.6 I 
(68.0) (39.400, (63.6) (5O.ooo) (4c.O) (3kiii) 
15.6 309 14.60 15.8 12.08 15.7 15.78 
(30.3) (44.5w; (30.7) (36.m) (30.5) (47,5W1 
42.9 286 13.38 I 27.9 14.93 13.35 
(81.7) (43.881) (54.2) (48.966) (43,799) 
Table A-4. Extreme Wind Shear Values in the High Dynamic Pressure Region 
for Apollo/Saturn 201 through Saturn 206 Vehicles 
(ch = 1000 m) 
VEtIICLE 
NUMBER 
SA-201 
SA-203 
SA-202 
SA-204 
SA-205 
SA-206 
PITCH PLANE YAW PLANE 
ALTITUDE ALTITUDE 
SHEA 
B 
SHEA 
(SEC- ) (:I 
7 (SEC- ) (:I 
0.0206 15.00 0.0205 12.00 
(52,500) (39,400) 
0.0104 14.75 0.0079 14.25 
(48,400) (46,800) 
0.0083 13.50 0.0054 13.25 
(44,300) (43,500) 
0.0118 16.75 0.0116 14.00 
(55,000) (45,900) 
0.0113 15.78 0.0085 15.25 
(48,100) (46,500) 
0.0145 14.93 0.0141 14.38 
(48,966) (47,162) 
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Figure A-8. Relative Deviation of Temperature and Pressure from the PRA-63 Reference 
Atmosphere, SA-206/SL-2 
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Refraction from the PRA-63 Refemnce Atmosphere, SA-206/SL-2 
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A.5.1 Atmospheric Temperature 
Atmospheric temperature differences were small, generally deviating less 
than 3 percent from the PRA-63, below 57 kilometers (187,000 ft) altitude. 
Temperatures did deviate to +3.14 percent of the PRA-63 value at 15.25 
km (50,032 ft). Air temperatures were generally warmer than the PRA-63, 
over the entire profile, as shown in Figure A-8. 
A.5.2 Atmospheric Pressure 
Atmospheric pressure deviations were small in the lower levels of the 
atmosphere. Deviations were less than 3 percent of the PRA-63 below 24 
kilcnneters (78,740 ft) altitude. See Figure A-8, which shows the entire 
pressure profile with altitude. 
A.5.3 Atmospheric Density 
Atmospheric density deviations were small, generally being within 3 per- 
cent of the PRA-63 below 30 kilometers (98,424 ft) altitude. The density 
deviation reached a maximum of 3.24 percent greater than the PRA-63 value 
at 18.25 kilometers (59,875 ft) '5s shown in Figure A-9. 
A.5.4 Optical Index of Refraction 
The Optical Index of Refraction at the surface was 9.4 x 10m6 units lower 
than the correspond'ng value of the PRA-63. The maximum negative devia- 
tion of -9.65 x 10' 6 occurred at 250 meters (820 ft). The deviation then 
became less negative with altitude, and approximated the PRA-63 at high 
altitudes, as is shown in Figure A-9. The maximum value of the Optical 
Index of Refraction was 1.02 x 10-6 units greater than the PRA-63 at 4.75 
kilometers (15,584 ft). I 
A.6 COtiPARISON OF SELECTED ATMOSPHERIC DATA FOR SATbRN IB LAUNCHES 
A sumnary of the atmospheric data for each Saturn IB launch is shown in 
Table A-5. 
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Table A-5. Selected Atmospheric Observations for Apollo/Saturn 201 through 
Saturn 206 Vehicle Launches at Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
VEHICLE DATA SURFACE DATA INFLIGHT CCNDITION 
VEHICLE 
TIME 
RELATIVE WIND' 
LAUNCH PRESS RE 
MAXIMUM WIND IN 8-16 KM LAVER 
NI)(BER 
DATE NEAREST 
d 
TERPERA- HUMIDITY * 
COMPLEX WC TURE Y 
- CLOUDS 
MINUTE 
PERCENT SPEED ClRECTlON 
WS 
ALTITUDE 
DEG 
SPEED DIRECTION 
KM M/S DEG 
AS-201 26 Feb. 66 1112 EST 34 10.217 16.1 40 6.5 330 Clear 13.75 70.0 250 
AS-203 5 Jul. 66 0953 EST 378 10.166 30.2 69 6.3 242 l/l0 Cunulus 
l/10 Altocumulus 13.00 18.0 
l/l0 Cirrus 
312 
AS-202 25 Aug. 66 1216 EST 34 10.173 30.0 70 4.1 160 8/10 Cumulus 12.00 16.0 231 
l/10 Cirrus 
AS-204 22 Jan. 68 1748 EST 378 10.186 16.1 93 4.2 45 3/10 cunu1us 12.00 35.0 288 
AS-205 11 Oct. 68 1103 EDT 34 10.180 28.3 65 10.2 90 3/10 CumulonlntWs 14.60 15.6 309 
SA-206 25 Hay 73 0900 EDT 398 10.105 26.1 85 212 5/10 Fractocwlus 
65:: 224 
13.38 42.0 286 
5/10 Altocunulus 
l/10 Cirrus 
' ~;:m;;tatwOuS rcadfngs from charts at T-O (unless othenvlse noted) from anemometers on launch pad light poles at the foIlawing 
: Pad 34 at 19.5 m (59.4 ft.). Pad 378 at 20.7 m (63.1 ft.), and Pad 398 at 18.3 m (60.0 ft.). Beginning with SA-206, 
wind measurements were required at the 161.5 m (530 ft) level fran anemometer Charts on the LuT. 
are given directly under the listed pad light pole winds. 
These instantaneous LUT winds 
Wghts of anemometers are above natural grade. 
\ 
. * 
APPENDIX 6 
SA-206 VEHICLE DESCRIPTION 
B.l INTRODUCTION 
The Skylab-2 (SL-2) launch is the second of the Skylab series. The SL-2 
vehicle as shown in Figure B-l is comprised of a two stage Saturn I8 
launch vehicle with a manned, cormnand and service module payload. 
The Saturn IB (SA-206) launch vehicle is made up of three major stages; 
the S-IB-6 first stage booster, S-IVB-206 second stage booster, and IU-206 
stage to provide launch vehicle guidance and sequencing commands during 
boost. 
The payload for the SL-2 vehicle includes a manned Apollo Comnand Module 
w  , an Apollo Service Module (SM), an Apollo Spacecraft/LM Adapter 
(SLA) and an Apollo Launch Escape System (LES). 
r- . . 
The total vehicle is 223.5 feet long. 
B.2. S-IB Configuration 
The S-IB-6 stage major assemblies are shown in Figure B-2 and B-3. A 
sumnary of S-IB stage data is presented in Table B-l. 
The main stage body is a cluster of nine propellant tanks. The cluster 
consists of four fuel tanks and four LOX tanks arranged alternately around 
a larger center LOX tank. Each tank has anti-slosh baffles to minimize 
propellant turbulence in flight. Stage electrical and instrumentation 
equipment is located in the forward and aft skirts of the fuel tanks. 
A tail unit assembly supports the aft tank cluster and provides a mount- 
ing surface for the engines. Eight fin assemblies support the vehicle 
on the launcher and improve the aerodynamic characteristics of the vehicle. 
A stainless steel honeycomb heat shield encloses the aft tail unit for 
protection against the engine exhausts. A firewall above the engines 
separates the propellant tanks frun the engine canpartment. Eight H-l 
engines boost the vehicle during the first phase of power flight. The 
four inboard engines are stationary and the four outboard engines gimbal 
for flight control. Two hydraulic actuators position each outboard 
engine on signal from the inertial guidance system. 
A spider beam unit secures the forward tank cluster and attaches the 
S-IB stage to the S-IVB aft interstage. Seal plates cover the spider 
B-l 
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Figure 8-l. SL-2 Space Vehicle 
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Figure B-2. SIB Stage Configuration 
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i 
Figure B-3. 
-I_- 
SIB Stage Structure 
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Table B-l. Summary of S-IB Staqe Data 
Lcng th R0.2 Feet Actwtors (Oumorrd only) 2 per engins 
D~ametar 61-1 &lglc zb dq sqwlc pattern 
At propllant t4ntr 21.4 bet 61tial Rate lj deglsec In each plana 
Lt tall unit l rscbly 22.8 bet 61rlal Accelcratlom 1716 deglSCc2 
at flnr 40.7 Feet 
PRESSUulZATla SvSlm 
Fin &ma 53.3 Ff2 each of 8 (Ins 
, Oxidlsr Cmtalncr Initial hellm fron ground 
fuss source; S-IB bum. CON 
Dry stag* 84.5211b Fuel Container nc1lLal 
ha&!3 stage w.127 ltm Oxidizer Pressure 
At separation 95.159 lb Plrlflght 58 psia 
Eqlws. dry. less instnmmtation lnflight 50 usis 
Inboar3. plus luvtMckles t.mOj It9 eadl Fuel PnYsswe 
Outbom-3. less hydraollcs 1.W lba each Pmflight 17 psig 
P.upellant Load gl2.606 lb (406,Oar K6) Inflight 15 to 17 psig 
. Ullqe 
EWUCS . Ihldizcr I.53 
Bum Tim 141 seconds (apfwox) 
fuel 2.08 
Total mrvst (sea level) 1.64 I 106 lbf 
EuVIuom3T# CwTlmL srsTEa 
Propllmtr LOK and Rf'-1 
- 
H8tun Rat40 2.23:l *n 
Preflight Air Gmditlmlq Lift colprrmnt C instnnmt 
caparmts Fl and F2 
Crparnlan aat B:l Preflight Gu2 purge Aft cQprr*t 6 instnmnt 
chaeer Pmrsum 702 psta 
corprr-ts Fl md Ft 
ASTRIWICS SVSI'EW 
O~idirc~ WSP (Rlni~) 35 F-t of LOX or 65 purr 
cu!dance 
Fuel UPSP (Hnl~) 35 Feet of W-1 or 57 psIa 
Pitch. roll. and y- prqran thm 
the IU duriq S-18 bum. 
Gas Tw%lnc Propellants LOK and W-1 Telatry m/m. 240.2 fk; Pm/m. 256.2 
lwz 
Turbo~upSoeed 66Bo Rm 
flectrlcal Batteries. 2B It (2 zinc-sllvcr 
Engine aounting onkle); wster aeaswiq voltage 
Inboar 32 tn. radius. 3 &g cant 
su~c.ly. 2B Vdc to S Udc. 
aqle Umqe Safety System Parallel clcctranim. endant 
chmmar3 -1. radius.6 Wg cant 
orthence conwctions. 
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beam to provide an aft closure for the S-IVB stage engine compartment. 
The significant configuration differences between S-IB-6 and S-IB-5 
are listed in Table B.2. 
B.3 S-IVB Stage Configuration 
The S-IVB-206 stage is shown in Figure B-4. The S-IVB stage has nominal 
dimensions of 59 feet in length and 21.6 feet in diameter. The basic 
airframe consists of the aft interstage, thrust structure, aft skirt, 
propellant tanks, and forward skirt. The aft inter. :age assembly pro- 
vides the load supporting structure between the S-Iv13 stage and the 
S-iP stage. The thrust structure provides support for engines, piping, 
wiring and interface panels, ambient heliun sphere, and sane of the 
LOX tank and engine instrumentation. The aft skirt assembly is the 
load bearing structure between the LH2 tank and aft interstage. The 
propellant tank assembly consists of a cylindrical tank with a hemi- 
spherical shaped dome at each end. Contained within this assembly is 
a cOrnnon bulkhead which separates +he LOX and LH2. 
The forward skirt assembly extends forward fran the intersection of the 
LH2 tank sidewall and the forward dome providing a hard attach point for 
the IU. 
The S-IVB is powered by one J-2 engine with a naninal thrust of 225,000 
lbf at the 5.5 mixture ratio which is employed for the greater portion 
of the bum. LOX is supplied to the engine by a 6 inch low pressure 
duct from the LOX tank. LH2 is supplied by a vacuum jacketed low pres- 
sure 10 inch duct emanating from the LH2 tank. Prior to liftoff LH2 
tank pressurization is provided by ground supplied helium. After S-IVB 
engine start, GH2 for LH2 tank pressurization is bled from the thrust 
chamber hydrogen injector manifold. Prior to launch, LOX tank pressuri- 
zaticn is also accomplished by a ground helium supply. During S-IVB 
engine bum, GHe from storage spheres3 located in the LH2 tank, is 
warmed by a heat exchanger to supply tank pressurization. 
Pitch and yaw control of the S-IVB is accomplished during powered flight 
by gimbaling the J-2 engine and roll control is provided by operating 
the Auxiliary Propulsion System (APS). 
The APS provides three axis stage attitude control. The APS modules ar-e 
located on opposite sides of the S-IVB aft skirt at Positions I and III. 
Each module contains its own oxidizer system, fuel system, and pressuriza- 
tion system. Nitrogen Tetroxide (N 04) is used as the oxidizer and Mono- 
methyl Hyc' -Tine (Ml) is the fuel T or these engines. 
Additional systems on the S-IVB are: 
a. The hydraulic system which gimbals the J-2 engine. 
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Figure B-4. S-IVB Stage Configuration 
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b. Electrical c_vct.em which supplies and distributes poker to the 
various electrical components. 
C. Thermoconditioning system which thermally condit ions the electrica 
electronic modules in the forward skirt area. 
1/ 
d. Data acquisition and telemetry system which acquires and transmits 
data for stage evaluation. 
e. A set of ordnance systems used for rocket ignition, stage separa- 
tion, ullage motor jettison and range safetv. 
The more significant configuration changes between SA-205 S-IVB and 
SA-206 S-IVB are shown in Table B-3. 
6.4 IU Configuration 
The IU, as shown in Figure B-5, is a short cylinder fabricated from -.. . . . 
an aluminum alloy honeycomb sancwich material. The IU cylinder has a dia- 
meter of 21.6 feet and a leng'ih of 3 feet. The cylinder is marufactured in 
three 12C degree seqmcnts vhich are joined by splice plates into an integral 
load bearing unit. The top and bottom edges of the cylinder are made 
from extruded aluminum channels bonded to the honeycomb sandwich material. 
Cold plates are attached to the interior cf the cylinder which serve 
both as mounting structure and thermal conditioing units for the elec- 
trical/electronic equipment. 
Other systems included in the IU are: 
a. The Environmental Control System (ECS) which maintains an acceptable 
environment for the IU equipment and S-IVE forward skirt. 
b. The electrical system which supplies and distributes electrical 
power to the various systems. 
C. The EDS which senses onbaord emergency situation. 
d. The navigation, guidance, and control system. 
e. The measurements and telemetry system which monitors and transmits 
signals to ground monitoring stations. 
f. The flight program which controls the LVDC from seconds before 
liftoff until the end of the launch vehicle mission. 
The more significant changes between IU-206 and previous Instrunent Units 
are shown in Table B-4. 
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Table B-3. S-IVB Significant Configuration Changes 
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Figure B-5. Instrument Unit Configuration 
Table B-4. IU Siqnificant Configuration Changes 
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8.5 Spacecraft Configuration 
The spacecraft, as shown in Figure B-6 includes a Launch Escape System 
(LES), a Command Module (CM), 
Lunar Module Adapter (SLA). 
a Service Module (SM), and a Spacecraft 
From the bottom of the SLA to the top of 
the LES, the spacecraft measures approximately 81.8 feet. 
The Launch Escape Tower (LET) is the forward most part of the Saturn IB 
space vehicle. Basic configuration of the LET consists of a nose cone, 
three rocket motors, a canard assembly, a structural skirt, a titaniun- 
tube tower, and a boost protective cover. The purpose of the three rocket 
motors is tower jettison, escape, and pitch control. The LET is jetti- 
soned shortly after S-IVB stage ignition. 
The CM is designed to dCCmOdate three astronauts. The CM is a conical1 
shaped structure consisting of an inner pressure vessel (crew compartment J 
and an outer heat shield. The CM is approximately 11.15 feet long. Aluni- 
num honeycomb panels and aluminun iongerons are used to form the pressure 
tight crew compartment. Stainless steel honeycomb covered with an 
ablative material is used to construct the outer heat shield. 
The SM is a cylindrical aluminum honeycomb shell with fore and aft 
aluminum honeycomb bulkheads. Six aluninum radial beams divide the SM 
into sectors. These beams have a triangular truss between the CM and 
SM with pads at the apex to support the CM. The SM also houses the 
Service Propulsion System (SPS) which includes an engine and propellant 
tanks. 
The SLA is 28.0 feet long and the fomard and aft diameters are 12.83 feet 
and 21.6 feet, respectively. The SLA is constructed in two sets of four 
panels, the panels being made from aluminum honeycomb. 
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